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;Dr\cert 
Now for the first time on 

video, you can be there to 
share the intimacy of a Willie 
Nelson concert. Now, you 
can see and hear the music 
that has touched the heart of 
millions. Twenty-eight great 
hits from the Living Legend. 
Such favorites as On the  
Road Again, Always on My 
Mind, Stardust and Georgia. 

Irs a different kind of 
music—just like the man. 
Sad, sensitive, rambling, set-
tling on the only home irs 
gonna know...always on the 
road. Now, you can hear it 
and see it as part of a leg-
endary performance. You'll 
be swept up in the joy, the 
exuberance, the sheer magic 
that turns every Willie Nelson 
concert into a timeless 
experience. 
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I Uri ,, 
VIDEO 
MUSIC 

AVAILABLE ON VIDEOCASSETTES 
IN BOTH BETA HI-FI AND VHS HI-FI 
AND VIDEODISCS 
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GEORGE JONES 
George Jones is keeping a suprisingly high 
profile these days. 

¡fisiones Country Amusement Park in 
Texas has drawn national attention. 

The long-awaited publication of bis biog-
raphy, I'm Ragged But Right" is at the top 
of every music-lover's best seller list. 

And, mast exciting of all, an outstanding 
new George Jones album has just been 
released! 

The title song, lbu've Still Got A Place 
In My Heart" is an instant George Jones 
classic. 

There's a new version of"I'm Ragged But 
Right," plus other great songs like "From 
Strangers, To Lovers, To Friends," "( tone 
Sundown," and 'The Second Time 
Around:' 

It's sometimes hard to keep up with George 
Jones. But isn't it always worth it? 

GEORGE JOIVES, "YOU'VE 
STILL GOTA PLACE IN 
MY HEART" 

Produced by BILL)' SHERRILL 

ON RECORDS AND CASSETTES 
trademarks of CBS. Inc. $11) 1984 CBS, Inc. 
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An autograph to remember, response to Hank Williams, 
recollections of Dickens, a debate over words, Kienzle gets in a good 
one, and seniors state views. 

14 People 
What's Barbara doing on top of that elephant? Who's happier— 
Johnny Cash or George Jones? Who's that with Loretta? What's going 
on with Bill Monroe, Rosanne Cash, The Oaks, Tom T. Hall, The 
Judds, and more. 

24 20 Questions wtih T.G. Sheppard 
T.G. talks about what it's like to be a sex symbol, what success keeps 
him from doing, and how he came to know the business from two 
points of view. 

26 Larry Gatlin 
Larry Gatlin talks straight about career and marriage, going on the 
road, meeting fans, writing songs, a New York country music 
magazine—and, a tough decision he's had to face: singing someone 
else's songs. 

34 The Life and New Times of Tammy Wynette 
A star-struck Michael Bane visits Tammy on the rehearsal stage in 
Nashville and comes away with these impressions of the voice, the 
face, and the unique spirit that have expressed pain for so many as 
well as wrung one or two hearts on their own. 

38 Bob Wills: The King of Western Swing 
Willie Nelson looks at a great bandleader and style-setter in music, 
one of his heroes: the latest in our series of Greatest Hits, from 1974. 

54 Joe Ely 
Coming back with a new band and a new sound, Joe Ely gives John 
Morthland a piece of his mind about his past and his plans. 

58 Record Reviews 
Great old tracks from Johnny Cash and the latest new ones from 
Hank Jr., David Allan Coe, Conway Twitty, Ray Charles, Reba 
McEntire, Johnny Rod, Mel, and a hatful of others. 

66 Buried Treasures by Rich Kienzle 
The hot licks of country boogie are heard again: Red Foley, Moon 
Mullican, Roy Hall and Sidney Gunter. 

66 The Essential Collector by Rich Kienzle 
The little shouter shows us how he made it to the Hall of Fame. 
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ez .e. COUNIP8 MUSIC 
••••111 HASN'T SOUNDED 1-1-11s 
'111 GREIg SNCEIHE I.AST 

+0  ape RIZI CHARLES ALBUM! 
Iola" .. i evals took to country music. 

*et, Nis "Modern Sounds In Country Ray Charles 

4 & Western Music" introduced 
albums ot country 

jai music to millions who had never really 

- i • listened betore. Nee country music has taken to Ray 

Charles ...in a big way. "Ray Charles slips into country like a 
sott band into a velvet glove." —Country 

Rhythms "His urgent vocal styles marries well 

to lyrics about tile's trials and tribula-
tions and burnt-out love attairs." —Sant 

Aria Register nay Caries', "Do I Ever *newt 
Mind" (FC 38990t is all new ...and at 

Nashville. It' usic Genius. s country m  

RECORDS AND CASSETFES 
Columba," are trademarks of CBS. Inc 1984 CBS, Wit, 



Letters 

Willie Under His Skin 

Willie Nelson autographed my arm. 
The next day I had it tattooed! After 
that the phone started ringing. I had 
calls from Los Angeles, Texas and 
several other states. The story was in 
the newspaper and on the radio. It was 
on three TV stations, CBS, NBC and 
CNN. It was the most exciting experi-
ence of my life. 
When I met Willie, there were no 

other fans or bodyguards around. He 
was getting ready to perform in Daven-
port, Iowa, and he took time out to talk 
to me and my family. Would you like to 
use this story in Country Music Maga-
zine? 

Jim Curtis 
Muscatine. Iowa 

You bet we would! Thanks for sending 
the photos too. —Ed. 

George is Back 

If anyone \\ onders, George Jones is 
back. I went to two of his shows when 
he was out this way recently, one in 
San Carlos with Leona Williams and 
one in Fresno. Both shows were fan-
tastic and sold out. 
I took my copy of Country Music 

with George on the cover to the Fresno 
show and showed it to George's road 
manager. He took it on the bus to show 
George and brought it back auto-
graphed. He asked where he could get 

a copy as George wanted to read the 
article. Well, he could have had my 
copy before the autograph but certainly 
not after. So he had to go shopping for 
one. 
George has one of the best, most 

professional bands in country music 
today. The Jones Boys. ( I'm only slight-
ly prejudiced as my uncle is one of The 
Jones Boys.) They are totally dedicated 
to George and doing the quality show 
he expects. 

Sue Barnhart 
Ceres, California 

Magazine is Back, Too 

The return of Cm/wry Music is a 
dream come true. What a thrill when I 
laid eyes on that beautiful January/ 
February issue. The same familiar 
logo and typesetting. The thin glossy 
pages that I missed so much. And on 
the cover George Jones. We finally had 
Country Music back, and in classic 
fashion to boot. Then I confronted the 
most troubling question—who would 
the writers be? I checked, and there 
they were—my heroes among music 
critics—both Peter Guralnick and Nick 
Tosches. It made me feel great to know 
that others recognize the supreme tal-
ents of these two writers, and that their 
fabulous insights would once again 
grace the pages of the magazine. At a 
time when truly dreadful work ( both 
performance and criticism) is passed 

off as great, it's a much needed shot in 
the arm to have your publication back 
in such healthy condition. 

Mario Scarselletta III 
Glens Falls, New York 

Glad you agree with us about two 
great writers. —Ed. 

Hank Williams Revisited 

I just finished reading your issue 
with the Late Great Hank Williams on 
the cover. It brings back many memo-
ries to see a real fine likeness of Hank. 
But why do people write articles that 
turn a person like Hank into a no-good 
bum? And what makes a son write bad 
lyrics about his dad when he didn't 
even know him? 
Years ago, I appeared on a show 

with Little Jimmy Dickens. He took a 
great liking to me because I reminded 
him of Hank. Jimmy's first wife told 
me he had tears in his eyes when he 
heard me sing Hank's songs. IfJimmy 
reads the article in your magazine, and 
I think he will, I believe he will feel the 
same as I do. 

Lillian Stone, Hank's mom, was a 
great mother. We wrote letters back 
and forth for years. In one of her letters 
she wrote, "There was only one Hank 
Williams, and there will never be an-
other." I think that tells it all. 

Tex Roe 
Cortland, New York 

I cannot even look at the picture of 
Hank Williams painted by Paul Laf-
foley. What an awful portrait. The 
Hank I listened to for so many years is 
not anything like that portrait. I think 
it is ugly. 
I loved Hank Williams, and yes, he 

was and is one of the greatest singers 
that ever lived. Charley Pride. Ernest 
Tubb, Carl Smith, and many others 
are right there with him. They were 
and are Country. 
I loved the article aboutJimmy Dick-

ens. I am so glad that he has finally 
been recognized and honored. I met 
him years ago here in Bad Axe, and I 
must tell you, he is one great man. 
Congratulations, Jimmy! 
I am so sorry to hear that Ernest 

Tubb is not well. To this day when he is 
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IS IT 
REALLY AS 
EASY AS 
MERLE 

MAKES IT 
SOUND? 

On the new Merle Haggard 
album, everything just seems to 

fall into place. 
Just the right phrase here... 

Just the right tasty lick there... 
And, as always, the songs are 

consistently pleasing. 
Who else but Merle could 

have as much fun as he does on 
"Let's Chase Each Other 

Around The Room" without 
losing his cool? 

Who else could be lookin' for 
"A Place To Fall Apart" one 
minute, and then shrug, and 

realize " It's All In The Game"? 
It sure seems easy commn 

from Merl 
But if it's really so easy, why 

doesn't everyone do it 

FE 39 364 

MERLE HAGGARD, 
"IT'S ALL IN THE GAME." 

PRODUCED BY 
MERLE HAGGARD 

8( RAY BAKER. 

ON RECORDS AND CASSETTES. 

are trademarks of CBS. Inc , 1984 CBS. Inc. 



singing on the TV or radio, my friends 
call me to tell me so I can listen to him. 
His singing has brought me through 
many a heartache. 

Mary Ann Cove 
Bad Axe, Michigan 

I have to compliment Mr. Hickey on 
his imagination and in-depth research 
on the life on Hank Williams. However, 
there was one thing which upset me, 
for over the years I've done quite a bit 
of study on Hank myself, and there is 
no way that Hank would ever have 
gone rock-and-roll or naked with a 
flower behind his ear to sell a hit 
record, as Mr. Hickey speculated. How 
could he write such a thing? Hank was 
no cop-out. And as any real country fan 
knows, not only was Hank Country, 
but Country is Hank. 

Jesse M. Turner 
Oxford, Wisconsin 

And A Kick From Kienzle 

Hiram King Williams was not 
Hank's born name. Roger M. Williams, 
author of Sing a Sad Song, has seen the 
birth certificate, and the born name is 
Hiram Hank Williams. The name is 
misstated in several current sources. 
This is an example of how misinfor-
mation gets around. 

Rich Kienzle 
Greensburg, Pennsylvania 

It one th illy for Ñs to make a mistake, 
Rich. Ifs anotherfor you to blab it to r 
32.5,000 subscribers. —Ed. 

The Importance of Being Ernest 

Your March/April issue is out of this 
world. You did a beautiful write-up of 
the late Hank Williams, and I sure 
enjoyed reading aboutJimmy Dickens. 
I also enjoyed Buried Treasures and 
was so happy to see you listed Ernest 
Tubb, my number one idol. He has 
been my inspiration for forty years. 
When he came to our city of Olean in 
1976, I had our mayor honor him with 
a plaque which I was thrilled to present 
to him on stage. 

Eleanor Chamberlain 
Olean, New York 

Dickens Rides Again 

The article on Little Jimmy Dickens 
sure brought back some fond memo-
ries. While on tour in 1952 with Al 
Rogers' Rocky Mountain Boys, we 
played with him in Biff Collie's night-
club in Houston. Then in 1955 we 
booked him in with us in the high 
school auditorium in Borger, Texas. 
He is one of the greatest entertainers I 
have ever had the pleasure of watching 
work. I am sending along a photo of 

myself and our piano player Bill 
McClure with Jimmy on the stage at 
Borger. Jimmy and Carl Smith had 
gone horseback riding just a few days 
prior to the show, and Jimmy had 
fallen and broken his arm. It didn't 
phase him. He did a great job. 

Hank Mansel 
Hurst, Texas 

Thank you so much for the article on 
Little Jimmy Dickens. While raising 
my family I kind of lost track of him. I 
was his fan club president in the late 
40s and early 50s, then gave up the 
club when I was married in 1952. I 
loved working for my favorite enter-
tainer. 

Mary Ann Sauber 
Jackson, Michigan 

Little Jimmy Dickens is one of my 
favorites and I really enjoyed reading 
about him. But, best of all. I finally had 
the privilege of seeing his show in 
person last fall. It really is amazing 
how much energy he generates on 
stage. And then, the honor bestowed on 
him by entering him in the Hall of 
Fame. Well deserved! 

Verna Knee 
Westover, Pennsylvania 

Not Fit to Print 

I was sure disappointed in the Mel 
Tillis interview. The bad language and 
the song"I'm a Demographic Fool" are 
in bad taste. Young people as well as 
adults are having a rough time coping 
with life nowadays. We need good en-
tertainers with clean thoughts and 
songs. I don't think Mel made it on this 
type of song or that he would want it 
played on his radio station. 
I would hope the reporters would 

edit the interviews. 
Adriane Burns 

McDaniels, Kentucky 

There is no way I will have a maga-
zine in my home that includes such 

filthy language as appears in "20 Ques-
tions with Mel Tillis" or Dave Hickey's 
article on Hank Williams. Either you 
don't believe in censorship or you do 
not care. Please cancel my subscrip-
tion. 

Mildred Randal 
Energy, Illinois 

I am quite concerned about the pro-
fanity in the Mel Tillis and Hank 
Williams articles. I feel that this type 
of writing is totally uncalled for and 
that the same points could have been 
made without the profanity. I know 
you can't do anything about the direc-
tion country music itself is taking, but 
I would hope you would not cheapen 
your fine magazine. 

Chuck Hays 
Pekin, Illinois 

Generally, it is our policy to edit out 
what we think are m ccss(1I'll ¿(ses of 

lui,flifOge that Dilly br i re to some. 
There are tinos, howurcr, when only 
strong WOrd.4 Will do. Millie/daily. in 
COM'S where we are quoting someone, we 
a re reluctant to alter the meaning of the 
pers(w's rework. In this regard Mildred 
Ra mlo 1 is co i'rurl: we don't be/ieee in 
CellSorSh p. A11(1, Ire don't th ink Mers or 
Dare Hickey's intent was to bc d i 
although their words Were Strong. 

We a p !wee late !parr caner (.11. We try 
not to use words laos( '!/. nor to offend. 
Sometimes we ma y make in istakes. 
That's why we publish your opinions 
and con' plaints. —R.D.B. 

Another Viewpoint 

I just finished reading"20 Questions 
with Mel Ti His" by Michael Bane. All I 
can say is. "Thank you, Michael. for 
bringing up some questions which have 
really been bothering me lately." Also. 
a big thanks to Mel for answering the 
questions so directly and honestly. So 
many established performers are not 
able to get a record to go up the charts. 
It just seems that if you don't have a big 
record company pushing your song, 
the radio stations won't play it. Maybe 
your magazine can help by featuring 
great artists in your articles even 
though their records aren't featured on 
the charts. 

Kathy Cal iaro 
Seymour, Wisconsin 

We do this, and we do think it helps. 
Mir:: one of the things that mobs us 
,feel good about i no in this business. 
But you can help ere(' more. If ma( and 
the rest of t he 32:7),000 sdhscribcts to this 
magazine all called lip your local radio 
stations and regist(r( (1 your opinions, 
that would make quite a difference. 
—R.I).B. 
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YOU WILL PLAY GUITAR 
BY EAR - YOUR FIRST 

DAY. . .GUARANTEED!! 

THIS AMAZING 
COLOR ASSOCIATION 
METHOD NEVER 
BEFORE PUBLISHED! 
YOU LEARN SO EASY!!! 

NO PREVIOUS MUSICAL 
EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 

— GREAT FOR ELECTRIC OR ACOUSTIC GUITAR — 

IMAGINE YOU playing for parties & family get togethers. 
(YOU may go on to become a PROM) 

If you want to play country, rock, jazz, or whatever, this color association method will 
start you in the right direction. Once you "get the hang of it", you can apply this method 

to all of your favorite current hit songs. 

NO boring musical notes and scales. YOU JUST START PLAYING!! You will 
learn how to CHOOSE A GUITAR, how to TUNE, how to STRUM, how to PICK, 

and best, how to PLAY BY EAR!!! 

TWO SEPARATE TESTS WILL SHOW HOW FAST YOU ARE LEARNING! 
(No other method has anything like this). All students in all test cases played to a satisfy-
ing degree their first day. WE GUARANTEE THE SAME FOR YOU!!! 

Order NOW and receive FREE copy of PICKIN' & SINGIN'. Both books give you 
over 60 pages of intructions and over 40 sing along songs. 

*********************************************** 

USE SEPARATE PAPER IF DESIRED — SAME GUARANTEE. 
Credit card & COD. or-
ders may call toll free 24 
hrs. a day, 7 days a week, 
1-800-323-6556, ext. 
R-143. In Illinois call 
1-800-942-6345, ext. 

Mail to: 

Country Guitar 
Dept. CM1 
6033 E. Prado St. 
Anaheim, Calif. 92807 

R-143. 
YES!! RUSH my copy of Country Guitar -a 
for only $ 11.95* (Canada add 20%) + $ 1.75 * 
shipping & handling to: 

Check Here D if you wish to receive cassette 
tape. Add $6.00 for cassette tape (total $ 17.95 * 
+ $ 1.75 shipping & handling). 

Name  

Address  

City & State Zip  

*Includes FREE copy of Pleldn' & Single'. 

4( 

The Newest, Easiest to Understand, 
FUN PLAY BY EAR 
Method Ever Published. 

NOTE: We are so sure that YOU will play guitar 
we are willing to make this amazing 

GUARANTEE. If not completely satisfied 
you may return anytime within 
SIX MONTHS for refund. 

CHECK PAYMENT METHOD 

Check  Money Order  

C .0.D.*  Visa/M.0   

Card 

Expires  

Signature  

*No C.O.D. to Canada. *C.O.D. charges added. 

$2.00 deposit required. 
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TOM JONES 

‘0' 
W ee \see 

éeec eeçl - 
'b ee el(e' 
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She's., Lads • 'it ithout Lose ('1h, re i, nothing)tini Neser Fall 
in Lose 4ain • Green Green Grass of Home • Daughter of 
Dark ness • I ho hase nothingi• Forms Familiar Forgotten 
Feelings• Lose Me lhenight • Si•deen TonS• With These Hand-
• tit hat's Ness P., at • It's Not  . I • Delilah • Can't Stop 
Losing Yilal • Ott Cits • Help Yourself • Sit ti n'on the Dock 

he Has • Illes Jude• Fun», lion Tiro,. Slips lssas • t,,  

CARL SMITH 
Let Old 'ti,,, her Nature ! lase Her Al as • Mr. Moon • Just Wait 
Till I Get 11111   • Back p 1311,111\ • Deep NAnter• Iles Joe 
• '( re 1 nu Ti•asina e If Trardro.p. i•ri• Pennit, • it's a 
IA. el, 1,11Sal, 'it glad • 1 ou % re the I Me • Don't just Stand 
There • Satisfaction Guaranteed • kisses Don% Lie • Our 
Hones nmon • Trademark • let's Lise a Little • Take lls Ring 
r /If lour Finger• I Os erlooked an Orchid • Go. HON GO, Th 
Orrhid Means Goodin.: 

NIEL STREET 
Borrowed loigel • The Toss» here lot, Lis e • Bad Had 
Leros Brim II • I' Hurt Her More Than She Lose. Ale • 
Lust flair • I %lei % Friend Of ours Tod., • Big Blue 
Diam llll • Forbidden Digel • C011nirs Pride é Don't Lead 
Ale On • Smokes Mountain Alenun:ies • Rub It In • 
irginiiis Song • Ibuit lie t 'tars • E. en If I ' lase To Steal • 
ou Make %le Feel Moir Lika• % Man • Tod. I Started 

ill* Y1111 %gain • Lose Ni,' Tender • and MORE! 

JOHN\ HORTON 
North to Maska• Batik. id' Ness Orleans• When It's Springtime 
in llaska ( it'- 40 lidos.) • Johnns Fieli • Ens Coming Home • 
Honks l'onk llan • Sink the Bismarck • % II for the Lose of a 
Girl liThe Mansion You Stole • Comanche•Jim Bridger• I'm 
a One•lloman Man • Sleeps Esed John • Thes'll Neser Take 
lier Lose from Ale• Old Sh:ssft.itit • Gross n I p • Sal'. Got a 
Sugar it, • Whispering Pines • Johnns Freedom I Freedom 
Land I • in, Reads If You're Willing 

TANVA TUCKER 
The Man that Turned Ms Mama On • You Are So Beautiful • 
Would You Las with 'ti,' j,, a Field of Stone • Spring • Blood 
Red & Coin Disssn • Bed of Roses • What's Your Mama's Name 
• Hoss Can I Tell Him* The Happiest Girl in the Whole U.S. %. 
• The Jamestossn Ferns • Delta Damn • Almost Permadell • 
Greener than the Gras:. • lose's the Ans., • I Behest" the 
South is Gonna' Rise .% gain • Islas Bear Song• Guess I'll Hose 
To Lose Him More • Let Me Be There • and MORE! 

THE PRESIDENT 
awele FIRST LADY 

aeoile aid 7aiemei, 
GEORGE Elk TAMMY 

Ile', Gonna Hold On • Tsso Stors H • • 'take Me • The 
Ceremons • Old Fashioned Singing .• 'soil The Jet Set • 
We losed It •Goil's Gonna Gerrha (For thaO•Someone 
It sed to Knoss é Lis in' on Eass Street • Golden Ring • After 
Closing Time • Something to Brag About • %tell Talk About It 
Later•Rollire In lls Svieet Bain'. irms• Near Yini•Southern 
California • Let" Dodd a CI ligether Mier the Fire Is 
Gone • If `Xe r %lake It 

11111" .1.I'UFF 
Great Speckled Bird • Tell Mother I'll Be There• Wait for the 
light to Shine•ll reek on tht• Highs.. • I Sass the Light • The 
PrecionsJessel • The Great Shining Light • If I Could Hear Ms 
Mother Prat '(gato • 'The Great Judgment Morning • Great 
Speckled Bird ( No. 2I• Wabash Cannon Ball • Lonesome Ohl 
Riser Blues • Be Honest ssith Me • Fireball %lad • Tennessee 
Y. alir • Muleskinner Blues ( Blue sodel no. 8i• lam and Lonels 
• Pins arid Needle. • Freight Train Blues • MORE! 



RED SOVINE 
Teddv Bear • Dadds's Girl • Lay Down Salk • Truck Deis i n' 
Son ea Gun • Coloiado Kool-Aid • Girlds up«Go• Ole Ris ers • 
The Doss of Me and You • Little Rosa • I Didn't Jump the 
Fente l Come Back • Little Joe • I Know You're Married 
(But I lose 1•111)• Last Goodbye • Phantom 3095 Roses for 
Mama • 18 Wheels a Humming Home Sweet Home • Ansthing 
Leasing Town Todas • Daddy • Woman Behind the Man 
Behind the Wheel 

ALIIIITY ROBBINS 
El Paso• El Paso Cit. 5Th.' Hanging Tree• Red Riser Valle, • 
Streets. of Laredo é San Angelo • All Around &mhos • 
Tumbling To mhleweeds•The Fastest Gun Around • Meet Me 
Tonight in Laredn• Mr. Shorts • They're Hanging Me Tonight 
• Cool Water • Strass berry Mien • Ballad of the Alamo • Big 
Iron • Running Gun • Fisc Brothers • The Cowlms in the 
Continental Suit • Old Red 

ROAD MUSIC 
Tedds Bear (Red So. ine) • Si • Doss on the Road (Dane 
Dudley) • Girl on the Billboard (Del •Rerves) • Ree.ing Zone 
Blues (Coleman Wilson) • Truck Dris in' Son of a Gun (Date 
Dudley)• Cons ON (T. H. Music Festival)•Gise Me 40 Acres to 
Turn this Rig Aitsund (The Willis Brothers) • White Knight 
(T. H. Mamie Festival) • Looking at the World Ti gh a 
Windshield (Del Reeses)•Giddyup Go Answer (Minnie Pearl) 
• The Gearjammer and the Hobo (Red Saslne)• MORE! 

TAMMY WYNETTE 
and Me • Stand h. Your Man •'Til I Can Make It On Ms 

Own • D- I-V-0.14-C-É • Singing Ms Song • Kids Sas the 
Darndest Th ings • Your Good Girl's Gonna Go Bad • Woman-
hood • One of a Kinds I'll See Him Through• Bedtime Sion • 
I Don't Warm. Pl. House • Take Me to Your World. • 
Apartment No. 9 • The Was to Lose a Man • He Loses Me All 
the Was • Hun. Woman. Run • Good Latin' ( Makes it right)• 
Ms Man it ', demands) • 'Till I Get It Right 

SUER WOOLEY • BEN COLDER 
Purple People Eater•That's MN Pa• I Walk the I.ine ( No. 2)• 
Detroit Cit. ( No. 2) • %runt'''. Bear • Don't Go Near the 
Eskimoes • Harper Valley P.T.A. ( Later the Same Das l• I.ittle 
Green Apples • 10 Little Bottles • IS Beers Ago • Almost 
Persuaded • Hello Walls (No. 2)• Green Green Grass of Home 
(No. 2)• Sunday Morning Fallin' Down • Rollin' in Ms Sweet 
Baby's Arms • Folsom Prison Blues • Little Brown Shirk Out 
Bark • Disorce (No. 2) • Eass Los in' • and MORE! 

LEFTY FRIZZELL 
If Yt.tese Got the Mom,. l'se Got the Time • 1 Lose You a 
Thousand Was s• look What Thoughts Will Do• I Want To Be 
with You AlWass • Aiwa,. Late with Your Kisses • Mom and 
Dad's Waltr.• Tras el i n' Blues • Cite Me More, More. More of 
Your Kisses • Don't Suss 'toas • Foreser • Release Me • 
Cigarettes and Coffee Blu.es • The long Black Veil • Saginaw. 
Michigan • She's Gone, Gone. Gone • Watermelon Time in 
Gvorgia • The Walti of the 4ng.•Is • and MORE! 

GENE' WATSOM 
GREATEST HITS 

GENE WATSON 
Lose in the Afternoon • Farewell Parts • Piek the Wildwood 
Flower • One-Sided Cons ersat ion • Sh.ott Id I Come Honte (Or 
should I go cram l• I Don't Need a Thing at All • The Old Nis» 
and His Horn • Where LON e Begins•Cowhoss Don't Get Lucks 
All the Time • Paper 110.4.• • NI, One ill Fs, Know é 
Bedroom Ballad • Raisin tine in Te•as • Nothing Sure 
Looked Good on You • 1 tut CA/111d K110. a. Much Alison a 
Stranger • Bad Water • and MORE! 

letideeee Tooitedwitie 

P.O. Box 1226 
Hendersonville, TN 37077-9990 

Name  

Address 

C.ity  

State 

Zip  

Records/8 TK/Cass. 
Only 89.97 Ea. 
Add $1.95 post. & hand. for first 
selection/50c each additional choice. 

Check your choices below: 

O Tanya Tucker 0 LP 
El Red Sovine 0 LP 
O Tammy Wynette 0 LP 
O Lefty Frizzell 0 LP 
O Tom Jones 0 LP 
O Mel Street O LP 
O George & Tammy 0 LP 
O Marty Robbins O LP 
• Wooley /Colder 0 LP 
O Gene Watson 0 LP 
O Carl Smith O LP 

  0 Johnny Horton 
O Roy Acuff 
O Road Music 

8TK 
O 8TK 
O 8TK 
8TK 
8TK 

O 8TK 
O 8TK 
8TK 

O 8TK 
8TK 
OTK 

0 LP O 8TK 
0 LP 0 OTK 
0 LP 0 8TK 

0 I've ordered 4 selections for the 
price of 3. Enclosed find $29.91 
plus $.3.45 post. & hand. 

0 Cass. 
0 Cass, 
0 Cass. 
0 Cass, 
0 Cass. 
0 Cass. 
O Cass. 
Cl Cass. 
O Cass. 
▪ Cass, 
O Cass. 
O Cass. 
Cl Cass. 

O Cass. 

784-6 

main 



A Lasting 40 Song 
Treasury Collection 
From the Vaults of CBS. 

Western Classics 
By The Artists 
Who Made Them 
Immortal 

Do you remember those great singin' cow-
boys and their tender ballads of the old 
west? Well, were proud to announce a new 
4 record set, "THE LEGENDARY SONGS OF 
THE OLD WEST," that will let you re-live 
that golden age when names like Autry and 
Rogers were household words. 

Here is a collection we are sure you will 
want to own; a rare assortment of western 
classics as sung by the artists who made 
them immortal. Just some of the headliners 
included on this set are: Gene Autry, Tex 
Ritter, Roy Rogers, Smiley Burnette, The 
Sons of The Pioneers, Bob Wills, Patsy 
Montana, Bob Atcher and many, many 
more. 

Re-live The Golden Age When 
The Cowboy Was King 
This collection is filled with enough guitar 
twangin' to jar your dusty memories of the 
wide open prairies and the tumblin' 
tumbleweeds. You will hear tunes like: 
"Back in the "kiddie Again "/GENE AUTRY, 
"You Are My Sunshine"/BOB ATCHER AND 
BONNIE BLUE EYES, "Little Liza Jane"/BOB 
WILLS, "Ragtime Cowboy Joe"/LOUISE 
MASSEY, "I'm An Old Cowhand"/PATSY 
MONTANA, "Everyday In The Saddle"/TEX 
RITTER, "Hi-Ho Silver"/ROY ROGERS, 
"Open Range Ahead"/THE SONS OF THE 
PIONEERS ... Plus many more ... 40 great 
tunes in all. 

Classics That Will Bring Back 
Your Fondest Memories 

Also included are: Song Of The Bandit/My 
Little Cherokee Maiden/I've Sold My Sad-
dle For An Old Guitar/Seven Years With 

The Wrong Man/Seven Years With The 
VVrong Woman/Seven Beers With The Wrong 
Man/Rye Whiskey, Rye Whiskey/Billie The 
Kid/My Prairie Queen/I Want To Be a Cow-
boy's Sweetheart/Red River Valley/Home 
On The Range/OH! Susannah/Cowboy 
Night Herd Song/The Yellow Rose Of 
Texas/I Only Want A Buddy, Not a 
Sweetheart/When The Black Sheep Gets 
The Blues/Way Out West In Texas/Cool 
Water/The Last Roundup/Hadie Brown/I'm 
Thinking Tonight Of My Blue Eyes/ 
Goodbye Old Paint/Ole Faithful/Minnie 
The Moocher At The Morgue/Listen To The 
Rhythm Of The Range/Rockin' Alone In 
An Old Rockin' Chair/Ghost In The 
Graveyard/A-Riding Old Paint/Hold That 
Critter Down, 

14 Day Home Audition... Money Back 
Guarantee 
All these memories are yours for a 14 day 
home audition with this special offer from 
the publisher. We will send you this LP 
collection to listen to over and over again 
for this trial period before you decide to 
keep it. Spend some time capturing the 
mood of the western frontier and see if this 
collection isn't everything we say it is. If 
you decide it's not, simply return it for a full 
refund. 

We're sure you will agree, this LP set, which 
will certainly grow in interest and value 
over the years... will be a handsome addi-
tion to your record collection. 

This unique collection is not available in 
stores at any price. Also, this may be your 
only chance to take advantage of this spe-

cial promotion as it will be available for a 
limited time only! 

These quality recordings include many rare 
and previously unissued performances by 
some of your favorite stars ... and re-
member, this offer includes a full money 
back guarantee if you are not completely 
delighted and should choose to return the 
collection. What store would offer you that? 

So don't hesitate, just fill out the special 
request coupon and mail it with your check 
or money order and we will rush this 
memorable 4 record boxed set right out to 
you ... it's that easy ... but hurry, while 
supplies last!!! 

11. •11.1. 

Risk rio  Coupon Today 

TO: NASHVILLE WAREHOUSE 
P.O. Box 1226 
Hendersonville, TN 37077-9990 

Yes, send me "The Legendary Songs 
Of The Old West" for my 14 day home 
audition. I have enclosed $19.98 plus 
$2.45 for postage and handling. If I 
should choose not to keep it I will 
return it after 14 days for a refund. 



"The Thriller" of Country 

I really enjoyed the article on Leona 
Williams. It was very interesting to 
hear from the wife of a superstar who 
is also an entertainer. I believe the 
wives and husbands of very famous 
people have to be very special. 
I would love an article on Johnny 

Rodriguez and Tanya Tucker. I believe 
these two are two of the most mis-
managed talents in the business. They 
should both be at the top of country 
music, and they aren't. Why? Johnny 
has to be the sexiest man to ever put on 
a pair of Levi's. If someone who knew 
what they were doing got hold of these 
two and managed and promoted them 
the way they should have been from 
the first, it would be "the thriller" of 
country. 

Karen Feagley 
Plainview. Texas 

We don't ora ut to boast, lad back in 
March 1914. lee said the same thing. 
Then 11'f tried again will? Tanya alone 
in „Iola 1971. See MIA'S uf our corers 
above.—Ed. 

New Chance for Leona 

Thank you for the article on Leona 
Williams. She is one of my favorite 
female vocalists. and I think she is very 
underrated. 
I hope Mercury Records will stick 

with her, and do their best for her. She 
wasn't given a chance to prove what 
she could do while she was at Elektra 
Records a few years ago. Like so many 
other fine artists, her singles weren't 
played on the radio and were near 
impossible to locate. 

John O'Dowd 
Pine Brook, New Jersey 

Nice People 

Boy. I am so happy you came into my 
life! This magazine is beautiful! The 
article on Leona Williams was great. 
I'm so thrilled to hear her songs and 
that she'll be doing her own shows. She 
is a terrific lady with a lot of heart. 

Also, the other articles on Billy 
Sherrill. the Bellamy Brothers, and, of 
course, Lee Greenwood were great. 
I've never seen a magazine that had so 
many nice people in it as you have in 
yours. 

Mike Kemper 
Canon City, Colorado 

Bravo Bellamys 

I especially enjoyed the article on the 
Bellamy Brothers. Michael Bane did 
an excellent job. I have grown to hate 
the labels that experts try to pin on 
individual musical sounds. Our country 
was developed by so many different 
cultures. When they can be combined 
into what can truly be called "Country 
Music." it is wonderful. To me the 
Bellamy Brothers do a good job of that. 

Katherine Manning 
errnanville, Mississippi 

Views on Reviews 

The feature 1 enjoy most in the "new" 
Country Music is the expanded record 
review section. I enjoy comparing my 
own opinions of an album to the re-
viewer's, and I have Country Music to 
thank for introducing me to such new 
artists as Lacy J. Dalton and Gail 
Davies long before I heard any of their 
records on the radio. 

Sheila Popwell 
Hampton. Georgia 

I read Country Mnsir to get some 
insight into country artists, their lives, 
etc. I enjoy the Buried Treasures sec-
tion most of all and your so-called 
professional record reviews the least: 
just too phony and too much belaboring 
of the English language. 

F.B. Bartlett 
Zapata. Texas 

You're bath right. —Ed. 

Experience Counts 

This magazine comes in my son's 
name, but I am the one who reads it. 
plus my six grandkids who visit here a 
lot. I am seventy-one. and I think it's 
the greatest magazine of all. 

Velma Hodges 
Wyoming. Illinois 

Your magazine is O.K.. but we don't 
listen to or care for the current batch of 
entertainers. My preference is for the 
old songs or ballads of the 20s or 30s 
era. We are eighty years young, so 
don't fancy this modern trash. 

Mr. and Mrs. Leon Mills 
Elsie. Michigan 

I enjoy Con ry M nsic so very much. 
It's t he best and most interesting 

magazine I have ever had the pleasure 
of reading. and I look forward to each 
and every i:isue. I'm the lit tle ole lady 
who was born in them-thar Oklahoma 
hills three-quarters of a century ago. 
Yes, I've just polished off seventy-five 
years, and proud of it. It's always been 
country music with me. 

Flossie McConnell 
Irving, Texas 

Cheers for Alabama 

Both my husband and I enjoy 
Alabama's music. We went to one of 
their concerts recently and loved it. We 
feel our radio stations underplay their 
music considering they are the Enter-
tainers of the it ear in country music. 
Have they ever appeared on the cover 
of your magazine or in an interview? 

Mary Beth Salvini 
Houston, Pennsylvania 

Now they hoer! Hope you enjoyed 
them On the corer (1/ OH?' last issue. —Ed. 

What a great review Kip Kirby did 
on Alabama's Roll On album. I love 
Alabama and their music, and this 
album is great. I'll be looking forward 
to seeing more reviews by Mr. Kirby. 

Rachel Ellen 
Bristol. Tennessee 

Glad you l ike the rer .jun.. But to set the 
record straight, the reviewer is Ms. 
Kip Kirby. —Ed. 

Letters We Can 
and Cannot Answer 
We are getting more mail than 

we used to—three or four times 
as much. We are printing more 
letters, too. both here and in the 
CMSA News/et/cr. Your thoughts 
are reaching us. and we appreci-
ate them very much. Although 
every lettet is read, we cannot 
answer them all. We wish we 
could. Particularly. it is hard for 
us to answer the many requests 
for information on artists' ad-
dresses, songs and records, and 

avel. We are glad you think of 
us as a source of information, but 
it is frustrating to be unable to 
respond and distressing to know 
that it may seem as if we do not 
care. We do care, but we must 
focas cur energies on putting out 
the magazine and the News/ctter 
and on filling orders for subscrip-
tions and merchandise. Why not 
join the Country Music Society of 
America ail(' get the Answer 
Book and .\-firs/etier? They will 
help you. - - H.P.B. 

COUNTRY MUSIC 11 



318618 MOLLY HATCHET 
C:3 No Guts...No Glory 

326266 DON WILLIAMS 

322172 EDDIE RABBITT 
  Greatest Hits. Vol.* 

322099 ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK 
  FLASHDANCE 

321992 mot BANDY 
DEVOTED TO IOLA MEMORY 

321976 AC/DC 
  Flick Of The Switch 

317693 Barbara Mandrel! 
In Black And White 

316646 JANIE FRICKE 
IDOLAMMJ IT AIN'T EASY 

316695 CONWAY TWITTY 
h....! DREAM MAKER 

236885 CARPENTERS 
The Smiles 1969 1973 

310094 OAK RIDGE BOYS 
LtiÇAI FANCY FREE 

308148 ROSANNE CASH 
"--• Seven Year Ache 

307710 • 38 SPECIAL 
r•A WILISEIMO SOUTHERN EMITS 

316703 
=UZI 

MEL TILLIS 
GREATEST HITS 

311696 

316711  HANK WILLIAMS. JR 
IBITATMAKOMI GREATEST HITS 

292912 THE BEST OF 
[Krrl BARBARA MANDRELL 

316893 GEORGE JONES ANO MERLE 
11 TASTE Or 

'MEND. S WINE 

290155 THE MARSHALL 
111GKE”ANO 
GREATEST HOIS 

316901 CONWAY TWITTY 
DONyém s al:CLASS. 13E1=3 

317396 JUICE NEWTON 
QUIET LIES 

319590 
loam*  

MARTY ROBBINS 
Sale NENOMES 
JUST NON" DOE 

321562 ASIA 
ALPHA =1 

321596 ROBEIY BARE 
THrEIMEVIGIN 

319608 MEN AT WORK 
CARGO 

304279 STATLER BROTHERS 
10TH ANNIVERSARY 

124616 CYNDI LAUFER 
.••1 SHES SO UNUSUAL 

323238 We., 
EZI 'r"O'for 

324582  
I..... I 

VAN HALEN 
1984 

FGMTAGNI 
322032 PAT BE NATAR 

LIVE FROM EARTH 

325183 
C=I 

OvORAK 
WORLD SYMPHONY 

svIAIIHOHY 

319624 
mom« mool 

ZZ TOP 
ELIMINATOR 

319616 WILLIE NELMS« 
WAYLOH JENNINGS 
TA.17 TO 'NE OMIT 

316653 LARRY GATLIN 
THE GATLIN BROS BAND 
SURE FEELS LIKE LOVE 

315176 TOTO 
11 TOTO IV 

317768 EAGLES GREATEST 
HITS • VOLUME 2 

316919 MICKEY CILLES 
L=J Puy' 'op» DREAMS mee 

315516 ROSANNE CASH 
IcooI SOMEWHERE IN TM STARS 

312967 TERRI GIBBS 
C) I'M A LADY 

316984 DON WILLIAMS 
CI Listen To The Radio 

310235 The Oak Ridge Boys 
Greatest Hits 

317180* THE OSMOND 
  BROTHERS 

317222  EMMYLOU HARRIS 
Pww....* I LAST DATE 

315606 JOHNNY PAYCHECK 
C=I LOVERS AND LOSERS 

315655  FLEETWOOD MAC 
 I MIRAGE 

315853  Marshall Tucker Band 
MOS I TUCKERLTED 

309997 UVED YOGGLI SHELL> WEST 
 moo THeAnliZVAL'ES 

KAN 
304196 Charlie Daniels Band 

FULL MOON 

319319 MICKEY GILLEY 
Fool For Your Love 

IiIril 
321638 HERB ALPERT 

Blow Your Own Horn 

321711 MERLE HAGGARD 
11 mars THE MAT 

LOVE GOES 

1861 

324681 GREATEST NITS 
ARGAI SHE JUKEBOX 

SELECTIONS WITH TWO NUMBERS ARE 2-RECORD SETS OR DOUBLE-LENGTH TAPES. 
AND COUNT AS TWO SELECTIONS-WRITE EACH NUMBER IN A SEPARATE BOA 

302265.392266 FRANK SINATRA 
TA:A,sA Ret.00Y MST PRESENT à MTV« 

311001 WILLIE NELSON'S 
391003 IC.*** , GREAT5rn, 

321356 MARTY ROBBINS 
3913591r., A L.fetsne Of Song 

317859 ANA' The Singles. rw 
397851 Irn.— /—.n.E1 FIRST TEN YEARS 

_324053_ OLDIErIZT GDÓDIES 
  FROM THE RADIO 

318147 GEORGE JONES 

398149 •]c 4"Zrerssér...J" 

321026  The Doe:Se Brothers 
391029  r•orl Farewell Tour 

314294 l‘wwwl JANE FONDA'S 
394296* WORKOUT RECORD 

BOB SEGER A THE 
320705 SILVER BULLET BAND 
3907080.: UUEMIILLPT 

312173 17à-o,m-iia. DIANA Ross_ 
392175 MI The Greal Hits 

325597 TS MAN MASONS 
AROJECT 

AMMONIA AVENUE 

13255°6-1 III „e"1"Ie 

323410 JOHNNY LEE 
GREATEST HITS 

324475 PRETENDERS 
Learning To Crawl 

322024 MUET LEWIS AND 
   THE NEWS • SPORTS 

323386 McBee, Moron Murphey 
The Near Never Lees imam 

321422 mum. 
  r• f 11,£(00, odour, 

315713 KENNY ROGERS 
I- 1 LOVER.. TURN MU AROUND 

316208 DAVID FRIZZEL 
THE WM], FINE 

BUT TIMS ON" ALL MINE 

319301 GEORGE JONES 
SHINE ON 

316174 DAVID ALLAN COE 
DA C. «sumo   

316331 zeiet 
315580 STATLER BROTHERS ri THE LEGEND GOES ON 

3.,70,14, GLENN GOLe Pon° 

317933 CRYSTAL GAYLE 
TRUE LOVE (MSC] 

314708 JOHN COUGAR 
l= AMERICAN FOOL 

314393 .38 SPECIAL 
Special Forces 

314328 TAMMY WYNETTE r--1 SOFT TOUCH 

317156 EDDIE RABBIT 
I=1 RADIO ROMANCE 

317438 ANNE MURRAY 
.17.11.117 
Of nee YE. 

315895 STRAY CATS 
Built For Spew, 

315978 LEE GREENWOOD 
INSIDE OUT 

316133 LACY J. DALTON 
16TH AVENUE 

321851  W,,Z.,e,,,:tr‘..,„, 
   TRUMPET CONCERTOS 

321802 JUICE NEWTON 
DIRTY LOOKS 

?...21968 STRAYWâ 

318352 JOURNEY 
  FRONTIERS 

318626 WILLIE NELSON 

  '«I'ireAr' 

323451 THE DOORS 
I.onoJ Alive, She Cried 

323675 OZZY OSBOURNE 
Bark At The Moon CM soup o •AA • 

324277 JOHN CONLEE 
f=1 IN MY EYES 

324699 GREATEST COU.NNer 
DUETS 

IBIC 
S 1 EAU 

TAKE ANY 11 ALBUMS 
FOR A PENNY. 
THEN TAKE 
A 12TH ONE FREE! 
if you join Columbia Record 8 Tape Club now and agree to buy 
8 more selections (at regular Club prices) in the next 3 years 

plus shipping 
and handling 



I324921 

SOUNOTRAcx 

125068 NENA 
C7 99 LUFTBALLOONS 

322438 YES 
90125 Gas 

CHRISTINE 
Mc VIE 

3Ï34 (5-Z 

CAGE THE sorKian, 

324962* THE MARSHALL TUCKER BRU, 
I...R.... I egrAR'rrA 

eve,'„Y.,1ru ,,,e.5«,r7r,',4,775.y.eieik. 

322412 zriee 

322321 THE STATLER BROS. 
TODAY 

310102 STATLER BROTHERS 
rA=aac.i.,1 YEARS AGO 

323840 CHARLY McCLAIN 
(1-i THE WOMAN IN ME 

321349 CRYSTAL GAYLE 
L‘iffi.1 Greatest Hits 

318089 MICHAEL JACKSON 
C3 THRILLER 

323022 ANNE MURRAY 
rnreutif A Little Good News 

322990 MERLE HAGGARD 
[1 THE EI.0 C.D.L5TION 

LOVE LIES 

323261 UONEL RICHIE 
Can't Slow Down 

325G6? 
NETS 

324327 JOHN CONLEE'S 
C7 GREATEST HITS 

321414 DOTTIE WEST 
I""l NEW HORIZONS 

321331 WERBIF HANCOCK 
15f7,i-w..] Future Shock 

321315 Gordon Lightfoot 
SALUTE 

323162 
GENESIS 

322958 DAN FOGELBERG 
Windows & Walls 

321307 AIR SUPPLY 
1HeSI GREATEST HITS 

320366 CONWAY TWITTY 
*4.44. nra ' Lost In The Feeling 

320291 WYNTON MARSALIS 
THINK OF ONE 

321018 BILLY JOEL 
An Innocent Man 

305250 Laco J. Dalton 
HARD TIMES 

318 /33 MELISSA MANCHESTCAS 
GREATEST HITS 

320770 STEVIE NICKS 
  THE WKO HEART 

315473 MOE BANDY 
(CO..1•4•1 SHE'S NOT REALLY owner 

3CY '"Weeti" 
331a48 GREATEST HITS 
l±nrr OUTLAWS 

319939 

310367 ZZ TOP 
EL LOCO 

323378  EMMYLOU HARRIS 
WHITE SHOES 

3232/9 BARRY MANILOW 
14.441 GreatestHilser 

313239 reeme 

310748 RICKY SCAGGS 
wAinsr FOR THE SUN 

310839 

'gem 318915 Hank Williams, Jr. 
f ..... • 1 STRONG STUFF 

317990 *.HLF OkaAARH 

M" c .0 
WILLIE NELSON 
feli9 ASO LEM 

318675 
Ktiïf, 

PLACIDO DOMINGO 
My Lae For A Song 

T. 

[AR"! VeleirereIrle 

321125 JACKSON BROWNE 
I »kw.] LAWYERS IN LOVE 

28 70113 EAGLESIVI 
Their Greatest Hits 984 

310883 PONNIPMeDOWELI. 
PERSONALLY 

3426jvi-  Chirvistopher l ee 
313635 OAK RIDGE BOYS 

BOWE SUE 

310953 
Irwnw.1 

EDDIE RM3BITT 
STEP BY STEP 

313734 WILLIE NELSON 
lUwnORMI ALWAYS ON MY MIND 

322917 38 SPECIAL 
TOUR DE FORCE 

313049 Boob. Streisand 
icnaw4 1 MEMORIES 

322875 GEORG& JONRS 
CI JONES COUNTRY 

283887 WILLIE NELSON 
STARDUST 

318899 KENNY ROGERS 
It***,1 We've Got Tonight 184 

317800 LITTLE RIVER BAND 
GREATEST HD'S 

318984 Jai(' 
14****1 IGLESIAS 

CHICAGO 17 313817 Charlie Daniels Band 
1=1 WINDOWS 

219477 SIMON & GARFUNKEL'S 
r6›"--  GREATEST HITS 

322974 GARY MORRIS 
WHY LADY WHY 

319822 DAVID BOWIE 
LEIS DANCE 

311662 BARBARA MANDRELL 
Da LIVE 

322867 LACY J. DALTON 
  GREATEST HITS 

322198 LAB* GATLIN t T. 
"G;11"AM.MeIrr> 

323873* DAVID SANBORN 
1erwI BACKSTREET 

319962 LOVERBOY 
r j KEEP IT UP 

in 
...LEY BAND 
• MOVES 

320499 THE POLICE 
L•_ti. I SYNCHRONICITY 

322248 CARPENTERS 
Voice Of The Heart MCI 

318188 MICKEY GILLEY 
CI BIGGEST HITS 

THE ALAN PARSONS 
PROJECT 

JOHNNY LEE 
HEY BARTENDER 

321042 KANSAS 
• • • • • -• -_ Drastic Measures 

324319 TERRI GIBLI6 
OVER EASY 

323774 KENNY ROGERS 
EL.8-1,1 20 Greatest Hits 

323865 SHELLY WEST 
• RED HOT 

1313379  DAVID FRIZZELL 
& SHELLY WEST 

322842 CULTURE CLUB 
CI Colour By Numbers 

323295 THE KENDALLS 
MOWN' TRAIN 

324384 JOHNNY MATHIS 
F.7-f• A Specol Part Of Me 

323444 MOTLEY CRUE 
  SHOUT AT THE DEVIL 

*A, aqable on rut., ords and cassettes only 

Anytime you cy, get 11 records or tapes 
for a penny—that's a steal! And that's 
exactly what you get .4 you join the Colum.-
bia Record 8 Tape Club under this offer. To 
get any 11 of these records or tapes right 
away, simply fill in and mail the application 
together with your check or money order 
for $1.86 as payment (that's Pt for your first 
11 selections, plus $1.85 to cover shipping 
and handling). In exchange, you agree to 
buy 8 more tapes or records (at regular 
Club prices) in the next three years—and 
you may cancel your membership at any 
time after doing so. 
How the Club operates: every four weeks 
(13 times a year) you'll receive the Club's 
music magazine, which describes the 
Selection of the Month for each musical 
interest plus hundreds of alternates from 
every field of music. In addition, up to six 
times a year you may receive otters of Spe-
cial Selections, usually at a discount off reg-
ular Club prices, for a total of up to 19 
buying opportunities. 

If you wish to receive the Selection of the 
Month or the Special Selection, you need 
do nothing—it will be shipped automatically. 
If you prefer an alternate selection, or none 
at all, fill in the response card always pro-
vided and mail t by the date specified You 

TAKE YOUR PICK 

- ,. r• 

12" stereo 8-trac k tape 
records cartridges cassettes 

324251 OAK RIDGE BOYS 
11 AMERICAN MADE 

323824 Earth, Wind & Fire 
r“--1 Electric Universe 

will always have at least 10 days to make 
your decision. If you ever receive any Sere. 
tion without having had at least 10 days to 
decide, you may return it at our expense. 
The tapes and records you order during 

your membership will be billed at regular 
Club prices, which currently are $7.98 to 
$9.98—plus shipping and handling. (Multi-
ple-unit sets and Double Selections may be 
somewhat higher.) And if you decide to 
continue as a member after completing 
your enrollment agreement, you'll be eligi-
ble for our money-saving bonus plan. 
10-Day Free Trial: we'll send details of the 
Club's operation with your introductory 
shipment. If you are not satisfied for any 
reason whatsoever, just return everything 
within 10 days for a full refund and you will 
have no further obligation. So act now! 

Special Start-Your- Membership-Now 
Offer: you may also choose your first selec-
tion right now—and we'll give it to you for at 
least 60% off regular Club prices (only 
$2.99). Enclose payment now and you'll 
receive it with your 11 introductory selec-
tions. This discount purchase reduces your 
membership obligation immediately—you'll 
then be required to buy just 7 more selec-
tions (instead of 8) in the next three years. 
Just check the box in application and fill in 
number you want. 

Note: All applications are sulMact to review: Columbia 
House reserves the right to reject any application. 

Columbia 
HOW» 
14006oem 

Haue. ...Ina 
1984 Columba House 

.123'12 1 TOM JONES 323.137 ONKIINAIMPItltqm, 
THE BIG CHILL 

Columbia Record 8, 7.rie Club, 
P.O. Box 1130, rerre Haute. Indiana 47811 

lam enclosing check or money order for $ 1.86 (that's 
141 for my 11 introductory selections, plus $1.85 for 

shipping and handling). Please accept my application under 
the terms outlined in this advertisement. I agree to buy eight 

more tapes or records (at regular Club prices) in the next 3 years 
—and may cancel membership any time after doing so. 

Write in numbers 
of 11 selections 

Send my selections in this type of recording (check one only): 
D Tape Cassettes D Records L] 8-Track Cartridges 

My main musical interest Is (check one): 
(But l am always tree to choose from any category) 

D Easy Listening D Teen Hits El Classical O Country 11) Jazz 

D Mr. 
El Mrs  
n Miss Print First Name Initial Last Name 

Address Apt 

City/State  Zip  
Do You Have A Telephone? (Check one) D Yes Cl No 453/184 
Do You Have A Credit Card? (Check one) (1 Yes CI No 
This offer not available in APO. FPO. Alaska. Hawaii Puerto Rico please write 
for details ot alternative offer Canadian Residents will be serviced from Toronto 

Also send my first selection for at least a 80% discount for whichl 
am also enclosing additional payment of $2.99.1 then need buy only 7 

more selections (instead of 8) at regular Club 
prices in the next !Net years, 

Fill in this box to get your Bonus Album> 

59 vat S9K/AF S9L/ZE S9M/ZF 



"Ladies & Gentlemen & Children 
of all ages ..." announced   
Barbara Mandrell, guest 
Ringmaster for the Ringling 
Brothers & Barnum & Bailey 
Circus, atop Targa the elephant. 



People 
FUN & GAMES 

Want to be a record company execu, 
tive? A star? A song publisher? A pro-
moter or a manager? Well, soon you'll get 
the chance to try your hand at any one of 
these when The Record Game comes to a 
store near you. It's a strategy board 
game which takes its players into the 
multi-million dollar pursuit of fame and 
fortune in the music industry. For those 
of you who are tired of the same old 
board games like Monopoly and Par-
chesi, this game takes you behind the 
scenes in the music business, into the 
record studios, on the road with concert 
acts, into record stores and finally onto 
radio. Players negotiate song publishing 
deals, produce records, manage talent, 
promote concerts, book tours, manage 
sales and get hit records while they 
spend millions. Some even get to become 
super-stars. One certified super-star, by 
the name of Kenny Rogers, says "the 
game is the most comprehensive and 
authentic game about the music indus-
try." Kenny is endorsing the product, 
which took over five years to develop. 

Well, if staying at home and playing 
games isn't your bag, you can always go 
out and visit "Club 707," a Boeing 707 
that once belonged to Elvis Presley and 
is being converted into a night club. A 
group of Manila businessmen have 
bought the plane which will be equipped 
with a sauna and an on-board disco. The 
jetliner will be located on a piece of 
reclaimed swampland near the Manila 
airport. 
Country stars like to get away from it 

all just as much as you do. Some take 
vacations and hide out, while others go 
for different diversions. Rosanne 
Cash tried her hand at modeling during 
a Mardi Gras fashion show at the World's 
End in Nashville. The featured clothes 
were designer fashions carried by 
Rique's Centre d'Image, a fashion, hair 
and make-up design center owned by 
image stylist Rique. Rique is well-known 
within the Nashville music community, 
as he has been called upon to work with 

If Rosanne Cash ever decides to give up singing, she could easily get a job 
modeling, after her stint at the Mardi Gras fashion show. 

such artists as The Judds, Hank Will-
iams, Jr. and Waylon Jennings. 

COMPLEX CITY 

You know about Twitty City, The 
House of Cash, and the various tours you 
can take to see the stars' homes in Nash-
ville. Well, if you haven't been to Music 
City in a while, take notice that some 
more tourist attractions have been added 
recently. Music complexes are springing 
up all over the city, honoring everyone 
from traditional music legends (Bill 
Monroe) to newer super-stars (Barbara 
Mandrell). 
As of this writing, the Bill Monroe 

Bluegrass Hall of Fame and Museum 
was just about to open. Plans were to 
have the museum open in April, but 
construction delays pushed the project 
back. But, from what we hear, it was 

worth the wait. This new tourist attrac-
tion will serve as a center for the preser-
vation and promotion of bluegrass music. 
The various rooms are filled with memo-
rabilia from Bill Monroe himself, as well 
as artifacts from all the big bluegrass 
acts. 
Of course, there's a Hall of Fame 

Room, with inductees chosen by Mr. 
Monroe for their overall contributions to 
bluegrass music. Included in addition to 
Bill Monroe himself are Jim & Jesse 
McReynolds, The Osborne Brothers, 
The Stanley Brothers, Carl Storey, 
Lester Flatt, Reno & Smiley, Earl 
Scruggs, The Country Gentlemen and 
Mac Wiseman. A new member will be 
elected each year, making the induction 
an annual event. 

In addition to the Hall of Fame, there's 
a Bluegrass Boys wall which lists former 
and present members of Monroe's band, 

by Rochelle Friedman 
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and many other attractions including a 
country music room. And, what music 
complex would be complete without a 
gift shop? This one will carry a complete 
line of bluegrass albums. 
For a different kind of experience, 

there's Barbara Mandrell Country. This 
one's billed as "Nashville's newest, most 
exciting and most intensely personal star 
attraction." Every detail of the facility 
has been personally planned by Barbara 
herself to give each of her guests an 
"intimate, behind the scenes look" at 
personal treasures, stage gowns, awards, 
trophies, gifts and letters from fans and 
public figures. There's a replica of Bar-
bara's bedroom, in exact detail, along 
with her dressing room. And, Barbara 
painted a duplicate of a mural that she 
painted in her daughter Jaime's nursery 
in her home eight years ago. As in the 
Monroe museum, Barbara's personal ar-
tifacts are there, including her favorite 
musical instruments and one of the actual 
sets from her Las Vegas show. There are 
tours of the complex, a gift shop, and a 
hospitality area for tour directors and 
bus drivers. We always knew there was 
something for everyone in Nasvil le. 
Speaking of tour buses, residents from 

Gallatin, Tennessee were happy about a 
resolution approved by the Sumner 
County Road Commission which should 
limit tour buses in the Dickson Bay Road/ 
Windsor Bay Drive area. The residents 
are concerned that the buses have dam-
aged the roads and their yards and that 

Barbara Mandrell gave her complex 
the personal touch. 

BROTHERLY LOVE 

ere-7 111-0 

How many brothers can you count in this photo? Well, if you know 
anything about country music, you know that there is only one pair of 
brothers in each group. The Wright Brothers were introduced to their 
labelmates, The Stotler Brothers, during a recent visit to the Mercury/Poly-
gram offices in Nashville. 

they pose a safety hazard to their chil-
dren. One resident, one of Barbara Man-
drell's neighbors, says that tour buses 
can be seen as early as six a.m. on a 
Sunday morning. To add to the commo-
tion, still another entertainment complex 
called Foxland Hall, also known as Coun-
try Music World, is about to be built in 
the area. 
Jerry Reed has also embarked on a 

new project. His is not an entertainment 
complex or a theme park, though. Reed 
has opened TSC Video, a state of the art 
video production center in the heart of 
Music Row. 

Reed, an active member of the Tennes-
see Film, Music and Television Commis-
sion, feels that the new facility will 
provide a service to television and motion 
picture directors, enabling them to do 
editing and footage assembly in Nash-
ville rather than Los Angeles or New 
York. 
Reed says he wants to see Nashville 

grow as a complete entertainment com-
munity. Since the fall of 1983 he has 
concentrated all of his energy on putting 
together a team of experts to operate the 
firm. You may remember we reported 
that Reed produced, directed and wrote 
his own video not too long ago. 

THE BATTLE OF THE BANDS 

What do Kentucky Fried Chicken, 
McDonalds and Wild Turkey Whiskey 
have in common? Well, aside from the 

obvious, all three are involved in a "battle 
of the bands" competition. 

Kentucky Fried Chicken is sponsoring 
a Bluegrass Music Festival, which has 
been called the premier bluegrass compe-
tition in the country, and has earned the 
reputation as the best and biggest of 
more than 500 such festivals. This year it 
expects to attract more than 150,000 
people. Six bands will be chosen to com-
pete at the Festival in Kentucky from 
applications received throughout the 
year. The first place award is a check for 
$2,500, a trophy and a Nashville record-
ing session. Bands are judged on vocal 
and instrumental quality, arrangements, 
stage presence and audience response. 
McDonalds is going about it a little 

differently. They are looking for 104 of 
the country's best musicians who will 
represent their states in the 1984 McDon-
ald's All American High School Band. 
Each year high school band directors 
throughout the United States, Virgin 
Islands and Puerto Rico are invited to 
nominate their two most talented stu-
dents to the All American Band. These 
nominees are judged on musical honors, 
achievements, audition tapes and the 
band's instrumentation. The 104 winners 
perform in some of this country's most 
noted parades, including Macy's Thanks-
giving Day Parade in New York, the 
Fiesta Bowl in Phoenix, Arizona and the 
Tournament of Roses Parade in Pasa-
dena, California. In addition to these 
national performances, band members 
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FOR MEMBERS ONLY 

PICK A FREE ALBUM! 

MARTY ROBBINS GEORGE & TAMMY 
We're Gonna Hold On • Too Stor, House • Take Me • the 
Coo-croon, • Old Fashioned Singingét We're notiThe Jet Sci • 
We tosed It A.a, • God's G llll nd GeGt.hd ( For that I•Sonteone 
I Used to Kno. S Lis un Ens, Street • Golden Ring • After 

Tinte• Something to Brag About • aril WI, %hoot It 
Later • Rollin In M, Shseet Arnn • Near Ann • Soto hero 
California • let's Build a Wordd Together After the Fire Is 
Gone • If e Don't Make It 

MARTY ROBBINS 

El Pawed. El P/1-0 Cit, • The Hanging Tree • Red Riser Valle, • 
street- of Laredo é San Angelo • All % i-totnr1 fintloi, • 
Tumbling Tombless reds • The Fastest Gun Nroonti•Meet .Me 
Tonight in Ini-eoltt• Mr. Short, • The,!re Hanging Me Tonight 
• Cool NI ater • Stranberr, Rdan • Walla.' ol the Alamo • Big 
Iron • Blunting Co,, • Fist. Brothers • the in the 
iintinettial Soil • Old Red 

GENE WATSON 
GREATEST HITS 

GENE WATSON 
to the Afternoon • Fare.ell Part, • I' L. the Wild.00d 

Flower • htedsiirleti Con, ersation • Should I ( 'note Home ( Or 
should I go crag, )• I Don't a Thing at All • The Old Man 
and His Horn eflihere Inse Begins• ... Ito, s lkoit Get Lock, 
All the Time • Paper Rosie • No One 'a ill Eser Ant,. • 
Bedroom Ballad • Bai-in I one in i.e.. • Nothing Sore 
Intiked Good on You • lot, kno. as Much % boot a 
Stranger • Bad Water • and MORE! 

When You Return The Card To Sign Up 

A Friend... Or Renew Your 

Own Membership 
Here's an offer that no country music fan 
can afford to overlook. And we are making 

it exclusively to you "Charter Members" in 
the Country Music Society of America. 

Now, for a limited time only, you can choose 

any one of the bestselling record collections 
above as a special FREE BONUS. Pick either 

LP or cassette. 

Two Ways 

To Get A Free Album 

First, it's yours FREE when you sign up a 
friend as a new member in the Country 

Music Society for the current low (one year) 
rate of only $ 12.00. That's $3.00 off the 

regular member ship ratc of $ 15.00. .. less 

than the price of the magazine by itself. 

Second, if you prefer, you can renew your 

own membership at the same special low 
rate...just $ 12.00. We'll give you your 

FREE ALBUM for extending your member-

ship early, and saving us the time and 

expense of writing you later. 

CHOOSE LP Or 
Cassette Tape 

But hurry, this is a limited time offer that 

may not be repeated again. Return the 
Card by return mail. Reservation 

MAIL TO: Country Music Society of America, 

Box 2000, Marion, Ohio 43305 

D Please sign up the friend whose name appears below as 
a "Charter Member" in the Country Music Society for 
only $ 12. Please ship me the LP/tape I've checked 

below. 
D Bill my friend Friend's payment enclosed, ship 

my album now. 

D Instead, renew my own Society Membership for one 
year for only $ 12. Please ship me the LP/tape I've 
checked below. 

O Bill me later D Payment enclosed, ship my album now. 

George & Tommy n LP (R2G) ID Cass. (T2H) Gene Watson 
Marty Robbins D LP ( R2I) O Cass. (T2.1) 

YOUR NAME: NEW MEMBERS NAME: 

Name 

E7849 

LP (R2K) D Cass. (T2L) 

Nome 

Address Addrei. 

City State Zip City State Zip 



Now, everybody can be a musician! 

( INSTANT PLAY ) 

Hmtmatile* 
A Complete Instruction Package! 

from the Basics to Advanced Playing.  

How to Hold & Play the Harmonica. 
Learn to Play BLUES & ROCK Styles. 

The harmonica has always been one of the most fun-filled musical 
instruments. It's not only easy to play, but you can take it with you 

anywhere — picnics, parties, wherever you want a little music. 
And now, with this Instant Play Harmonica Set from Hansen 

House. you'll be amazed at how quick and easy it is to learn to play the 

harmonica. In fact, if you've never played a musical instrument before 

— even if you can't read a note of music — you can actually play a song 
the minute you open the book. 

Each hole of the harmonica produces two sounds: one when you 
blow, and another when you draw. Just match the holes on your 

genuine Hohner Harmonica with the numbers on the music. The little 

arrows tell you when to blow or draw. It's incredibly easy to follow. and 
you'll sound like a real musician right from the start. 

But there's more! The Instruction Guide is also a big song book, 

filled with 46 great songs you'll be playing in almost no time at all. Old 
time favorites, pop standards, country songs, and even the blues. 

So come on! Start enjoying all the fun that can be yours with the 

Instant Play Harmonica Set from Hansen House. It comes complete 

with the easy-to-follow Instruction Guide and the 46 terrific songs — a 
step-by-step sound recording to play along with — and, of course, your 
own world-famous Hohner Harmonica. 

lb order yours right now, fill in the coupon and mail today. 

The harmonica is a true musical instrument. 

Its inexpensive and easy to play. With a little 
patience and practice, you can produce 
music with a traditional flavor or a sound as 

modern as today's newest hits. 

Spend the time to do it right. Start at the be-
ginning. hold it properly, learn to form your 

mouth and tongue correctly. and buy the 
type of harmonica that best suits your par-

ticular playing requirements. 

We'll show you most of the special things 
you'll need to be a good harmonica player. 

Its all here, from the basics to the advanced 
effects and techniques. 

DIATONIC 
HARMONICA SECTION 
Feelings 
Auld Lang Syne 
Billy Boy 
(The) Blue Tail Fly 
Buffalo Gals 
Camptown Races 
Down in The Valley 
Gentle On My Mind 
Green, Green 
Hail. Hail The Gang's All Here 
Home Sweet Home 
Kum Ba Yoh 
Moon River 

Morning Has Broken 
Oh, My Darling Clementine 
Shenandoah 
TbM Dooley 
(The) Wabash Cannonball 
We'll Sing in The Sunshine 
When The Saints Go Marching in 
Yankee Doodle Dandy 
(The) Yellow R034 Of Texas 
and many more. 

includes 
a SPECIAL 
SOUND 
RECORDING 

Also includes a special 
CHROMATIC HARMONICA 
SECTION 

This Complete Instruction Package $1495 
contains: Instruction Book. Harmonica 

and Record for sound instruction. 

r , Your NO RISK Oilier FOIM MIN -11 
Nashville Warehouse, Box 1226, Hendersonville, TN 37077-9990 I 

Yes, please rush my Complete Harmonica Instruction Package, which 
includes the Hohner Harmonica, Instruction Song Book and Sound Recording. 
Enclosed is my check or money order for 14.95, plus I.95 for postage and 
handling. I understand that I may return this package for a complete refund 
within 30 days if I am not completely delighted. 

Total enclosed   

Name  

Address   

City   State Zip 

GUARANTEED MONEY BACK OFFER. 784-7 

..... MI gm am Mu simi mu am am MI 
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are able to audition for music scholar-
ships to different educational institutions. 
As for Wild Turkey, they are sponsor-

ing their Annual Battle of the Country 
Bands. They go into the top 101 country 
music clubs where auditions are held 
from July through September. The win-
ning band from each club receives $500 
and a chance for the top prize by com-
peting in the Regional Finals, held in ten 
selected areas around the country. The 
winning band from each region receives 
$1.000 each and the right to compete in 
the Wild Turkey Battle of Country Bands 
National Finals on November 2 in the 
Tennessee Performing Arts Theater in 
Nashville. 
The winning band will garner the title 

"Wild Turkey Country Band of the Year," 
a $5,000 cash award and a one-year 
booking contract with In Concert Inter-
national, the booking agency which rep-
resents Ricky Skaggs, Mickey Gilley, 
and many others. There will be a second 
place winner and eight third place win-
ners. According to Marshall L. Berko-
witz, president of Austin, Nichols & Co., 
the makers of Wild Turkey. "People who 
have an affinity for the music which is 
native to America are the same people 
who love our great native American 
whiskey—Wild Turkey. This competition 
gives new bands the push they need to 
fulfill their goals. At the same time, it 
gives us the opportunity to help introduce 
a new major country music group in 
America." 

BENEFITS 

More and more country stars are lend-
ing their talents to benefit various organi-
zations.• You'd never know where they 

Good Answer! Grand Ole Opry stars Porter Wagoner, Boxcar Willie, 
Dottie West, Bill Anderson and Minnie Pearl recently appeared on the 
popular game show, Family Feud, with host Richard Dawson. It was Grand 
Ole Opry vs. Soap Opry stars. The country entertainers bested the soap stars, 
bringing home a total of $23,440 for the Opry Trust Fund. 

got the time to do it with their heavy 
touring schedules, but they seem to be 
showing up more and more on telethons 
and at concert benefits. 

Loretta Lynn is no stranger to chari-
ties. In fact, twelve years ago, Loretta 
made a promotional film for The United 
Way, for which she wrote and sang a 
song detailing the life of a four year old 
deaf girl, Julie Bartee, whose handicap 
was not diagnosed until she was three 
years old. 

Loretta reunited with Julie after twelve years. 

Loretta felt a special empathy for Julie 
because she herself was plagued by inner 
ear problems as a child. Doctors even 
predicted that Loretta would be deaf by 
the time she was grown. Of course this 
didn't happen, but Loretta never forgot 
the experience. 
Now, twelve years after the shooting of 

the first film, Loretta was reunited with 
Julie, who is now a 17-year old "A" 
student at the Maryland School for the 
Deaf. Loretta sang "Memories" for the 
1984-1985 United Way fund raising cam-
paign film. This film will be the largest 
non-theatrical release in the country, 
with over 9000 prints distributed to 
United Way agencies. 
Gary Morris was the headliner at a 

benefit for Outlook Nashville, an organi-
zation that aids handicapped children. It 
was held at the Tennessee Performing 
Arts Center in Nashville. 
A number of country artists appeared 

on the Osmond Foundation's Children's 
Miracle Network Telethon. This annual 
fundraiser benefits local children's hospi-
tals across the nation and in Canada. 
Along with Alan, Wayne, Merrill and 
Jay Osmond, Lee Greenwood, Minnie 
Pearl, Barbara Mandrel', The Oaks, 
Ricky Skaggs, Roy Clark, Louise Man-
drel', Razzy Bailey, Tammy Wynette 
and T. G. Sheppard made guest appear-
ances. Seventy five pediatric hospitals 
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and 100 TV stations participated in this 
year's drive. 
The Middle Tennessee Chapter of the 

Multiple Sclerosis Society's honorary 
chairman for 1984 is Ronnie McDowell 
and two of his fans boarded a hot air 
balloon to kick off the "Ugly Bartender" 
MS fundraising campaign. A portion of 
the price of every drink purchased at 
participating bars and restaurants goes 
to MS. In return the buyer gets to name 
his favorite bartender. This is the first of 
many other fundraising events that will 
be announced later this year. 
The International Games for the Dis-

abled, one of the world's major athletic 
events, came to the U.S. recently for the 
first time. President Reagan and many 
other dignitaries were on hand for the 
opening ceremonies. A special two-week 
long entertainment program was set up 
as part of the games, showcasing the best 
of American's musical traditions, and 
the John Herald Band was selected to 
demonstrate several country music 
styles. Herald says their repertoire in-
cludes bluegrass, cajun, some Texas 
Swing and lots of straight country music. 
Herald says he considers it quite an 
honor to perform for such an audience. 

HERE & THERE 

You know that country singers are on 
the road most of the year playing dates 
around the country. Well, some of them 
are lucky enough to go beyond these 
shores to see parts of the world that many 
of us only dream about. Buck White, 
together with dobro player Jerry Doug-
las and drummer Neil Wrof, embarked 
on a government sponsored goodwill tour 
of Africa not long ago. Bangladesh, Tuni-
sia, Oman and Qatar were just some of 
the stops on their tour. 
Hank Williams, Jr. got to take his 

Bama Band to the Far East, including 
New Zealand, Australia, Japan, the 
Phillipines and Hawaii. 
And, The Bellamy Brothers spent 

some time in Saudi Arabia before leaving 
for a tour of Ireland. It's nice to know that 
these singers are introducing country 
music to people who may never have 
heard it before. 

DISCOVERIES 

The name Danny Cooksey may not 
sound familiar, but if you tune in to 
Different Strokes, the popular sitcom on 
NBC-TV, you might recognize the face. 
This eight-year-old Oklahoma born 
youngster landed the role of the son of a 
woman who marries the main character 

Eight year old Danny Cooksey may be 
the Opry's newest star. 

on the series. And, if it weren't for 
Johnny Lee, it might never have hap-
pened. 

Lee spotted Cooksey at a Fan Fair 
show when the boy was just five years 
old. Perched on a bandstand, Danny 
sang "Looking for Love," word for word. 

with a voice that knocked Lee for a loop. 
Loe invited Cooksey to Gilley's the next 
time he was in Texas. Well, Cooksey and 
his dad showed up and soon after, the boy 
began appearing as often as he could, 
sharing the bill with Mickey Gilley, 
Reba McEntire, Ernest Tubb, Hoyt 
Axton and Jim Stafford. Then, he was 
offered the TV series. 

What's next for this ambitious eight-
year-old? Well, he says his dream is to 
appear on the Grand Ole Opry, and by 
the looks of things, he just might get 
there. 

FUBS & FLUBS 

Poor Lee Greenwood. Just when he 
thought he had it all together, it looks like 
his award winning career is coming apart 
at the seams. Not really. It just seems 
that Lee is unlucky when it comes to his 
awards. Oh, he has no trouble winning 
them. It's keeping them in one piece 
that's the problem. We told you about his 
mishap with his CMA Award (a d.j. 
inadvertently chipped the end off of it 
with his tape recorder). Well, on route to 
Nashville from Los Angeles, with his 
new Grammy Award packed in the 
airline baggage compartment, Lee 
thought everything was cool, but when 
he arrived at home, he found the Gram-

YOUR FAVORITES' FAVORITES 

Once again it's 
time for Your Fa-
vorites' Favorites, 
our look into the 
private record col-
lections of some of 
country music's 
most respected 
stars. This time we 

go to Joe Bonsall of the Oaks and 
David Frizzell for their top ten 
song choices. As you'll see, Joe Bon-
sail's list runs to the pop/rock cate-
gory, although he does pick a couple 
of country tunes. Here are Joe's 
favorites and the singers who made 
them famous: "Sweet Music Man" 
by Kenny Rogers, "(I Love You) 
Just the Way You Are," by Billy 
Joel. "I Am, I Said," by Neil Dia-
mond,"The Pretender," by Jackson 
Browne, "The First Time Ever I 
Saw Your Face," by Johnny Mathis, 
"Three Times a Lady," by The Com-
modores, "Maria" (from West Side 
Story), "Scenes From an Italian Res-

taurant" by Billy Joel, "It Turns Me 
Inside Out," by Lee Greenwood 
and "The River," by Bruce Spring-
steen. Can you just picture the Oaks 
belting that last one out? 

David Frizzell 
stuck more to the 
traditional, and 
you can see that 
some of his broth-
er Lefty's songs 
are among his fa-
vorites. Herewith 
are his choices. "I 

Love You a Thousand Ways,""Geor-
gia on My Mind" (that song was 
picked by many), "You're the Reason 
God Made Oklahoma," "I'm Gonna 
Hire a Wino to Decorate Our Home," 
"Please Come to Boston," "Wish I 
Could Hurt That Way Again," "Mom 
and Dad's Waltz," "Today I Started 
Loving You Again," "God Didn't 
Make Little Green Apples," and 
"Husbands and Wives." • 
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my broken into three pieces. Not a major 
catastrophe, but it would be good if Lee 
kept a supply if Elmer's glue on hand. 

Lee was recently in the studio in Nash-
ville with Sylvia taping Behind the Scenes 
for Jim Owens Entertainment. The two 
will co-host the one-hour syndicated TV 
special which contains goofs, bloopers 
and blunders from out-takes from past 
Owens productions, including the 17th 
Music City News Cony Awards, The 
Janie Fricke Special and The Louise 
Mandrel! Special. Too bad Jim Owens 
didn't get Lee's broken awards on tape. 
David Frizzell and Shelly West won't 

be going North of the Border in the near 
future. In fact, they say they'll never 
perform in Canada again. According to 
their publicist, the two singers were 
detained by customs agents while on 
route to Hamilton, Ontario. Reportedly, 
agents took dogs onto two buses carrying 
the singers, and even conducted a strip 
search of one of Frizzell's back-up sing-
ers. They felt they were unduly harrassed 
and have vowed never to sing in Canada 
again. 

Talk about bad luck. Most people think 
that Friday the 13th is an unlucky day. 
But Tom T. Hall actually iibs that day. 
In fact, he tries to go into the studio 
whenever that day happens to turn up. 
He finished his seventeenth studio album 
with Jerry Kennedy on a recent Friday 
the 13th. And, it gets better. The Story-
teller says that he'd choose that day over 
any other. He got engaged to Miss Dixie, 
signed his first publishing deal and 
signed with his first record label, all on 
Friday the 13th. Of course they were at 
different times. Tom T. has recorded 
many of his hits on that day and even 
tried to get married on Friday the 13th, 
but alas, the preacher was busy. It's a 
good thing that Tom T. doesn't favor 
February 29. He'd have to wait every 
four years to get into the studio. 
When Exile member Steve Goetz-

man tried to reach out and touch some-
one, he got a little more than he bargained 
for. Ready for a phone interview with a 
Cleveland paper, Goetzman dialed the 
number and inadvertently got an inside 
line at a local bank. He didn't wind up 
with a loan, but he did begin telling the 
woman the story of Exile. It wasn't until 
some moments later that she interrupted 
him to reveal that he had reached the 
wrong party. He did get the right num-
ber the second time around. 
Another member of the group, J.P. 

Pennington, also got into a little hot 
water recently. Well, we don't know if 
the water really was hot, but it was wet. 
Pennington walked out the rear entrance 

When George Jones opened Jones Country, his music park, for the 1984 
season, his special guest was none other than The Man In Black. This was 
the first time Cash performed after his lengthy hospital stay. Both country 
music legends are in good health now, touring and performing. 

of a motel in the dead of night, heading 
toward a friend across the way. Little did 
he know that the motel's swimming pool 
was located smack between himself and 
his friend. You can guess what happened. 
Seconds later Pennington was treading 
water at the deep end of the pool. 

TIDBITS 

• The Judds are in the studio with 
producer Brent Maher working on their 
second album. The mother and daughter 
duo have been very busy of late, finishing 
up the filming of a video for their song 
"Mama, He's Crazy," appearing on the 
Family Brown TV Show and on Ralph 
Emery's show the night Johnny Cash 
was guest-host. Of course, they have 
performed before audiences before, but 
they made their first live public perfor-
mance in a large auditorium when they 
opened for the Statler Brothers in 
Omaha, Nebraska. 

• Soap operas and country music? Well, 
why not. Remember Bill Anderson on 
One Life to Lire and Larry Gatlin's song 
on General Hospital? Well, the Eddie 
Rabbitt/Crystal Gayle duet, "You and 
I," is being used as the musical motif on 
another soap, All My Children. The song 
was first introduced when two characters 
were married on the program on Valen-
tine's Day. 
• Remember McGuffy Lane? The six 
man band who lost a member recently 
now has a new album out, Day by Day. 
Band member Stephen "Tebes" Doug-
las was killed in a car accident when the 
band was finishing up recording the 
album. Founding member Stephen Reis 
says that they will continue as a five piece 
band and are not looking for a replace-
ment. Tebes performs on several of the 
songs, including the title track which is 
also the single. The band says that the 
song is an uplifting tune that has helped 
them through the tough times, especially 
coping with Tebes' death. 
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20 Questions with 
1 Do you think it's fair to 

say that T.G. Sheppard is 
the alter ego of Bill Brow-
der, the mild-mannered re-
cord promoter? 

I don't know, Mike. It's 
strange. I think in the begin-
ning there might've been two 
people: Bill Browder and T.G. 
Sheppard, because T.G. Shep-
pard was struggl ing to become 
a viable country act. 

0 Your desire was always 
Oé to be a performer? 

Yeah. I think I was always 
T.G. Sheppard, but I had to be 
Bill Browder for a while be-
fore I could be T.G. fulltime, 
because Bill Browder made 
me a living. 

9 How did you hook up 
U with Melody Land, the 
Motown label? 

They were looking for country 
masters. I had shipped my 
master, " Devil in the Bottle" to 
every label in town, and no one 
wanted it. No one would take 
a promotion man seriously 
who wanted to become a sing-
er. Finally, Motown bought 
the master, and twelve weeks 
later it was the Number One 
record in the country. 

4Do you think it's fair to 
say that a lot of your 

most enthusiastic listeners 
are women? 

I think that women are prob-
ably the bulk of our fans. How-
ever, in the last couple of years, 
I have noticed an abundance 
of men fans starting to come 
around which makes me feel 
kind of good. I think you need 
to do the type of music that 
everyone will enjoy. So now 
it's exciting to see guys come 
up to the front of the stage and 
shake your hand and hand you 
a cowboy hat or something. 

What's the oddest propo-
sition you've ever received 

while you were out on the 
road? Or can you say? 

Once upon a time T.G. Sheppard was a record promotion man named Bill 
Browder, working on the periphery of the music business and dreaming of being a 
star. Those dreams and more came true — there are a few women running around 
who'd like T.G. to "Make Their Day." We caught up with super-smooth T.G. in a 
Nashville recording studio, listening to playbacks of his newest album. He only 
had a few minutes, but time enough for 20 questions. by Michael Bane 

Laughs. I'll say, and you can 
kind of water it down if you 
want to. I guess it was the guy 
who had promised his wife 
that she could come home with 
me for her birthday present. 
And I said, "Well, I'm sorry, 
but this gift is already 
wrapped up, and it's wrapped 
up for somebody else." He had 
promised his wife if that's 
what she really wanted, then 
he would ask me. I was really 
kind of upset, because it made 
me mad...the person didn't 
know me. 

a You've been married to 
V the same person, Diana, 
for a long time. What does 

she think about her husband 
as sort of a country music 
sex symbol? 

Oh, I don't know. I think her 
husband's still trying to get 
over it. Diana's a very open-
minded woman, and I think 
she can still remember the 
days when we didn't have the 
things that we have now, and 
she realizes that we do owe all 
of it to the fans. 

TIs it hard to keep a rela-
tionship going when one 

member is on the road all 
the time? 

It's very difficult. I guess to 

really survive it and to make it 
through those rough years 
when you're working so much, 
when you're real hot as an 
artist, there has to be some 
communication there. So I do 
it through many long-distance 
phone calls each day, notes, 
love notes, flowers occasion-
ally. I've called Diana my life-
line many times because she's 
my life-line back to reality 
when I need that input to get 
my feet back on the ground. 

le Does she ever travel with 
g you? 

Oh yeah. In the summertime, 
basically, she and my son Ja-

o 
o 
o 
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TO. SHEPPARD 
son travel with me. We'll hit 
the fair circuit together. In 
the wintertime, of course, he's 
in school and it's very difficult. 

II If you're country music's 
U basic male sex symbol, 
who do you think the female 
sex symbol is? 

I would say... Well, everyone's 
gonna say Dolly, but I don't 
know. Uuuhhh, I'd have to say 
Crystal Gayle, because there's 
a real mystique about her. 

WGive me your descrip-
tion of an ideal woman. 

The first thing you see about a 
woman is, of course, looks, and 
I think you have to judge a 
person first by appearance 
and then you find out about 
where they're at mentally and 
their attitude and philosophy 
about life. I think she has to be 
a fairly attractive person; I 
don't think she has to be abso-
lutely gorgeous or beautiful 
because I think the beauty can 
really come from the inside. 

II The song, "Make My 
Li Day," was really sort of 
a departure from a lot of 
your music. How did you 
get hooked up with Clint? 

I'm a very big Clint Eastwood 
fan, and Clint is a very big 
country music fan who liked 
T.G. Sheppard's music a little 
bit, I guess. So the names were 
kind of thrown together with 
the possibility of doing a duet 
on the catch-all phrase, "Make 
my day," from the movie, Sud-
den Impact. So I was asked if I 
would consider it, and I said 
not only would I consider it, 
but I'd be there tomorrow. So 
I borrowed Mickey Gilley's 
plane... we were appearing 
in Lake Tahoe at Harrah's... 
and flew to Los Angeles. I met 
Clint, and it was an instant 
thing. That first few minutes 
of uncomfortableness went 
away very quickly. Had a few 
laughs and cut "Make My 
Day." It really just kind of 
happened. It wasn't planned. 

We never thought the record 
would be a Number One re-
cord. It has sold I don't know 
how many hundreds of thou-
sands of records and still con-
tinues to sell, and "Make my 
day" will be a phrase that 
people will use for years to 
come. 

io What's your favorite 
&lb Clint Eastwood movie? 

Probably Fistful of Dollars, 
one of the older westerns. I'm 
kind of partial to Sudden Im-
pact too, though, because I 
happened to own a very small 

T.G. and family - wife Diana and son Jason. 

piece of that motion picture 
itself. I invested in the movie 
never having even met Clint. 

13 You were a close friend 
of Elvis Presley's for 

many years. How do you 
think his death affected you? 

It scared the hell out of me. I 
realized that if he could die, 
then all of a sudden, I realized 
that I could too. My outlook on 
life changed. Before Elvis' 
death, I was motivated strictly 
by money and material posses-
sions because I thought that 
was really what life was all 
about. He often told me that 
the material things in life were 
not that important and I never 
really did understand. And it 
took his dying for me to realize 
what he was saying. I was 
sitting at home a few days 
later, after his passing, and 
they were showing some foot-
age of the fu net al procession. I 
tut-tied to my w;fe... ;t had hit 

me like a ton of bricks...I 
said, "Y'know, now I know 
what he meant." And she said, 
"What?" And I said, "I know 
what he's been trying to tell 
me all those years, that the 
material things are not impor-
tant." And she said, "What do 
you mean?" And I said, "Be-
cause right now or a few days 
ago, he left Graceland for the 
last time and behind him he 
left all the mansions, he left all 
the cars, he left all the jet 
airplanes, he left fame, he left 
fortune." He left it all behind. 
You leave it behind for some-
one else. So all you're doing 

when you're going through 
this life is collecting. And if 
you just become a collector, 
you don't become a real person, 
you become a collector. 

u What lessons did he 
B2 teach you in the music 
business as a performer? 

He taught me that there's a 
very fine line between arro-
gance and confidence. And, he 
taught me that to perform you 
have to enter a stage and take 
command of it. 

When you're not work-
ing, what do you do for 

relaxation? 

Listen to music. Laughs. 

la What types of music do 
AU you like? 

I like to listen to many types of 
music because from that you 

get ideas. Or I'll go to stock car 
races on Sunday, watch my 
friends race in the Grand Na-
tional stock car races because 
I'm a race car freak. 

try Do you ever have the 
LS urge to drive yourself? 

Oh yeah. One of these days 
maybe. Not anytime soon be-
cause really, I go to sleep back-
ing out of the driveway. It's 
very difficult for me to really 
get serious about getting in a 
race car... so many people de-
pend on me for a living. 

I Do you feel constrained 
MO by that? 

Yes. That's one of the hin-
drances of success. It limits 
you from some of the things 
you would like to do. 

19 You've seen the business from both ends. Do you 
think your work prior to 
becoming an entertainer 
has been an asset for you? 

I think yes and no. Yes, to the 
point that I was able to go to 
school with a lot of artists and 
watch what they did as a pro-
motion man, as a record execu-
tive, and put that to use in my 
career now that I've become 
an artist. And no, because I 
wish that I did not know the 
business... I guess what I'm 
saying is that when you know 
the business, you know when 
you're being b.s.'d. And I don't 
like that. 

20 Of your hits, is there 
one that's a particular 

favorite? 

About three of them."I Loved 
Them Every One," because 
that was a very big record. It 
was an identifiable record for 
our career and our image. 
"Finally," and then, believe it 
or not, "Do You Want to Go to 
Heaven?" I loved that song 
because it has a gospel feel to 
it. Those are my three fa-
vorites "Slow Burn." I liked 
that one too. • 
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LARRY GATLIN 

• Always an outspoken man of strong convictions, sometimes controversial, often misunderstood, Larry Gatlin 
has recently faced some tough choices. After years of singing only songs he's written, and producing his own albums, 
Larry has just completed an album co-produced by Rick Hall with some tunes penned by other writers. The following 
interview, conducted by Kip Kirby, comes on the heels of finishing that album. Larry says that changes had to be 
made. He says he used to think of himself as an oak tree, but now it's time to be a willow that bends. Here we 
find out what he thinks about his new association with a record producer, his favorite author, a certain country 
music magazine, and even what makes him cry. 

CM: Some critics—and former support-
ers--believe that today's country music 
is bland, watered down, diluted. In your 
opinion, what's the best thing and the 
worst thing about country music today? 
LARRY: The best thing? The best thing 
is that there are still people who make 
music and sing great lyrics and melodies. 
The worst thing could be that it's gotten 
slick. There's nothing wrong with being 
smooth. I don't want to be slick. 
CM: Does country music still have soul? 
LARRY: Tell me Lee Greenwood doesn't 
have soul. Tell me Ronnie Milsap doesn't 
have soul. Sure it has soul. 
CM: You were nominated for a Grammy. 
Do you mind not winning? 
LARRY: You're damn right I minded. 
You're damn right I minded not winning. 
If I hadn't wanted to win, I wouldn't have 
gone! However, it didn't ruin my day. 
Alabama's a fine group. I'm proud for 
them. 'Course there's an old saying called 
"A Winner's Prayer." It says, 'You're not 
a loser if you have tried as hard as you 
can try; but, rather, a man if you can 
stand and cheer as the winners go by.' I 
stand, I clap for them. I think they'd clap 
for me if I won. I was just glad to be able 
to rent a tuxedo and go out there (laughs) 
so I could see Boy George! 
CM: Has Nashville fallen prey to its own 
success and sophistication in the studio? 
LARRY: In every business, there are cer-
tain standards by which we're judged. I 
think Nashville is based upon what 
works—and as times change, it changes. 
The record business has changed so much 

in the last ten years, they've found a kind 
of formula, sure. It's become more a for-
mula situation. 
Producers are just trying to cut hit 

records, and they've learned what things 
work and what things don't, I guess. I 
do think they're possibly playing it a little 
safer than what it once was; but after all, 
if that's what America is buying, maybe 
there isn't much choice. We want to cut 
hit records: that's still the name of the 
game. 
CM: How would America know, when 
most radio stations are only playing 30 
or 35 records these days? 
LARRY: If that's the only opportunity they 
have, I guess America wouldn't know ex-
cept for what we tell them, right? I don't 
know, I don't have all the answers . . . 
wish I did. 
CPAs Did you used to think you knew all 
the answers? 
LARRY: Oh, now, I never thought I knew 
all of them. A lot of people thought that 
I thought I knew all of them, but no, I've 
never thought that. I have opinions. I 
have judgment based on thirteen years 
sitting here fighting it out in the trenches! 
And I'll tell you what, my unbiased opin-
ion is probably a hell of a lot better an-
swer than what most people would give— 
and it would be most nearly correct be-
cause I've been here, I've done it. I can 
give you a lot better answers than some 
jerk sitting in a New York office of a 
country music magazine trying to tell me 
what country music is. 
OA: Do you think the industry is being 

Interview by Kip Kirby 

dominated now by non-music types? 
LARRY: Let me tell you a story. We did 
an album a couple of years ago and CBS 
held what's called a listening party so 
staff and friends could come by and hear 
it before it was released. We had some 
wine and beer and some sandwiches, and 
they played the new album over the loud-
speakers in the studio. I was standing 
there, looking around the room, watching 
all our good friends . . . and you know 
what? I love 'em to death, but they were 
standing around in little groups of twos 
and threes drinking beer and talking to 
each other, and not listening to my music. 
This isn't an indictment, because I un-
derstand the phenomenon. But I wish 
they'd listened to the music because we 
were excited and had set the day aside 
to listen to new Gatlin product, yet they 
weren't really listening. 
Music today seems to be basically 

something that you listen to casually dur-
ing a conversation with somebody at din-
ner because they always have Muzak on. 
I don't understand that. If I have dinner 
with you, let's have dinner. I don't want 
to eat by rhythm to some record coming 
over the loudspeaker. It's kind of sad . . . 
music is either something you talk over 
in conversation, or something you listen 
to when you're driving to work and your 
mind's preoccupied. Maybe people don't 
make enough room for music these days. 
CM: It's been said that you don't play by 
the accepted rules in Nashville. Is that 
true? 
LARRY: Look, if you're gonna play the 
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game, you gotta play by the rules or make 
your own. If you're hot enough, you can 
make your own—if you're not, you gotta 
play by everyone else's. When I first came 
to Nashville, they said, Son, you can't 
do it that way. You gotta do things our 
way.' I said, 'I don't believe that. I'll do 
it my way and see if it works.' Thank God 
(knocks on the desk), it's worked. 
CM: What do you mean, 'Do it my way'? 
LARRY: Hah! They said I'd have to come 
in here and work with an established pro-
ducer, let Billy Sherrill produce my rec-
ords. I said 'No.' Billy's a great producer— 
and since then, we've become good 
friends. But I didn't want to do it his way. 
Now, someday, I'd love for Billy Sherrill 
to cut an album on me, I really would. 

I've had record companies say you can't 
make it singing all your own songs. I've 
had record companies say you can't do 
interviews and talk the way you do, peo-
ple won't like it. Well, it wouldn't be me 
if I lied to them. I didn't play the politics 
game. I did it the way I felt was best for 
me. And it's worked. 
CAts You have been called your own worst 
enemy. True or false? 
LARRY: That's bullshit. There's always 
somebody better and somebody worse 
than you. Being my own worst enemy— 
that's bull. I've obviously done things, 
made decisions, that substantially af-
fected my career one way or the other. 
I've made mistakes. But being my own 
worst enemy: how can you say that? I've 
been up for nine Grammys in the last 11 
years. Only won one of them, but I got 
to go. Been up for eight CMA awards 
... haven't won any yet, but maybe 
someday. 
CM: You've never won a CMA award? 
LARRY: No. They should have a category 
for the person nominated the most times 
without winning. Then I'd get one! Then 
they could eliminate the category. 

CM: Maybe people aren't separating 
Larry Gatlin the person from Larry Gat-
lin the artist when they vote for the CMA 
awards. 

"I'd love to have a 
crossover record, sure. 
But I'm not gonna sit 
there and try to make 
one." 

LARRY: Maybe so. Maybe they don't like 
me. But think about that. Isn't that ri-
diculous? It's not supposed to be a coun-
try music personality award, it's which 
son-of-a-bitch sings the best. Next. 
CM: There seem to be some major 
changes in your career. Let's talk about 
them. 
LARRY: Well, one change I didn't make, 
contrary to street talk, is record com-
pany. I'm still with CBS again. I had 
gotten to the point last year where I knew 
something didn't feel right. And Rick 
Blackburn—who's head of CBS in Nash-
ville and a good buddy of mine besides a 
smart businessman—knew some new 
things needed to happen. He started tell-
ing me I needed to work with a producer 
in the studio instead of doing our own 
productions . .. and he wanted me to 
start recording other people's songs. 
CM: How did that affect you? 
LARRY: I hated it. It nearly killed me. I 
didn't want to cut anyone else's songs. 
So I told him I couldn't do what he wanted. 
I couldn't. I asked to be released from 
my contract with the label. And I'll give 
Rick credit: he said if I was that unhappy, 
he didn't want me to finish the other al-
bum I owed them. He went to the wall 
for us and told Walter Yetnikoff that he'd 
promised us our release. We got it, and 
then I started talking to Iry Azoff at 
MCA. 
CM: Why did you want to leave a label 
you'd been with since leaving Monument? 
LARRY: I just felt it was the right time. 
I used my Reggie Jackson scenario. Reg-
gie's been to the World Series on three 
different baseball teams. He didn't al-
ways leave because he wanted more 
money, he left because he wanted a new 
town. He wanted to be around new play-
ers. He wanted a new team. He wanted 
fresh input. 
CM: But what was it specifically that 
caused you to ask for a release from CBS? 
LARRY: Rick wanted me to get a new 
producer. Except for one album we did 
with Jerry Crutchfield, I had co-pro-
duced our albums. Rick suggested I sing 

some outside songs, ones I didn't write. 
Change some things stylistically per-
haps. I said 'No.' I decided to leave. I 
decided to try MCA. 
CM: But you're re-signing with CBS. 
What happened? 
LARRY: Well, I met with Iry Azoff in Los 
Angeles several times. I liked the sound 
of things, although there were two points 
we couldn't agree on. The negotiations 
dragged on between our lawyers. Months 
went by. I began to realize that in my 
own mind, I was starting to think about 
doing the exact same things with a new 
label that CBS had asked me to do with 
them. I was starting to think about work-
ing with a producer and maybe looking 
at some outside songs for the first time. 

Finally, I went to Hawaii. I was due 
to stay there for a few days, and then fly 
back to Los Angeles to meet with Irving 
and finalize the contract. Out of the blue, 
Rick Blackburn tracked me down by 
phone. He said, 'Hello, Larry? Some-
thing doesn't feel right about things. 
We've always been family, and I just had 
to call and ask you—why are you gonna 
go to another record company and do for 
them the same things you wouldn't do for 
us?' That blew my mind. It really hit 
home. He was absolutely right, and it 
didn't make sense, not even to me. It put 
things in a new light. . . . 
CM: Why? What made it any different 
than the previous times you'd talked? 
LARRY: I think it was the fact that I'd 
had time to consider everything. The 
mistakes I've made in my life have always 
been ones where I acted fast, in the midst 
of battle. If I get away from a situation 
for a while and clear my head, I usually 
can calm down and shift gears. What Rick 
said began to make more sense the longer 
I was away from the situation, I guess. 
CM: Did the fact that you have not had 
big hits or Number One records in recent 
years have anything to do with your de-
cision to start cutting outside songs? 
LARRY: Okay, it's true we weren't chart-
ing quite as high as we used to for a while, 
though you know, we've just come off a 
Number One record with "Houston 
(Means I'm One Day Closer To You)." 
And I got to thinking that, hey, if my 
own record company believed that 
strongly in the fact that our records 
weren't hits because I wrote them and 
they all sounded alike. . . . then maybe 
it was time for me to consider something 
else. 
But there's a method to Rick Black-

burn's madness! He knew if I had to start 
listening to other people's songs, one of 
two things was bound to happen. Either 
I'd find a great one that I knew was great 
and I'd sing it—or I'd get so damn mad 
at the thought of ever doing anyone else's 
material that I'd sit down and write a 
bunch of new hits. Which is exactly what 
happened, by the way. 
Cab Looking back on the last couple of 
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years, do you see a similarity in most of 
your records—which you wrote? 
LARRY: Yeah, sure. But I'll tell you what 
happened, and this is straight from the 
gut. In servicing our big albums, and 
having to go out and work 200 dates a 
year to support the hit singles, you tend 
to lose track. I think I stuck my head in 
the sand a little. Maybe I isolated myself 
and insulated myself from what was hap-
pening on the music scene. And you know 
what? Those albums you're referring to 
that 'didn't really do well' still sold two 
hundred and something thousand al-
bums! That's an awful lot of albums. And 
there's good music on there, I know there 
is. It just wasn't the kind of music that 
was selling and happening. But it was 
good, quality music with good, quality 
lyrics. There was never a problem with 

that. (Sighs.) I guess the music business 
shifted on me while I was out there in 
middle America playing fairs. The music 
business changed, and I didn't see it. 
CM: You've been accused of trying to cut 
crossover songs, so you could have pop 
success. Was that deliberate? 
LARRY: No. I'd love to have a crossover 
record, sure. But I'm not gonna sit there 
and try to make one. When you do that, 
you don't have any kind of record. If it 
comes to a point where critics and re-
viewers begin to tell me what to put on 
a record, well, I'm sorry but that's not 
their job. They can say they don't like 
it—but they damn sure can't tell me what 
to do and how to do it. If they're going 
to do that, let them get in the studio and 
produce a record. 
CM: How many of your own reviews 
sound to you as if they're written by peo-
ple who really understand music and have 
listened to your music? 
LARRY: Almost none. How do you get to 
be a music critic, anyway? What qualifies 
someone to be a music critic? One of the 
best critics in the world is supposed to 
be Robert Hilburne. Well, Mr. Hilburne 
said that Toto doesn't make good rock 

and roll because it's too good. Too slick. 
Too exact. Well, I had a beer the other 
night at the CBS party with Steve Lu-
kather and Jeff Porcaro of Toto—and 
right after the Grammys, I said if perfect 
rock and roll is bad rock and roll, give 
me more of it! How can you fault someone 
for turning out perfect, exact albums? I 
mean, if it's good, or too good, does that 
mean it isn't good? Mr. Hilburne said 
something about my first album. It was, 
'He's not old enough to have written a 
song like "Penny Annie." What the hell 
does that mean? Then he said, 'At least 
he sings better than Kristofferson.' I don't 
think that's a valid judgment. He's never 
reviewed one of my albums since then 
. . . But I'll tell you what, if he had my 
money, he wouldn't need his. 
CM: You mentioned two points that were 

"I fell in love with her 
before I went on the 
road; and if I'd met her 
on the road and fallen 
in love with her, I'd 
have married her 
anyway." 

deal-breakers in your negotiations with 
MCA. What were they? 
LARRY: One involved an industry prac-
tice called cross-collateralization. That 
means that if I don't sell enough records 
for the label to recoup its expenses, then 
they can take money out of my song-
writing royalties. The other point in-
volved soundtrack projects. MCA had a 
clause in its contract that said if I had a 
chance to write or sing on a soundtrack 
for a movie and MCA didn't want the 
project, I couldn't do it. Couldn't have 
any part of it, even if MCA had first right 
of refusal. I intend to get very much into 
this particular area, and I wasn't about 
to allow any company to tell me I couldn't 
be involved creatively in a project they'd 
already turned down. I'd already missed 
out on a good opportunity like this once 
before. 
CM: How? 
LARRY: I passed up a chance to do the 
score for Norma Rae. 
CM: You what? 
LARRY: Yeah. I was busy, and at that 
point, when it was pitched to me, I didn't 
know who was gonna be in it or that it 
would turn out like it did. They sent me 

the script and I thought it was neat. But 
who could have envisioned it would be 
such a great movie and win an Oscar? 
Later on, I went to a movie theater with-
out realizing that it was going to be the 
same film I'd turned down two years be-
fore. And suddenly, I found that I was 
sitting there, knowing what was gonna 
happen next. I couldn't figure it out . . . 
until I went home and found that script 
lying there. It was Norma Rae, all right. 
I said, 'Gatlin, you've done it again.' 
CM: You're involved in more than music 
for soundtracks. You're writing one 
yourself. 
LARRY: For "Penny Annie." I want 
Sheena Easton to star in it. 
CM: I don't think she could play "Penny 
Annie," Larry. 
LARRY: Sure she could. Just dye her hair 
blonde. No, okay, I've been working on 
this screenplay for years. I wrote the 
song 12 years ago about a little girl danc-
ing at the fair. I knew then it was a movie. 
And finally, I've finished my draft of the 
screenplay. I had it about half finished 
some time ago and then my briefcase was 
stolen. I had to start all over again. I 
didn't know if I could do it because I'd 
put so much into it already . . . but it's 
turned out better the second time. 
CM: What has been the hardest thing 
about writing a screenplay? 
LARRY: Figuring out who "POV" was. It 
seemed every script I read kept having 
this character in it called POV. I didn't 
know it meant "point of view." I've done 
as much with the screenplay as I can now, 
so I want to get a professional to help 
me. I would love to have Larry Mc-
Murtry involved because I admire his 
work so much. McMurtry wrote a thing 
called Horsemen Pass By which was 
turned into a movie called Hud. Then he 
wrote The Last Picture Show, which they 
turned into a movie called The Last Pic-
ture Shaw. He wrote a novel called Terms 
of Endearment, and we all know about 
that. He's from Archer City, Texas, about 
34 miles from where we Gatlin boys were 
born. I've never met Larry McMurtry, 
but he actually returned my phone call. 
That was very nice. I don't ever want to 
get so bored with the music business that 
I'm not pleasantly surprised when some-
one I admire or respect has respect and 
admiration for me. 
I learned something about dealing with 

fans from a man I admire very much, 
Arnold Palmer. I had the occasion to meet 
him at a golf tournament one time, and 
then a couple of years later, I met him 
again. We got talking about fans, and he 
said, 'Larry, you have to remember 
something. You may be the single most 
important thing that's ever happened in 
their lives.' And I stopped and thought 
about that. He's right. In fans' minds, 
meeting a star—someone they've seen on 
Johnny Carson or on the CMA Awards— 
could be a real moment in their life. It 
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never really dawned on me until he said 
that, because I never thought about it 
that way. 
CM: Why is there a double standard in 
country and rock music about fans? Why 
can a rock and roll band do a two-hour 
concert and leave the stage without any-
one expecting (or getting) autographs, 
while in country, it's expected and de-
manded? 
LARRY: Well, rock and roll acts usually 
play in much larger auditoriums, for one 
thing. How can you sign autographs in a 
place that big? The situation of signing 
autographs embarrasses me terribly. I 
hate being in a situation where I have to 
go out and treat people like a bunch of 
cattle, which is the way it is when you 
have 300 noisy fans trying to get in line 
to meet you. People are talking at you 
all at once, grabbing your arm, shoving 
cameras in your face, asking you to pose 
with them . . . Well, I'm just no good at 
talking to 20 people at a time, I'm sorry. 
CM: You're on the road 200 dates a year. 
What's the point of being married? 
LARRY: That's tough. I've never been 
asked that before. I guess the answer is 
that I fell in love with her before I went 
on the road; and if I'd met her on the road 
and fallen in love with her, I'd have mar-
ried her anyway. I love the woman. That's 
the point in being married. 
CM: Is Larry Gatlin on the road a dif-
ferent one from Larry Gatlin at home? 
LARRY: I think so. Not a different Gatlin, 
just an extension of one Gatlin. I'm not 
schizophrenic . . . I do love both of me, 
though. (Laughs.) I don't take Janis and 
the kids on the road because I don't have 
time then to do the little things for them. 
One time Ronnie Hawkins was at my 

house, and I said, 'Boy, I can't wait until 
I get to a position in the business when 
I can afford to take my wife on the road 
with me.' Ronnie said, `No, don't do that, 
hoss.' I said, 'Why not?' He said, 'For the 
same reason that a fireman's old lady don't 
jump on the truck every time the fire bell 
rings. You just ain't got enough room for 
her.' It's true. On the road, there are 
demands all the time that go along with 
performing. 

"I love singing with 
Steve and Rudy. If they 
left, I could handle it, 
but I'd never hire 
anyone to take their 
places. I would take my 
guitar, sit on a stool 
and sing my ballads in 
little clubs." 

CM: As we talk, you have just finished 
up your first album with producer Rick 
Hall in Muscle Shoals. On this album are 
six Larry Gatlin songs and four by other 
writers. Only last year, you were quoted 
as saying that you would 'absolutely 
never' cut anyone else's songs on one of 
your albums. What changed your mind ? 
LARRY: You left out three words: I said 
I wouldn't cut anyone's songs at the time. 
This is the first interview I've done since 
I made the decision and did cut outside 
songs. I have always said of all the things 
I reserve for myself, I reserve the right 
to change my mind most. Well, I've 
changed my mind. 

Look, I'm not crazy about doing it. I 
didn't want to do it, I really didn't. But 
I felt it was expedient. I felt it was some-
thing I needed to try, to prove some-
thing. I happen to think that the six songs 
on the album which I wrote are better 
than the four outside songs, I really do. 
Cutting other writers' songs put me into 
a frame to write new things on my own. 
The four outside songs are good—I would 
never have chosen them if they weren't, 
though. They're important to the album. 
I sang these songs the best I could. I 

went in there and tried to hook each one. 
I didn't want to shortchange the lyrics 
on the ones I didn't write, subconsciously 
or in any way. I went to Rick Hall and 
asked him to give me an honest evalua-
tion of my performance on the album. 
Rick said, 'Larry, you've sung your ass 
off. I've never seen somebody work as 
hard as you did and still be able to talk 
the next day.' 
CM: Was it difficult for you to sing some-
one else's lyrics and melodies? 
LARRY: Yes. No question. It's not that I 
don't think other people are good song-
writers, it's just that it was so personal 
with me. It was my whole life and I've 
had to put it partially aside now and try 
something different. I used to like to think 
of myself as an oak tree. A willow bends 
while an oak crashes to the ground, 
though. I'm 35 now, and I guess it's time 
to be a willow. 
CM: What specifically tore you up the 
most? 

LARRY: Coming to grips with the idea, 
mentally. Mechanically, there is nothing 
about singing I can't do. It was just the 
philosophical, emotional part of finally 
breaking down and doing something that 
you hoped you would never have to do. 
And I'll tell you something, I may never 
do it again. 
CM: What if the outside songs become 
singles and do better than yours on the 
charts? 
LARRY: The other writers' songs won't 
be singles. It's still my album, and the 
songs are not as good as the ones I wrote. 
CM: Can you still be objective about this? 
LARRY: Damn right I can! I have artistic 
control over the album. If there had been 
a song on the album that I thought was 
actually better than mine, I'd be a fool 
not to release it. But there aren't. There 
are four good songs, but there aren't four 
better than mine. 
CM: Last year in Miami, you recorded 
with Barry Gibb of the Bee Gees for 
Kenny Rogers' Eyes That See In The 
Dark album. How did that come about? 
LARRY: I met Barry two years ago in 
New York at the Grammys. I walked up 
and introduced myself to him afterward, 
and the first thing he said to me was, 'Oh, 
my brothers and I really love your sing-
ing.' Scared me to death that he knew 
who I was just like that. Like meeting 
Michael Jackson at this year's Grammys. 
I met him and he said, 'Are you one of 
those brothers?' I said, 'Yes, and you are, 
too, aren't you?' Michael told me he liked 
my music, and I said, 'Thank you, I'm 
very proud for you.' 
Anyway the night that I met Barry 

Gibb, he invited me back to his hotel room. 
So I went, and we sat there all night long 
and sang songs. Neither of my brothers 
was there, and one of his brothers was 
absent, so for three hours, we sat there 
singing each other's songs and harmo-
nizing. 
I saw him again in Florida when we 

were on tour with Kenny Rogers in 1982. 
Maurice (Gibb) said, 'Hey, why don't you 
do some songs if we get this album with 
Kenny together? We'd like you to sing 
some harmony.' We went down there, did 
the songs in a couple of hours, and then 
went out and sang together until five 
o'clock in the morning again. It was great. 
CM: Why didn't you use Barry Gibb as 
your producer for this album? 
LARRY: There was some discussion. But 
CBS really wanted Rick Hall to do it. 
And Barry is so busy. I'd love to cut an 
album with Barry Gibb. I have this idea 
for him to write four or five songs and 
I'd write four or five—or we'd write some 
together just for the record. He was talk-
ing about doing a Brothers Gibb/Broth-
ers Gatlin tour, and I said, 'Hell, I know 
my part, let's do it.' So who knows? Maybe 
someday . . . 
CM: Is there ever a time when it might 
be Larry Gatlin without the Gatlin broth-
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Presenting... 

Dotty Parton 

By Herself.. 
JUST THE WAY I AM: Just The Way I 
Am/Little Bird/But You Loved Me Then/ 
My Blue Ridge Mountain Boy/In The 
Ghetto/Daddy Come And Get Me/The Car-
roll County Accident/ Gypsy, Joe And Me/ 
Mine/Chas/When Possession Gets Too 
Strong/I'm Doing This For Your Sake/ 
Don't Let It Trouble Your Mind/More Than 
Their Share—Mama Say A Prayer/Down 
From Dover 

2-Record Sets 
Extended Cass. 

ONLY 
$9.98 

No 8TK Available 

With An Old Friend.., 
SWEET HARMONY: Together Always/ 
Love's All Over/Christina/Poor Folks 
Town/Ten Four - Over And Out/Lost For-
ever In Your Kiss/ Anyplace You Want To 
Go/Looking Down/ Forty Miles From Pop-
lar Bluff/Tomorrow Is Forever/Just Some-
one I Used To Know/Each Season Changes 
You/Silver Sandals/No Love Left/It Might 
As Well Be Me/Run That By Me One More 
Time 

TO: Nashville Warehouse, P.O. Box 1226. 
Hendersonville. Tenn. 37077-9990 784-3 

Send me my Dolly albums as indicated below. I've enclosed $9.98 for each plus $ 1.95 post. 
hand. 
_LP (RlY) _Cass. (C1Z) Just The Way 1 Am 
__LP (RIA) _ Cass. (C213) Sweet Harmony 

Name  

Street  

City  

State   Zip 



countirEllusic 
THE LIFE &MIES OF 
GEORGE JONES 

BO CORNER 
Your Best Bet! N asE 
RAGGED BUT RIGHT REI.e."' 
Author, Dolly Carlisle ( CMS's 1983 Journalist of the Year), first saw George 
Jones staggering down Nashville's Music Row one bleak wintry day in 1979. 
How, she asked herslef, could Country Music's greatest singer sink to such a 
sorry state? During the next 4 years Dolly spent hundreds of hours talking with 
Jones, his family, friends, and associates. The result is a fascinating profile of a 
superbly talented country singer. Hardcover...16 pages of photos...272 
pages... $ 14.95 

MANDRELL FAMILY 
ALBUM 

No family has captured the fancy of the public quite like 
the Mandrell family. .Now, at last, there is a book that 
presents a heart-warming look at this talented group. 
Written by Louise Mandrell, "The Family Album" is 
Barbara's story and also Irby's and Louise's and 
Irlene's. One story can't be told without the others, 
because their idea of a family forms the foundation for 
each individual's success. It is the Mandrell story from 
the Mandrell point of view—an upbeat story that 
sparkles with hard-working, clean-living people who 
made it in the world of entertainment. It is replete with 
inside stories of laughter, tears, and an ambition to be 
the best. Hardcover ,...94" x 91/2"... 192 pages...Over 
100 Photos from Mandrell family Collection,. , Record 
Discology .... 45 RPM ... 16" x 24" Color Poster of Louise 
Mandrell ... Only $14.95. 

ELVIS 
" ... An intelligent and generous appreciation...with 
enough pictures to satisfy the most rabid Presly-
maniaC—N.Y. Times Book Review..."The most gor-
geous and intelligent book ever done on the man—Lisa 
Robinson, N.Y. Post. Those were just some of the 
reviews for this exciting edition by Dave Marsh, an 
associate editor at Rolling Stone Magazine and one of 
rock's most respected writers and critics. Now, he 
brings us Elvis the artist, in a superbly written, brilliantly 
illustrated volume. Enhanced by over 200 photos, many 
famous and many previously unpublished, and a selec-
tive discography and bibliography, ELVIS presents, as 
no other book has, the essential Elvis Presley—the 
electrifying artist who found and conquered a new 
musicial world. Softcover ... 9" x 12"... 256 Pages... 
Only $14.95 

DOLLY 
CLOSE UP 

Here is probably the largest and most exciting archive 
of Dolly Parton phots in existence. What makes the 
photographs in this tribute especially unique is that they 
have never, or rarely, been displayed before. Each 
photograph was shot by Ed Caraeff, one of the outstand-
ing album cover photographers of the seventies. All 
were created while shooting different album jackets 
during the period when Dolly transformed herself from a 
star with a strictly country following, to one of the most 
celebrated performers of today. If you are a Dolly fan, 
this new book might just very well be the most unique 
edition you will ever own. Softcover...9" x 11"...93 
Pages ... 59 Black & White & Color Photographs...Text 
by IRichard Amdur .... Only $9.95. 

TO: Nashville Warehouse, P.O. Box 1226, 
Hendersonville, TN 37077-9990 

564-5 

Name   

Street   

City   

State 
Zip  

784-2 

Please rush me. 

 Ragged But Right (B2C) $14.95 
Dolly Close Up (BID) S9.95 

 Mandrell Family Album (B1E) $14.95 
 Elvis (B1F) S14.95 

Add $1.95 post & hand for first book, plus 
$1 each additional book. 
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ers? 
LARRY: I love singing with Steve and 
Rudy. It's all I've ever wanted. If they 
left, I could handle it, but I'd never hire 
anyone to take their places. I would take 
my guitar, sit on a stool and sing my 
ballads in little clubs for 400 or 500 peo-
ple. If they ever left, I'd miss them. But 
I'm a survivor, and I think I'm philo-
sophical enough to say it happened for a 
good reason. But I don't think it will hap-
pen. I think we'll sing together forever. 
CM: What makes Larry Gatlin cry? 
LARRY: Very little. Nothing hardly, any-
more. I think I've hidden it for so long, 
it's been . . . grown men aren't supposed 
to cry. Being a little guy and having to 
fight, I wasn't supposed to be weak. 

CM: But you write about emotions like a 
man very much in touch with tears. 
LARRY: Maybe that's the way I cry. (Long 
pause.) I've never said that. I've never 
said that in an interview in my life. I've 
never thought that. It's never dawned on 
me that maybe my music is how I cry. 
I'm a very emotional person, I get moved 
by things that break my heart, but it 
doesn't seem to make me cry . . . I think 
that I must cry when I sing. That's my 
emotional outlet. 
CM: Who's your favorite author? 
LARRY: I'm very fond of the writings of 
Ayn Rand. 
CM: Ayn Rand? I wouldn't have ex-
pected a country artist to be acquainted 
with Ayn Rand . . . 
LARRY: I read Atlas Shrugged about eight 
years ago, and it changed my life. Then 
I read The Fountainhead. In this day, 
most entertainers are somewhat to the 
left of center politically. I'm a little to the 
right, even though I supported Jimmy 
Carter and probably would again. 
Ayn Rand's whole premise is based on 

healthy egoism. She says ego isn't a bad 
thing. She says that man's ego is the real 
fountainhead for all creativity. In other 
words, don't build a better mousetrap 
because you're doing the world a favor. 
Build a better mousetrap because you 
have the ability to do it. That will in turn 
lead to a better world. 
We've been brought up since childhood 

to think that we should think of others 
before we think of ourselves. That's not 
what the Good Book says; it says, 'Do 
unto others as you would have them do 
unto you.' 
We've been taught to give and give. 

The other day, a lady said to me that if 
she had a lot of money, she'd give it all 
away. She said if she had a million dollars, 
she'd give it all away to help people. I 
said that's beautiful. It's also stupid. If 
you have a million dollars, and you want 
to help people, give them $200,000 and 
put the rest in security. Then next year, 
you can give them $300,000 and the next 
year, you can give them $400,000. In other 
words, your money will have increased, 
so you'll have more to give away. 

"I'm a very emotional 
person, I get moved by 
things that break my 
heart, but it doesn't seem 
to make me cry. I think 
that I must cry when I 
sing. That's my 
emotional outlet." 

I don't think there's anything wrong 
with being egotistical. But false pride— 
that's something else. There's nothing 
wrong with being rightfully proud of your 
talent, of your abilities, of what you're 
doing. If thinking that I'm a good song-
writer and a good performer is wrong, 
then I'm wrong. If it's a sin, then I'm a 
sinner. Call Ernest Angsley. 
LARRY: You know, this publication you're 
interviewing me for recently turned 
something I said around and made me 
seem as if I have an egotistic attitude by 
distorting what I said. They sent word 
to me through my publicist asking for a 
list of my 10 favorite songs. I put the 10 
in order, listing seven at the top and three 
of my own songs at the bottom. When 
this magazine got my list—in correct or-
der—they turned it around and listed my 
songs at the top and then said, 'Yeah, 
there's Gatlin again with his over-inflated 
ego.' 
CM: We've established that you have an 
ego. Are you conceited? 
LARRY: No, I don't think so. Conceit is 
a negative term to me. I think I'm good: 
is that conceited? If I have heart trouble 
and I'm lying there on the operating ta-
ble, I sure as hell don't want some doctor 
standing there saying, 'Gee, I sure hope 
we can save this poor bastard.' I'd want 
the best surgeon in the country standing 
there saying, 'I know I can do the job 
and save his life, because I'm good.' It's 

stupid to pretend you don't know when 
you have talent. There's nothing wrong 
with confidence and knowledge, as long 
as you always keep it in perspective. I 
think I do that. 
CM: What if you woke up tomorrow and 
you'd lost your voice? What if you could 
never sing again? 
LARRY: I hope to God I don't. I pray every 
day thanking God for the ability my 
brothers and I have been given to make 
music. I sing correctly, and most people 
who have throat trouble don't, they sing 
only from the throat . . . but if I lost it, 
I'd live. Sandy Koufax had the greatest 
pitching arm in history, even with a 
cracked elbow, and he never held back. 
He threw as hard as he could for as long 
as he could. I'm going to sing as hard as 
I can for as long as I can. 
CM: Which one of your songs would you 
most hate to be trapped in an elevator 
with on the Muzak system? 
LARRY: Oh, great question! First of all, 
can you believe I've never heard one of 
my songs on Muzak? Never. If they came 
to me and asked, I'm not sure I would 
give them the license either. I'm fairly 
sure I wouldn't. I hate elevator music. 
"Penny Annie" is the song I'd least want 
to hear on Muzak. I'd want to rip the 
speakers out. 
CM: You are often misunderstood. Peo-
ple fail to see the humor and warmth in 
you, searching instead for controversy in 
what you do. Are you vulnerable to what's 
said about you? And what would you most 
like to see change in people's perception 
of you? 
LARRY: I think we're all vulnerable. I 
know I'm vulnerable. When people write 
things I don't like, it hurts my feelings. 
It hurts me personally. You just have to 
go on. I wish people would realize that 
I'm really thankful for the ability I have 
in music. I love people. I love to sing for 
people. I wish that people would put 
themselves in my shoes for just a minute. 
Then they might not be as critical of some 
of my mistakes. I wish people wouldn't 
judge me so harshly. I love what I do, I 
will always want to come sing for people. 
I always have, and I always will. 
CM: Larry, one last question. How would 
you like to be remembered after you're 
gone? 
LARRY: Ohhh . . . I think—I think I'd 
like my tombstone to read: 'Here Lies 
Larry Gatlin, May 5, 1948-? He Made Us 
Think A Little Bit.' I think that's the 
most I can ask for. • 

Editor's Note: We checked our original 
notes and discovered that we printed Lar-
ry's favorite songs in the order in which 
they were given to us by his publicist's 
office. In any case, we would expect a 
serious songwriter to include some of his 
or her own songs, as did Terri Gibbs last 
issue, and David Friexell in this issue's 
Favorites' Favorites. 
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The Life and New Times of 

TAMMY WYNETTE 
Tammy Wynette's life reads like a fairy tale. A Cinderella, 

whose music has taken her out of the cotton fields and 
into superstardom, she is facing new times, working on a 

new show and a new image. The past is past and she accepts it, 
but this is now. • by 'Michael Bane 

I
n a cavernous ware-
house, across the 
street from an elec-
tric motor rewinding 
shop and just a guitar 

pick's throw from sleazy 
downtown Nashville, 
Tammy Wynette is sweat-
ing, piecing together a bro-
ken fairy tale. 
She paces across the 

small, raised stage count-
ing steps—one, two, three 
turn, two three, turn, two, 
three—her lips pursed in 
concentration. She is skin-
ny—there's nu other word— 
blonde and tan, looking 
hardly like Tammy 

Wynette at all. The white, 
high-collared blouse makes 
her look that much more 
tan: the tight jeans and 
high-heeled silver lame 
shoes make her seem, at 
times, a waif in grown-up 
clothing. Her blonde hair, 
once a tribute to the things-
never-change 1960s, is 
short and stylish. 

Still. though, there are 
the eyes. Even when 
Tammy Wynette smiles, 
her eyes hold their look of 
reserve, waiting, perhaps, 
to see whether this experi-
ence will be one of the good 
or one of the bad. They are 

eyes that have known pain 
and embarrassment and 
gut-wrenching fear as well 
as the thrills to be found at 
the very heights of success, 
and even when her face 
lights up with a smile— 
which these days is the 
norm—Tammy Wynette's 
eyes remain haunted, re-
minding me of Peter 
Guralnick's article in the 
March 1979 issue of 
Countrn Music, titled "Sad 
Eyed Lady With a Sob in 
Her Voice." 

In a month Tammy 
Wynette will open 
in Atlantic 

City. She is scared —"a 
little"— and more than 
just a little excited. New 
though it will be, the show 
will be unique in a way, 
because she has not thrown 
away her old songs, the 
songs that propelled her 
into the upper reaches of 
superstardom. Like old 
friends, they'll all be 
there. But the pro-
duction will 
be slicker, 
her 
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Newsletter  
SOCIETY ACTIVITIES 

JUIA. At -GusT 1984 
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Letter from the Editor 
We admit that we're not perfect. We also 

admit that too much time has passed since 
some of you who were interested in starting 
Chapters wrote to us, asking us how to begin. 
We answered the first wave of inquiries, 
which was the list of Chapter Presidents that 
appeared in the first issue. Most of you are 
still with us; a few have dropped out. We 
were fairly quick to answer the second wave 
of inquiries, and even caught up with some 
of the first wave that we missed. That was the 
list of additional Presidents published in the 
second Newsletter. But now, there are in-
quiries pending that are as yet unanswered. 

One reason is the success of the magazine 
and Newsletter. You have no idea how much 
mail we get! It's wonderful. It is also an 
absolute inundation. Reading all you have 
written, thinking about how to use it, writing 
you back, thanking you for manuscripts, 
asking for pictures—all this is wonderful, 
and it takes time. Meanwhile, the equally 
pressing needs of the Society require atten-
tion, too. 
Another reason is that we have been 

waiting to see what the response to the 
membership cards will be. If a great many of 
you enroll two new members to get your next 
year free, potential Chapters will be quite 
large. 
A third reason is, as we have said several 

times, the mystery of it all. What is a Society 
chapter going to do, and how are the mech-
anics of it going to work? An important 
question that is emerging for all the Presi-
dents is the question of dues. How are they 
going to support the cost of organizing a 
Chapter without them? 
We are pondering the answers to all these 

problems. It looks as if this summer or early 
fall is the soonest we are really going to see 
organized Chapters functioning. 
Some issues seem to be emerging as a focus 

for the Society as a whole. One is the 
important matter of what gets played on the 
radio. Another is having more country 
concerts in your area. Another is reduced 
price for tickets and special seating. Another 
is influencing what gets recorded. And last 
but not least, the pleasure of meeting other 
people with similar interests. 

Complications are holding up the printing 
of the Answer Book. Please do not think that 

you have been individually passed over i f you 
do not have it. No one does. It seems best to 
refrain from mentioning dates at this point, 
in order to avoid going beyond them again. 
Let's just say that you will have it. 

You are going to see a lot of your own 
writing in future issues of the Newsletter. 
Hope you enjoy it. 

Member Signs Up Six 

Dear CMSA, 
It's nice to be the first member to sign up 

two new members, and it wasn't as hard 
as I thought it would be. In fact, here are 
four more I signed up just last week. Only 
two out of eight people turned me down. 
You can't beat the price for what you get. 
Now does that mean my dues are paid up 
through 1988? 
You people have got something here, in 

this new Country Music Magazine. I al-
ways can't wait till the next issue. The 
only other magazine I've seen that's any-
thing like it is Country Rhythms and it 
doesn't even come close to the quality and 
information plus the appreciation of reader 
input that yours has. 

Allan Coy 
Milwatikie, Oregon 

Glad you know we're listening to you. Your 
dues are paid up through 1985 as per our 
offer. But we are going to pay you a commis-
sion for every new membership beyond the 

first two sold. The same goes for other 
members who'd like to do as you have done. 
Expect our check in the mail—Ed. 

Our 50,000th Member 
Who says country music's not a universal 

language? Our first two members spanned 
the sea, from Oklahoma City to Paris, 
France. It is impossible to tell exactly who 
our 50,000th member is, but these two are 
reasonably close to it. This time country 
music spans the continent. 

Dear CMSA, 
I've always been interested in country 

music, but I really started buying records 
in 1976 after the Oak Ridge Boys' album 
Ya 'Il Come Back Saloon. My favorite coun-
try artists are the Oaks, the Statler Broth-
ers, Gary Morris, Kenny Rogers and The 
Shoppe. I'd like to be in a Chapter because 
being able to talk to someone who knows 
more than rock-pop artists would be fun. 

Linda Ronholt 
Montesano, Washington 

Dear CMSA, 
I became interested in country music 

through my parents. Country music is 
played constantly on the radio. I'm glad for 
that. My favorite artists are Loretta Lynn, 
Charley Pride, Conway Twitty, and Tam-
my Wynette. I want to know more about 
the people who sing and write country 
music. That's why I joined the Society. 

Richard Weidenhammer 
Fleetwood, Pennsylvania 

The tastes are different but the interest is 
the same. — Ed. 

Attention, Members 
Agreement has been reached to en-

able CMSA members to receive dis-
counts at Avis and Hertz. Details as to 
how to claim this benefit will be an-
nounced in the next Newsletter or will 
be sent to you in the mail if we know 
sooner. It will probably involve using 
your membership card, so hold on to it. 

So far, it has not been possible to get 
discounts at the major motel chains. 
We suspect that as the Society grows, 
this will open up to us.  
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Crossing Over 

Dear CMSA, 
I was born and raised in a small town 

outside Philadelphia. I grew up on the 
Temptations, the Beatles, the Rascals, 
Simon and Garfunkel and Bob Dylan. The 
only music I heartily disliked was country 
music. The "twang" of the steel guitars 
would get on my nerves. 
A few years later I met and married a 

man who was born in a little mountain 
town called Konnarock near Damascus, 
Virginia. During our first trip back down 

south to visit, I tried to understand his 
music and why he loved it so. We played 
the jukebox at a local luncheonette. The 
least country tune in the box was Kenny 
Rogers' "Lucille," so I played that a lot. At 
this point the only names I knew in the 
whole world of country music were Kenny, 
Johnny Cash and Loretta Lynn. 

That was about seven years ago. Now I 
think I'm a bigger fan than my husband is. 
I started asking questions about who was 
who and what they sang. I bought my 
husband a Statler Brothers album and a 
Waylon album for his birthday and decided 
I liked them also. I loved the Statlers' 
harmony and Waylon's deep, rich, smooth 
voice. 
Now I like almost all country music, but 

my heart really leans toward bluegrass. 
We've seen Ricky Skaggs and the Whites 
twice in concert, and they've taken my 
breath away. 
My point is this. I've read letters in 

different country publications from people 
who turn up their noses at "crossover" 
hits. I agree that they aren't always pure 
country, but they are good songs from 
talented artists who normally do "pure" 
country. And it is the "crossover" hit that 

causes diehard rock and soul fans, like me, 
to peek into country music to see what it's 
all about. I, for one, decided I liked very 
much what I found 

Ellen Pennington 
Downington, Pennsylvania 

Confirmed in Country 
Dear CMSA, 
When I was a teenager, Hank Williams' 

song "Cold, Cold Heart" was my song, too. 
My friends still like to have it played for 
me. Johnny Cash is also just great. I have 
read his book Man in Black. All he has 
been through! His great belief in God is the 
one thing that has helped him so. I have a 
leaf from his tree at his home in Tennessee. 
We have seen Johnny Cash twice here in 
Binghampton, New York. We're hoping 
he'll be back soon. He is just everything to 
me. I'm also hoping to see Ricky Skaggs 
some day soon. 
We saw Marty Robbins at the Pennsyl-

vania Fair just two months before he left 
the world. He also was one of our best. 
This year we got to see his son and his 
great show at the same fair. 
We are great fans of country music 

because we were from the country. 
Mrs. Gary F. Cook 

Johnson City, New York 

Dear CMSA, 
I'm a devoted Elvis fan and was devas-

tated at his passing. I feel the Country 
Music Association did not do him justice. 
He was as much country as a lot of the 
music coming out of Nashville today. 
I also dearly love Marty Robbins. I was 

very lucky to have attended his last concert 
in Norfolk, Virginia. I agree with Billy 
Walker that Marty did not receive all the 
awards he should have. I was happy he 
was inducted into the Hall of Fame while 
he lived. He was an all-around terrific 
person. The last show he did here ran 
about two hours. The people wouldn't let 
him quit singing. He was having as great a 
time as we all were. 
There will never be anyone like Elvis or 

Marty. I miss them both. 
Peggy Ferreira 

Portsmouth, Virginia 

Dear CMSA, 
Although I have lived in Miami for 

thirty years, I was born and raised in 
southwest Virginia on a farm. I am still 
very much country at heart. Your maga-
zine keeps me in touch with my country 
soul. 
Some of my favorites are Conway 

Twitty, Barbara Mandrell, Johnny Cash 
and June, Willie Nelson, and of course my 
very favorite of them all is Marty Robbins. 
He had so much; it's a shame he is gone 
from us. As far as I'm concerned, his was 

the most beautiful voice of them all. New 
stars hit the horizon every day,-and they 
are swell, but Marty will always be No. 1. 

Mary Slater 
Miami, Florida 

Dear CMSA, 
I have been a country music fan all of 

my life, starting with Jimmie Rodgers. I 
enjoy all of the country singers, men and 
women alike. My two all-time favorites are 
Eddy Arnold and Marty Robbins. I have 
seen shows by Charlie Rich, Eddy Arnold 
and Bobby Bare, and have been to see 
Johnny Cash twice in Evansville, Indiana. 
Johnny Cash puts on a real good show, as 
do the others. I was working a night shift 
when I heard "I Walk the Line," and I've 
been a J.C. fan since then. 

I've seen Pee Wee King and Minnie 
Pearl perform during World War IL and 
others like Johnny Paycheck and Jimmy 
Dickens. I went to the Grand Ole Opry in 
1951 and then again in 1983, and the old 
timers are still in there. God bless them. 

Joe Joies 
Lawrenceville, Illinois 

Concerts Galore 
Dear CMSA, 
We saw the Steve Wariner/Ricky 

Skaggs concert recently in Augusta, 
Maine. I saw Ricky last year in Portland 
with the Statler Brothers. This year he 
was so much more at ease on stage. Ricky 
and his band do wonders with the music. 
Steve Wanner put on a good show also. He 
walks right up to the edge of the stage with 
his guitar and picks away, so we all can see 
him and take pictures. They stayed to sign 
autographs for us all, too. 
We went back to Augusta not long ago 

for the Gene Watson/George Jones con-
cert. That was the absolute best concert I 
have ever seen. Gene Watson, who seemed 
a little shy, came out on stage and sang 
each of his songs with such feeling. Every-
one loved him and showed it. He was very 
neat in his appearance, and he stayed to 
sign autographs, like Ricky and Steve did. 
But when George Jones came out on 

stage, you could feel the electricity in the 
air. People were on their feet, so excited 
just to see him. He sang a medley of old 
songs and then most of his hits. Then he 
called Gene Watson back out on stage to 
sing George's favorite song, "Farewell 
Party," and a gospel song together. The 
people roared their approval. George didn't 
stay to sign autographs. His manager said 
that this was the end of the tour and 
George was tired. Most of us G.J. fans 
understood that. We were so glad to see 
him, finally, and take pictures, we didn't 
mind not getting autographs. Some of us 
have waited thirty years to see George. 

Sheila Richardson 
Buckfield, Maine 
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Dear CMSA, 
My husband and I went to a Kenny 

Rogers concert this past winter. We took 
some friends with us, too. The Righteous 
Brothers and the Oak Ridge Boys ap-
peared along with Kenny. 
The Righteous Brothers were fantastic, 

as good or better than they were in the 50s 
and 60s. The Oak Ridge Boys were good, 
but the music was too loud. When they 
were finished, it took about ten minutes to 
hear again. Now for the very best: Kenny 
Rogers. We went to his concert three years 
ago and he was great, but this year he was 
fantastic! If he had had another concert 
the next night, we would have gone. 
The people there raised 25,000 tons of 

canned goods to donate to the Food Bank 
here in Portland, which Kenny encour-
aged. 

Peggy L Frick 
Portland, Oregon 

Dear CMSA, 
I'm twenty-six years old, and although I 

like rock music, I dig country too! My 
favorite country singer is Donna Fargo. 
I've seen lots of good country music con-
certs, but I've never seen one that could 
match the one Donna Fargo gave last 
August in St. Louis. It was called Country 
Music Jamboree, with Hank Snow, Faron 
Young, and Donna Fargo. 

It was a Saturday, the temperature rose 
to 105°, and the concert was outdoors. The 
show was to start at 2 P.M., but by 4 P.M. 
no one had come onto the stage. Over 5,000 
tickets had been sold, but only about 150 
people showed—I assume because of the 
heat, because it was quite miserable to sit 
in that hot sun for over six hours, but I did. 
Hank and Faron cancelled their shows, 
and I was sure Donna would too, but at 
4:30 she came out like a burst of lightning, 
singing and dancing in that Fargo style. 
After about twenty minutes she passed 
out, but later they said she was fine. 

Someone who has MS, and still she 
risked her life, just for a handful of people. 
I'll never forget that performance. She is 
one great lady, an exciting performer, and 
a beautiful human being! Enclosed is a 
picture of her at that concert. Hope you 
can print it. 

Dave Thompson 
Festus, Missouri 

We'd be glad to. Hats off to Donna 
Fargo—Ed. 

Dear CMSA, 
My favorite performers are Ricky 

Skaggs and Emmylou Harris. Porter Wag-
oner and Dolly Parton used to be just 
great. I saw four of their concerts when 
they were together. Saw an Alabama 
concert last fall. It was just great. I didn't 
care too much for them before I saw them 
perform. 
The worst was Hank Williams, Jr. He 

put on a twenty minute concert and told the 
audience to come back to his second show, 
another $12. A great disappointment. Also 
Billy Crash Craddock and band—all unable 
to perform. The management waited an 
extra hour and a half, then cancelled the 
show and gave the fans their money back. 
I traveled 150 miles one way that time. I 
wouldn't walk across the street to see 
them now even if it was free. 

A Fan in 
West Chazz, New York 

Records Abound 
Dear CMSA, 
I find your record reviews pretty fair 

and honest. Here is what I have purchased 
recently:— 
The Great Pretender, Dolly Parton, which 
was a waste of money. The only good cut is 
"Save the Last Dance for Me." 
White Shoes, Emmylou Harris, which is 
fair. It could have been better. You failed to 
mention "In My Dreams," the best cut on 
the album. 
Fallen Angel, Gus Hardin's new one. Great. 
The Judds, mini-album. Loved it. Can't 
wait till they record a complete one. 
The Sun Years, Elvis. Raw and unpol-
ished. You were right. Now I remember 
what the real stuff was like. Get this one if 
you like Elvis. 

Allan Coy 
Milwaukie, Oregon 

Dear CMSA, 
I have bought about twenty albums in 

the past year. Here are a few of them. 
Pancho and Lefty, Willie Nelson and Merle 
Haggard. Best album of the year. Of 
course, they are my favorite artists. 
Kris, Willie, Dolly and Brenda. Very good 
album. They ought to make more like it. 
Drunk and Crazy, Bobby Bare. Fantastic 
and very funny album. He should make 
more like it also. 

Waylon and Company. Excellent. More 
artists should follow suit by singing with 
other top artists. 
That's the Way Love Goes, Merle Haggard. 
Merle is one of my favorite singers, and I 
have all his albums, but this was a real 
disappointment. I think it is probably the 
worst album he has ever made. It just 
wasn't a Haggard classic. 
Take It to the Limit, Willie Nelson with 
Waylon Jennings. Not bad, but not as good 
as they usually come out with. It did have 
some good songs. 

Gary Anderson 
Broomfield, Colorado 

Dear CMSA, 
I don't buy any new records or tapes, 

because they are not country. I am 70 
years old, and the things I buy are by Gene 
Autry, Tex Ritter, Slim Whitman, Roy 
Rogers, Ray Price, and some of the old-
timers who were country and dressed up 
country. When an entertainer appeared on 
stage, he or she was dressed up in western 
clothes, not half-dressed like so many of 
them are now. I don't like rock music and 
never will. 

Many of our 
views. —Ed. 

Joseph Parejsz 
Chicago, Illinois 

members share your 

Dear CMSA, 
This is just a sampling of the albums 

I've bought. Some of the albums I buy are 
older recordings by established artists. 
Roll On, Alabama. This is Alabama's best 
album by far. I especially liked "Fire in the 
Night," "If You're Gonna Play in Texas" 
and "When We Make Love." 
In Session, David Fri zzell and Shelly West. 
As with Alabama, this is David and Shel-
ly's best album. I loved their rendition of 
"Wild Side of Life/It Wasn't God Who 
Made Honky-Tonk Angels." Also liked 
"You're My Better Half," "Straight From 
the Heart" and "P•etcha Can't Cry Just 
One." Continued on Page 34G 
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The Man in Black 

JOHNNY CASH 
Inie ,eiadt fiftbe 
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History of a Fan 
Dear CMSA, 
I first met Johnny Cash in February of 

1960. It was backstage at the Piermont 
Theatre in Omaha. There was not enough 
room in the theater, so some people had to 
sit on the side of the stage. I was one of 
them. (Too bad it cannot be that way now.) 
Johnny Cash was, as he is today, a true 
. gentleman who had time for pictures and 
talks with his fans. I have met him many 
times since, and he always leaves me 
feeling good to be part of his music. 

In 1967 I was backstage at the Music 
Hall in Omaha on John's birthday. His 
manager asked me to take a birthday 
picture of the whole group he had at that 
time: John and June, Luther Perkins, Mar-
shall Grant, Mother Maybelle, Helen, 
Anita, the Statler Brothers, Carl Perkins, 
W.S. Holland and, I think, Saul Holif. This 
picture is a country music fan's dream! 

In March 1977 Johnny donated a black 
shirt to a MS Fund Drive in Council 
Bluffs. I stayed up until midnight to buy 

wet. enembe oi !us aim., e 1967. Zenna Zevine took 

Ulu photo. Can, you eratch the lace s o lamas 
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his shirt, no matter what the cost! I got it, 
and it holds a special place in my house! 
I saw Johnny last in September in 

Omaha. We stayed for both shows! We 
will go to Des Moines this March and hope 
to seeJohnny and June at that time. (Read 
on! He made it...) 
I have gone on and on about Johnny 

Cash, but this is a subject close to my 
heart. I would like to make the challenge 
that I am John's Number One fan. My 
mom, Della, is a close second. We both 
belong to the John and June Carter Cash 
International Fan Club. My mother wants 
to know why Johnny doesn't sing her 
favorite song "You Dreamer, You," and I 
want to ask if the horns in "Ring of Fire" 
are horns, or people doing the sound. I 
talked to someone in Omaha who said that 
someone did the horn sounds. 

Dennis Devine 
Council Bluffs, Iowa 

The horn sounds are made by horns. The 
use of trumpets on a country record was 

revolutionary in its day. As for your mother's 
request, you know how good John is about 
answering things like that. We'll leave that 
one to you and John.—Ed. 

Cash's First Concert Since Recent 
Surgery 

From the moment he came on stage 
singing "Ring of Fire" until he closed with 
an encore of "Orange Blossom Special," 
the audience was eager for more. Bob 
Wooten, Earl Ball, W.S. Holland and Marty 
Stuart delivered fine performances, and 
June Carter Cash sat on the edge of the 
stage and talked about her mother, Mother 
Maybelle Carter, and played "Church in 
the Wildwood" on the autoharp. Brian 
Knapp, a local boy who is blind, did a 
gripping rendition of "There Ain't No 
Good Chain Gangs" with Johnny. 
The climax of the show for me was 

when I went up front after "Orange Blos-
som Special" to shake Johnny's hand. He 
handed me both the harmonicas he had 
just finished playing. That was as close to 
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heaven as a Johnny Cash fan can get! 
This show in Des Moines was Johnny 

andJune's first show since mid-November, 
and on a scale of one to ten, this definitely 
was an eleven. 

Dennis Devine 

Joyce Miller of Martinsburg, West 
Virginia also has two harmonicas.—Ed. 

Fans Lay It On with Questions 
The words in boldface are right from the 

mouth of the Man in Black. Questions were 
sent in by you. 

How are you feeling since your recent 
surgery? 
I feel better than I have ever felt in 

years. I feel good all the time. 

What is your favorite music, your favorite 
singer, and your favorite song? 
My favorite music is good country 

music and good country gospel 
music. By good country music, I 
mean the real country music, not the 
modern kind. My favorite singer is 

• •with and kJ S J-iollant e 1980 
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Hank Williams. My favorite song is 
"The Ballad of Forty Dollars," the 
Tom T. Hall song. 

Do ideas for songs come easily to you? 
The ideas for the songs always 

come easy for me. Sometimes it takes 
longer to write them, especially if 
they are story songs. I wrote "I Walk 
the Line" in about fifteen minutes. I 
never spend more than two hours on 
a song. 

Is black really you or is it for the image? 
Black is really me. I wore a red 

shirt and grey pants at rehearsal 
today, and I was very uncomfortable. 
Before I go back, I will change. 

If you had not become a country music 
singer and songwriter, what other work 
would you have done? 
I would have had to be in the music 

business in some way. I studied to be 
a d.j., but I'm glad I didn't have to be 
one. I would have had to be in radio 

or TV some way. 

Have you ever thought about the plight of 
our old people? 

I'm very concerned about the plight 
of our older people. My father is a 
WW I veteran, and the government 
has practically cut out his pension. If 
these older people didn't have some 
help from somebody, they probably 
wouldn't be able to make it with the 
high medical bills and cost of living. 
Yes, I'm very conscious of the older 

people. I try to visit my parents 
every day that I'm in town. 

What are your recording plans? 
My gospel album Gospel Singer is 

finished and should be released soon. 
I have no further plans to record with 
Carl Perkins and Jerry Lee Lewis, 
but I have always been interested in 
recording an album with the stories 
behind the songs. Perhaps I'll do that 
sometime. 
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Frequently-Asked Questions 
it'e developed answers to these frequently-

asked questions in consultation with John's 
staff 
When are you coming to my area? 
John's itinerary is mailed to fan club 

numbers every, month. To join the club, 
u,rite to John and June Carter Cash Inter-
national Fan Club, RI. 12 Box 350, 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27107. 
Membership costs $10 a year. 
How can I get an autographed photo of 
you? 

You may order an autographed photo 
from the House of Cash Gift shop, Box 508, 
Hendersonville, Tennessee 37075 for $1. 
How can I meet you in person and get your 
autograph? 

The facts of life being what they are, many 
fans do not get to meet John after shows, 
although his attitude is always gracious and 
willing. Tiy. There are many happy face in 
the photographs that grace these pages, so 
some people do win through. When John is al 
home, he sometimes visits the House of Cash 
and meets people there. 
Will you answer my letter? 
Hundreds of letters for John arrive at the 

House of Cash each week. A trusted staff 
member reads them and gives some of them 
to John to answer personally. The rest are 
answered by staff 
Did you receive my gift? 
John acknowledges all gifts that have 

return addresses on them personally. When 
a gift arrives without a return address, the 
staff is stumped. 
Will you listen to my song? 
John's music publishing companies have 

recently been sold. They used to revieu, all 
songs submitted—about 100 a week. Now, 
send your song for John to Collin Slater's 
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attention at Slater-PWhinson, 9200 Sunset 
Blvd., Suite 916, Los Angeles, California 
90069. He will review it, and, if it seems 
promising, pass it on to John. 
What does theJ.R. stand for in your name? 
John's given name was 7. R."—initials 

only. He named himself "John R. Cash" 
because the Air Force requires a first name. 

Heartbroken 
Dear Johnny Cash, 
Why don't you answer your fan mail? 

I've written you hundreds of letters over 
the years. The only thing I ever get in 
return is a form letter from House of Cash, 
and an order form to buy something 
(which I have used to purchase my favorite 
items). Once, I even wrote you a poem, 
about you, and it was returned to me 
saying you didn't need any more songs at 
that time. It really hurt my feelings. 

Pam Nicol 
Marysville, Ohio 

My mail goes to House of Cash and 
is handled there. Since Country Music 
succeeded in getting your letter to 
me, why don't you send me the poem 
you wrote through the same channel. 
I'm sure they won't mind. Thanks for 
all your letters. —J.R.C. 

Dear Johnny Cash, 
I have always respected the artists' 

privacy, so I haven't pestered them for 
autographs or pictures of me taken with 
them—except once. You appeared in 
Superior, Wisconsin in 1977. I had my 
Man in Black tucked under my arm, and at 
intermission snuck backstage to see if I 
could get close to you (one time in my life). 
Your lovely wife signed my book and so did 
Anita Carter. One of them handed it to 
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you, and you said "no.- You broke my 
heart! But I still love your music, respect 
you, and will keep seeing you every chance 
I get. In fact, we have tickets already for 
next September at the Carlton Club in 
Bloomington, Minnesota: close seats, so I 
know I'll get some good photos. Is it 
possible to get a picture with you, or even 
just your autograph? 

Donna Church 
Duluth, Minnesota 

I think you are mistaken about the 
autograph. I don't think I have ever 
said "no" when someone asked me if 
I'd sign. I'll be happy to take a picture 
with you and sign an autograph at 
the Carlton in September.—J.R.C. 

Fan Makes a Request 
Dear John, 

"Hello, I'm Mary Ann LeClaire..." It 
doesn't carry as much weight as your 
name does, but !thought it was a good way 
to introduce myself. Do you think the next 
time you come this way you could do 
"What Is Truth" and "Maybelline"? 
I always thought I was your biggest fan 

because I buy all your records, watch the 
TV shows, and cut out all newspaper 
articles and anything else I can find. But 
one of my pen pals has a collection you 
wouldn't believe. 
I wish you and your family the best of 

health and many blessings to come. 
Mary Ann LeClaire 

Ludlow, Massachusetts 
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Members Who Participated in the Preparation of this Feature 
Mike Anderson; Ruth and Jay Barr, Jettison, Michigan; Jeanne Billmeyer, APO New York; Martha Sieving, Geneva, Ohio; Donna Church, Duluth, Minnesota; Dennis 
Devine, Council Bluffs, Iowa; Christine Fauth, ICingspark, New York; Pat Katz, St. Croix Falls, Wisconsin; Elsie Kirk, Hendersonville, Tennessee; Phyllis Kunkel, 
Plymouth, Minnesota; Mary Ann LeClaire, Ludlow, Massachusetts; Joyce Miller, Martinsburg, West Virginia; Pam Nicol, Marysville, Ohio; Steven Rogstad, Racine, 
Wisconsin; David Staggs, Albany, Oregon; Robert Stogdale, Holbrook, New York; Laura Swenson, Renton, Washington; Rodney Varner, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; Evie 
VerNess, Rochester, Minnesota; Roberta Walker, Scottsburg, Indiana; Betty Weinaug, Appleton, Wisconsin; John Woodring, Freeland, Pennsylvania; Frances Isigo, 
Corunna, Michigan. 
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REVIEWS & FEATURES 

Right or Wrong, George Strait. Fantastic 
album, full of "traditional" country music. 
Favorites include "80-Proof Bottle of Tear 
Stopper" and Merle Haggard's "Our Paths 
May Never Cross." 
Behind the Scene, Reba McEntire. As with 
all of Reba's albums, it is excellent. Another 
example of "traditional" country. Songs 
are straightforward and hit home. It is 
easy to hear the influence that the great 
Patsy Cline had on this very talented lady. 
Favorite cuts include "Reasons," "Nickel 
Dreams" and "Pins and Needles." 
Spun Gold, Barbara Mandrell. Not much 
to say, except that like Barbara, 'this 
album gets better every time I hear it. 
Especially like "Cryin' All the Way to the 
Bank" and "You Are No Angel." 
Midnight Fire, Steve Wanner. I waited 
two years for this album, and checked 
record stores for a month before its release. 
It is ten times better than his debut album, 
which was fantastic! I especially like "Hon-
ey, Why," "I'm Dependin' on You" and "I 
Can Hear Kentucky CaIlin' Me." 
Red Hot, Shelly West. This album I really 
liked. Shelly can do a song justice. 
Love Lies, Janie Fricke. Favorites include 
"If the Fall Don't Get You," "Let's Stop 
Talking About," "How Do You Fall Out of 
Love" and the title song. "Love Lies." 

I'm a nineteen-year old college student 
who loves country music. As you can 
guess, I get a lot of flak about being a 
"hick" —and I'm proud of it! 

Shannon Jesse 
Charleston, Illinois 

Gripes 
Keep watching this space for the response 
from major managers and record companies 
to your gripes about loud concerts and poor, 
non-country records. 

Dear CMSA, 
I get so sick of hearing people say keep 

country music "Country." If country mu-
sic were to stay exactly as it was some 25 
years ago, it would probably no longer be. 
In order to continue to be the best music 
available, we have to accept change, for 
without change how can anything, includ-
ing music, grow? We should be proud that 
younger singers want to sing what today 
is called "country music." Without youn-
ger artists, younger listeners aren't going 
to listen either. 
Today's country music is still the music 

of the heart. If you listen to the right 
singers who put their hearts and souls into 
what they are singing, the words still cut 
like a knife. 
Country music has got to have a future. 

These people are our future. I say keep it 
growing. 

Marie Sigler 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

Dear CMSA, 
I get disgusted with some of the songs 

the local disc jockeys put at us here on 
WXCL-Peoria and wonder why some I 
enjoy aren't put on more often. When I 
asked for a certain one, I was told that they 
had the most popular ones on or one from 
an album and that's it. So I just flip 'em off 
and go hunt up some favorites from my 
own collection. How do simple folks like 
myself get to ask for our favorites once in a 
while? 

Verla Oldham 
Hopedale, Illinois 

By banding together in the CMSA and 
making your voices count. More on this in a 
future issue.—Ed. 

Dear CMSA, 
"Your permanent Charter Membership 

card and the CMSA Answer Book will be 
sent to you soon." Not received. 

Doris Suggs 
Fitzgerald, Georgia 

Well, at least we're halfway out of the 
doghouse now. Membership cards went out 
during the month of April.—Ed. 

Let's Go to the Movies 
Robert Duvall carried home the °sea:for his 
performance in Tender Mercies. How many 
of you heard him refer to Johnny Cash and 
Waylon in his acceptance speech, or saw the 
camera switch to a smiling Cash while 
Duvall was speaking? The two of them bat 
together at the Oscars show. 

Here is what you've had to say about the 
film, as you've seen it—mostly on cable TV 
or home video. 

Dear CMSA, 
We watched Tender Merdes on HBO the 

other evening and really enjoyed it. I just 
wish there were more movies along that 
vein. 

Pat Baumgarden 
White Salmon, Washington 

Dear CMSA, 
If it weren't for your excellent review in 

theJanuary/February issue, I don't think I 
would have enjoyed Tender Merdes as 
much as I did. I suggest that anyone 
planning to see it read your review first. 
Without it, I think I would have gotten 
lost. 

Allan Coy 
Milwaukie, Oregon 

Dear CMSA, 
We had never heard of Tender Mercies 

until it appeared in our favorite local video 
rental store at Christmastime. We took a 
chance, rented it and liked it. It is hard to 
follow, and it has to be seen without 
interruption or the story line gets lost. We 
found the lack of dialogue different, adding 

to the need to pay close attention. The 
ending leaves a very definite opening for a 
follow-up. 
We have recommended the movie to 

other video users. 
Wayne and Pearl Jewell 

Rifle, Colorado 
We are sending your letters to Robert 

Duvall. You are the audience he is trying to 
reach in this film—Ed. 

Dear CMSA, 
I am a lead guitar player and vocalist. 

Played twenty-eight years professionally; 
still play part-time. I recently bought an 
interest in the Grapevine Opry. We booked 
Porter Wagoner for our grand opening this 
spring. 

Tender Mercies is showing on cable in 
the area now. In fact, I plan to see it 
tonight. 

Hank Mansel 
Hurst, Texas 

Let us know how you liked it. —Ed. (The 
Grapevine Opry is the auditorium where 
Mac Sledge's former wife comes to perform 
in the film.) 

Hot Tips on Home Videos 
Merle Haggard is taping some of his own 

shows, so that fans can re-enjoy the concert 
they have seen at home on video. Order 
blanks are distributed at the entrance to the 
show. Anybody have one? 
A new feature-length video entitled " The 

Other Side of Nashville" is available through 
MGM/UA Home Video. At a screening in 
New York recently, it drew quite a crowd. A 
documentary, the video includes exciting 
performances by Willie Nelson, Emmylou 
Harris, Kenny Rogers, Bobby Bare, Gail 
Davies, and others—including some spectac-
ular scenes of Bob Dylan recording Nashville 
Skyline with Johnny Cash. It's both serious 
and entertaining. Anybody seen it? 
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TRAVEL & COLLECTIONS 

Travels fa Nashville 
Dear CMSA, 
Our family has made three trips to 

Nashville. On our first trip we camped at a 
campsite about 20 miles from Nashville. 
We visited the Country Music Hall of 
Fame. I especially enjoyed the Loretta 
Lynn bus exhibit and the recording studio. 
The Wax Museum was interesting and 
the Roy Acuff Museum. We went to Opry-
land all three times. I enjoyed the shows, 
and my family enjoyed the show where the 
talent was going through the history of 
country music. We were very lucky to see 

Hank Snow's show for abused children 
twice. The first time we saw Skeeter 
Davis, Loretta Lynn, Conway Twitty and 
many others. The second time it was 
Hank WilliamsJr., Willie Nelson and Way-
Ion Jennings. Ha nkJr. was on too long. We 
were disappointed we could not stay and 
see Willie Nelson, but it was getting late 
and we were growing restless. I enjoyed 
the first show. I like the traditional country 
music. Some of my favorites are Loretta 
Lynn, the Statler Brothers, Sylvia, Crystal 
Gayle and Barbara Mandrell. 
The last trip was to Loretta Lynn's 

Dude Ranch. There's a lot to do there, but 
the most exciting thing was that we got to 
meet Mooney Lynn, Loretta's husband, in 
his old jeep. He talked to us like we were 
old friends. Here's a picture of me and 
Mooney. 

Sandra Seraskie 
Ranshaw, Pennsylvania 

Special Guests 
We received the following special guests in 

Country Music's office: Mary Dowling, 
Barbara Dowling and Jean Rigbye of Vic-
toria, Australia. Barbara is the proprietorof 
World Wide Country Music Services in 
Victoria. They were on their way to the 
Jimmie Rodgers and Hank Williams Festi-
vals and Fan Fair. 

Upcoming Events 
July 14- 15—Jamboree in the Hills 
Brush Run Park, St. Clairsville, Ohio. 

Toll-free number for tickets and informa-
tion: 800-624-5456. Tickets: $40 for two 
days, $25 for single day. Camping permits: 
$30 per vehicle for weekend. Scheduled to 
appear: Merle Haggard, Eddie Rabbitt, Mel 
Tillis, Janie Fricke, Johnny Rodriguez, the 
Oak Ridge Boys, Mickey Gilley, Tanya 
Tucker, Don Williams, Steve Wanner, 
Reba McEntire, Gary Morris, Earl Thomas 
Conley. 

August 2- 4-57th Annual Mountain 
Dance and Folk Festival 

Asheville Civic Center, Asheville, North 
Carolina. Telephone: 704-258-3858 or write 
Asheville Area Chamber of Commerce, 
P.O. Box 1011, Asheville, North Carolina 
28802. Tickets: $4 and $6, group rates 
available for Thursday night. Dancing, 
including clog dancing, bluegrass and 
traditional string bands, the oldest con-
tinuing festival of its kind in the nation. 

Looking for Magazines 
Members would like to buy issues of 

Country Music as listed below. 
• September 1972, January-May 1973, 
October 1974. Ernest Sabins, 2516 
Mitchell, Waco, Texas 76708. 
• November 1973. Violetta Roth, 15480 
20th Ave., White Rock, British Colum-
bia, Canada V4A2A5. 

Information Please 

Contact these members if you can help 
them. 

• Any information on Hawkshaw Haw-
kins, including songs he recorded and 
where I can get them? Linda Hedrick, 
Rt. 1 Box 82M, Mathias, West Virginia 
26812. 

• Who wrote, sang and recorded the 
original "Yellow Rose of Texas"? and 
where can I get a copy? It's probably an old 
78 r.p.m. William Hitt, Rt. 2 Box 813, 
Ridgeville, South Carolina 29472. 

• It would please me so much if you could 
find a song my dad sang to me when I was 
small. I am 76 years old and I miss his 
singing so much. It goes like this: "Says 
lazer to zazer as they sat on the piazzer 
long about dark..." Frances Williams, 
111 S. Broadway, Gas City, Indiana 
46933. 

• Where can I get the following sheet 
music: "The Silver That Nailed Him to the 
Cross" (Wilson), "From the Manger to the 
Cross" (MacLeod), "I'm Glad I'm on the 
Inside Looking Out" (Meiner), "King of 
Kings" (Payne), "The Stone Was Rolled 
Away" (O'Dell), "Some Fine Morning" 
(Seibert), "Four Books in the Bible" 

(MacLeod), "When Jesus Beckons Me 
Home" (Arnold), "Purple Robe" (MacLeod), 
"He Stands by His Window" (Robinson). 
These are old hymns recorded by Cowboy 
Copas on the King label about thirty years 
ago. Chester Rosenberry, 430 S. 4th 
St., Chambersburg, Pennsylvania 
17201. 

• What ever happened to Jack Scott? and 
where can I get an album he recorded in 
the mid-60s entitled Jack Scott Sings Hank 
Williams? Shirley Logan, Box 648, 
Cushing, Oklahoma 74023. 

• Was "Don't Step on Mother's Roses," 
sung by Johnny Cash, ever put on an 
album? and if so, where can I get it? Skip 
Lenois, 67 Pray Dr., Greenfield, Massa-
chusetts 01301. 

• Where can I get Alone Again by George 
Jones? I'll pay any reasonable price for a 
copy that's in decent shape. Brian Bice, 
16843 Tupper St., Sepulveda, Califor-
nia 91343. Also interested, James Car-
lisle, 1125 N. Palafox, Pensacola, 
Florida 32501. 

• Am looking for Barbara Mandrell's This 
Time I Almost Made It. Anybody have it or 
know where I can get it? Merri Brown, 
3704 Acorn Lane, Elgin, Illinois 60120. 

• Who founded Country Music Magazine? 
and when? Philip DeMario, Bellrose, 
New York. We can answer that one! Russ 
Barnard, Jack Killion and Spencer Oettinger 
founded it in 1972. The first issue was 
September 1972, with Johnny Cash on the 
cover. —Ed. 

For Sale 
"Country Music Lover, Behold!" Now for 
sale—my private collection of photos of 
country singers and performers, 60 or 
more, most 8 x 10, many autographed, 12 x 
12 bonded leather album included. $300, 
not a dime less! Money order only. 
Michael Lindsay, P.O. Box 317, Fair-
banks, Alaska 99707. 

Like to Write Letters? 
Members listed below would like to receive 

letters. 
• Interested in corresponding with men 
and women 50-65 years old. Love country 
music, puzzles, historical novels, travel, 
and new people. Peg Bachmeier, 245 E. 
29th, E-9, Topeka, Kansas 66605. 
• Locked down for three years. Looking for 
letters from people who care. Country 
born and country-minded. Paul Huff, 
28820-02, W.C.C., Box 473, Westville, 
Indiana 46391. 
• Would like to correspond with others 
who like Barbara, the other Mandrells, or 
Sylvia. Joy Lynch, RD #4 Box 385, 
Shelby, Ohio 44875. 
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moves more polished. 
She smiles tentatively 

and stands in the center Of 
the raised stage, looking 
back at the band. 

"Okay." she says. "I guess 
I'm ready to go to work." 
The choreographer. 

white-haired Kevin 
Carlisle, who helped shape 
the enormous success of 
both Janie Fricke arid 
Charly McClain, glances at 
his script and signals the 
band. 
"Stand By Your Man,' 

from thé top," he says. 
The band strikes the first 

note, and the sound that 
fills the rehearsal ware-
house is as familiar as the • 
Ryman Auditorium, as 
country as a steel guitar. 

Soinefirras it  hard to ix, a , 
wornarl. 

Girini all your lore to ii,fst 
one ntan 

Tammy Wynette's mgrii-
ficent voice fills the ware-
house, sounding as fresh 
and new as if she'd just 
worked up the song before 
the show. Behind her, three 
girl singers, a chorus of 
suntanned angels in tight 
jeans, provide the "000h-
°oohs." while Tammy 
Wynette provides the per-
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manent catch in her voice and Kevin 
Carlisle provides new movements, ges-
tures with her hands, a different way of 
being on stage. Carlisle is dapper, miming 
each of her moves with precise, effortless 
motion. At times they appear like mirror-
images, their eyes locked as she sings the 
familiar words. 

So give him all the love you can 
Stand by your man! 

The music stops, and Tammy Wynette 
stands like a young girl on the stage, 
waiting for the verdict. Kevin Carlisle is 
quiet, then breaks into praise. 
"Good!" he says, clasping his hands 

together. "Much, much better!" 
Tammy Wynette smiles a wide, happy 

smile of relief. 

T
ammy Wynetto leans over the top 
of a video machine in a darkened 
corner of the rehearsal ware-
house. The game is humming 

softly, and the light from the video screen 
is almost romantic. Humphrey Bogart 
would have known what to say. The tape 
recorder sits in the middle of the table, 
its red light glowing, as if to remind 
Tammy Wynette that privacy, spoken 
intimacy, is something that belongs only 
to other people. 

It is, she says, like starting over again. 
"The thing is," she begins, "that I've 

been in a kind of rut for the past five, six, 
seven years. I've just been pinned down, 
and I really didn't try, myself, to be a lot 
different." 
She waves her hand negligently a-

round her head, reaching perhaps for a 
hairdo that's no longer there. 
Not like dancing, she says. She's not 

Barbara Mandrell, dancing around on 
the stage. Barbara works so hard, 
Tammy Wynette says, as if discovering 
her secret and her style for the first time. 
"But that's not me," Tammy Wynette 

concludes emphatically. "I have to do 
things my way, and I have to have 
someone to help me." 
Someone to help me . . . 
The life and times of Virginia Wynette 

Pugh are as much public property as the 
sidewalk in front of the Ryman Audi-
torium: so much so that even Virginia 
Wynette Pugh herself—who became 
Tammy Wynette one afternoon in the 
Epic Records studio—can't imagine it 
any other way. The story begins outside 
of Tupelo, Mississippi, in the dark days of 
World War II, with a little girl whose 
father died soon after she was born. She 
was born poor and taught early how to 
work hard, and her father left her an 
unlikely legacy. He had been a music 
man, and he left her both his musical 
instruments and the knowledge, passed 
through her mother and grandparents, 
that things could be different. 

Like a blonde-haired guided missile, 
Virginia Wynette Pugh set her sights on 
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a career in music. Her desire outlasted 
husbands and survived many children, 
until finally she came to Nashville and 
hooked up with Billy Sherrill, an ex-
rhythm and blues producer who was 
getting ready to turn Nashville on end 
with some radical ideas. Billy Sherrill 
was into songs—his detractors called it a 
jukebox mentality—the right song, the 
perfect song for the singer. The right 
song with the right singer, Sherrill rea-
soned, could kick country music upstairs, 
all the way into the big-bucks pop mar-
ket. And Virginia Wynette Pugh might 
be just the singer. Pugh, of course, had to 
go. Tammy was born, and the song was 
"Apartment Number 9." 
That song did good, but not great. The 

next, "Your Good Girl's Gonna Go Bad," 
did great. The next six songs went 
straight to Number One; Tammy Wy-
nette went straight into the stratosphere 
of stardom. The permanent catch in her 
voice had caught on with the nation, and 
when her songs were used in Jack Nichol-
son's so classy film Fire Easy Pieces in 
the late 1960s, it became almost hip, even 
among hippies, to like the woman they 
were calling"The First Lady of Country." 
The rest of the story reads like a 

Tammy Wynette song. The roller coaster 
marriage to George Jones, with its end-
less press reports and hit duets; the 
divorce, or more properly, the D-I-V-O-
R-C-E; pain, real pain, that wouldn't go 
away, despite operation after operation; 
hints of drug problems; a fling with Burt 
Reynolds; a kidnapping attempt; a best-
selling book on her life; a hit television 
movie—a crazy, jumbled-up romance 
novel of a life, set to the whining of a steel 
guitar. 
And all the while, country music was 

changing, the pendulum swinging right 
smack at Virginia Wynette Pugh's 
blonde head. There was a feeling, a 
strong feeling, that Tammy Wynette 
was the past—she didn't even wear cow-
boy boots and probably wouldn't know 
how to say "Texas" on a bet. Her magnifi-
cent voice was neglected as the 1970s 
ground to a close; the songs seemed 
obligatory, and even Tammy Wynette 
didn't seem to care all that much. 

I
don't think there was a whole lot I 
could have done different without 
somebody's help like Kevin's," Tam-
my Wynette says. And, of course, 

Richie's: George Richie, her husband, 
sometime producer, and the man cred-
ited with helping shake her out of a long 
lethargy. The men in her life are usually 
referred to by their last name—Jones, 
Richie—her business associates by their 
first. "And now that I've gotten that help 
and gotten management that's really 
enthused and really excited, it's like 
starting a new career, and I'm really 
enjoying it. I think I'm enjoying this one 
more than I did the good end of the last 

one. At least I'm not having to travel 
around the world with three kids under 
five years old." 
She is nothing if not frank—privacy is 

a concept she only dimly remembers. 
Yet, ironically, even as she is piecing 
together a new show and maybe even a 
new life on the road, Tammy Wynette 
has found herself at the center of yet 
another controversy, this one swirling 
about a book on George Jones. The book, 
Ragged But Right by Dolly Carlisle, pre-
sents what is perhaps the most vicious 
picture around not only of Tammy Wy-
nette, but of any female entertainer. The 
Tammy Wynette she paints is weak, 
vain, drug dependent and, in general, 
not firing on all eight cylinders. At least 
one source for the information, Country 
Music contributor and Wynette biog-
rapher Joan Dew, has disavowed all 
connection with the quoted material. 
The thought of the book wipes the smile 
off Tammy Wynette's face and sets it in 
hard, unyielding lines. 

"I have made mistakes," she begins 
slowly, "like everybody else made their 
mistakes. I am not the only one who has 
made mistakes. A lot of her stuff is really 
exaggerated, but it really doesn't matter 
anymore. I flat just don't care. I know 
what I've had to do to get through the 
things I've had to do." 
The pills—mostly Demerol—came be-

cause of the pain, and the pain came 
from abdominal problems that minor 
surgery only seemed to make worse. 
Doctors kept recommending major sur-
gery to solve the problems once and for 
all, but Tammy Wynette kept hedging. 
There was never enough time, too many 
shows, another recording session, maybe 
a touch of fear that grips any performer 
when he or she looks at a long period 
away from the audience. Will they still 
remember? Will they still be there? 
"The only thing I have ever defended 

myself about was that I fell into the 
pattern of taking pain pills strictly be-
cause I was sick. And I was definitely 
sick," she says. "I didn't do it to feel good, 
because they don't make you feel good— 
painkillers don't. They drag you down, 
and I hated that feeling. But it was either 
that or... It got to the point that I was 
totally embarrassed to say, 'Hey, I'm sick 
again. I can't work.' So it was either take 
a pain pill and go on and do the best you 
can, or not work. I really feel that I did 
the best I could do. I blame myself for 
dragging it out as long as I did." 

Thirteen operations, she adds, in thir-
teen years. Five months off after the last 
surgery. Tammy Wynette has met quota 
on doctors. 
Tammy Wynette sits quietly, watching 

the flickering images on the video screen. 
For her there are no more hidden secrets 
to be revealed, and that knowledge itself 
is strangely liberating. She has seen her 
life on television, read her story on the 

top of the page. Still, she says—emphat-
ically- -she wouldn't change it. 
"The guy next door could do the same 

thing I do and nobody would care," she 
says, "but because of who I am and who 
other entertainers are, people do care. 
That's just one of the pitfalls. That's all. 

"I blink too much," she says, "or I look 
down at the floor. You lose contact with 
people when you look down at the floor. 
That's one of the first things Kevin told 
me. And I've been aware that I've been 
doing it for years, but nobody ever told 
me, 'Hey, don't do that,' and made me 
conscious of that." 
Want, she suddenly asks, to hear a 

Burt Reynolds story? She is acting in 
Burt's new movie, Stick, and Burt wants 
her to react as if there's a car driving 
through the room. ( It's a Burt Reynolds 
movie, remember.) How, Tammy asks? 
Well, ole Burt says, you'll hear a little 
noise, and you'll react appropriately. 
Tammy nods, Burt smiles and cues the 
scene. 

"Well, there was a noise, all right," she 
says, grinning. "I didn't know he had a 
gun in his hand. When we got to the part, 
he was not five feet away and that thing 
was like a cannon. Well, I reacted." 
So strange, says Tammy Wynette, so 

strange how it changes. 
"Will Goode and I sat down and wrote 

'Stand By Your Man' in twenty mi-
nutes," she says. "He used to laugh when 
we'd go in and do sessions. 'What am I 
going to do today?' I'd say, and he'd say, 
'Oh, I don't know. Lightning will strike 
sometime today. We'll think of some-
thing.' Now, gosh, I start two months 
ahead of time trying to find good mate-
rial. Competition is good for us—it really 
makes us work—it really makes me 
work harder trying to find good songs. If 
I never have another Number One re-
cord, I would not complain, because I 
have been very lucky, very fortunate to 
have had the ones I've had. But I want 
another one. and I know I can do it if I try 
and work hard enough. That's what I'm 
working for." 

S
he is nothing short of amazing, 
Kevin Carlisle says, one of the 
fastest studies he's ever seen. A 
director's dream. He is a sculptor 

as well as a director, and he admits that 
the two occupations are very much one 
and the same. Tammy Wynette takes the 
stage again, starts to sing in a small 
voice, then laughs and starts over. 

"I gotta do it full voice," she says to no 
one in particular, "or not at all." 
How, Kevin asks, does she want to be 

introduced? Miss? Mrs.? Ms. Tammy 
Wynette? 

"Miss," she says, just like Mississippi. 
"I'm married, but I'm not dead yet." 

Everyone laughs, and Tammy Wy-
nette begins another one from the 
heart. • 
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BOB WILLS 
The King of Western Swing 

By Willie Nelson • Every hero has his own heroes, and Willie Nelson is no 
exception. Willie grew up in Texas in the 1940s, and in that time and place, the main 
man in music was very definitely Bob Wills, the King of Western Swing. The music of 
Bob Wills and the Texas Playboys, a unique and original blend of blues and big-band 
jazz, left an indelible impression on Willie, as it did on a whole generation of South-
western musicians. Back in 1974, before Willie became a superstar (but not before it 
was obvious that he was headed in that direction), I went to Austin, Texas, the musical 
melting-pot where he was living and forming the alliance that would lead to "outlaw" 
music, to record his memories of an American musical legend. At the time, the Western 
Swing revival of the mid-1970s was still a local phenomenon, and Bob Wills himself 
was confined to a Texas nursing home following a massive stroke. Willie spoke his 
MCMOHCS into my tape recorder, and I typed them up. Bob Wills never recovered from 
his stroke; he died on May 13th, 1975. • Patrick Carr 

The first time I met Bob Wills was in Whitney, Texas, 
when I was about thirteen or fourteen. My brother-in-law 
and I booked him into Whitney—even back then I was into 
the promotion business. We had a band and my brother-in-
law was the band leader. He'd go around and book all the 
jobs and everything, and in order to make a little extra 
money now and then, we'd do a little promoting and rent a 
hall and put somebody in there. We did that with Bob. It was 
after Tommy Duncan had left the Texas Playboys, and Jack 
Lloyd was with them. He did "I Don't See Me in Your Eyes 
Anymore" and a whole bunch of others. This was in 1947 or 
1948, something like that. I got up there and sang a song 
with Bob, a Bob Wills song. 
By then, Bob Wills was already a legend, and there's no 

way to describe what a Bob Wills show or dance was like 
unless you were there. That man had the magnetism, or 
whatever a man has, which has every eye in the house glued 
on him all night long. He just controlled the whole situation 
all the time. He had good bands and he had mediocre bands, 
but it didn't seem to make any difference. The people who 
were there listening weren't really hearing the music that 
was being played on the bandstand: They were hearing the 
records, and they already knew them. They knew what Bob 
Wills was going to sound like before they got there, so it 
really didn't matter whether he was having a good night or a 
bad night. The people were such Bob Wills addicts and fans 
that every night was a good night. It was just indescribable. 

The Whitney date was in an outside dance pavilion, a 
patio-type thing out close to Lake Whitney in the country 
outside town. There were probably about 1200 to 1500 
people—just about the same kind of people you see at the 
Texas Opry House here in Austin, only their grandmothers 
and granddaddies; a lot of beer drinkers who like to dance. 
It really hasn't changed that much. It's amazing to have 
seen it then and to see it now, to see the same music getting 
all these people stirred up and enjoying themselves the same 
way they were 25 or 30 years ago. The same songs. even. 
The next time I saw Bob Wills perform, he was on the 

show the first time Charley Pride came to Texas—I brought 
him into Dallas, Fort Worth, Shreveport, San Antonio— 
and then he was only working as a single. He only had one 
man with him. This was just a few years ago. He had 
disbanded his band. Then the last time I saw him was when 
we worked a date together in Pomona, California. He was in 
good health then. The years, naturally, were visible, but he 
still had the spark, the same spirit or magnetism that he 
always had. 

A
bout the time I first met Bob there were several 
road bands in Texas playing Western Swing. In 
fact, Western Swing was just about the only kind of 
music you could hear in the state of Texas. Until 

I lank Williams came along, it was just Bob Wills. He was it. 
All through my growing-up period, Bob Wills' and Tommy C
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Duncan's music was what everybody listened to down in 
this part of the country—"Take Me Back to Tulsa," "San 
Antonio Rose," "Sun Bonnet Sue," all of those. 

If you cut up what they call"Western Swing" music, you'll 
find that there's some jazz and some blues, and maybe that's 
it. It came from the black jazz players and blues singers in 
Louisiana and Texas, and it's definitely a sound that 
originated in the Southwest. What happened was that men 
like Milton Brown were using jazz and blues musicians to 
play the songs that they had written, and it came out 
Western Swing. The big people back then, before Bob really 
became popular, were Jack Teagarten, Lightnin' Hopkins, 
Duke Ellington, people like that. A lot of white people used 
to go hear black blues in those days—a lot more than they do 
now. I guess. It used to be that the white people were the only 
ones that could afford to go see the black blues singers 
unless they happened to be singing in the corner bar or 
someplace like that. It seemed to me that the blues and jazz 
were here, and then came Western Swing right in the 
middle, using musicians out of both blues and jazz. 
There were very few, if any, full-time country music 

stations in those days, so you listened to a station that had 
country music maybe an hour a day, and the rest of the time 
it would be playing popular music—"Stardust," "Harbor 
Lights," "Coming in on a Wing and a Prayer," the pop music 
of the war years. I knew all of those, plus my mother and my 
sister were music teachers, so they had all the songbooks 
with the lyrics to these songs. I used to learn them on guitar 
from the chord sheets. I was raised up on all kinds of music. 
Country was the one that was easier for me to play, and I 
enjoyed playing it more. 
Everyone listened to the Grand Ole Opry on Saturday 

nights, but the Nashville music never was as popular as 
Western Swing in Texas. Hank Williams was big, and Lefty 
Frizzell, but Lefty was from Texas and Hank was from 
Alabama. For a while, Johnny Horton was real popular 
after "North to Alaska," but he was from Louisiana—The 

Lou ?siana Hoy r i de, which was another world. We were all 
doing our thing over here in Texas. 

Originally, Bob Wills was a member of Milton Brown's 
band, the Brownies, until he left and branched out on his 
own. He was on Blue Bonnet Records back then, a Texas 
label, and he was the first Western Swing artist to really get 
national prominence. Milton Brown was killed in an automo-
bile accident just when he was getting ready to do a lot of 
things. He had a song called "My Mary" and two or three 
more that were big hits in Texas, but when he got killed, 
Bob Wills continued on with that same style, improved on it, 
added more musicians—and the musicians became better, 
too, as time went on. Tommy Duncan came to sing with him, 
and he and Tommy turned out to be a very good combina-
tion. They started doing "Still Water Runs the Deepest" and 
"The Kind of Girl I Can't Forget," and all those Bob Wills 
classics like "Faded Love." 

In the early days there were only a few road bands. Of 
course, there weren't any amplifiers or public-address 
systems, so it wasn't until they came along that there were a 
lot of travelling bands around Texas. 
Competitive wouldn't be a good word for the scene among 

the various bands at that time. The geography had a lot to do 
with it: Travelling from one place to another was such a 
hassle. It was hard enough to get one group into one place on 
a given night, much less several. I don't think it was 
necessary, either. I think that one group back then, if it was 
the right group, could draw as many people and fill a house 
to capacity as two or three "names" can now. Every band 
played Bob Wills songs, and there were probably a couple of 
dozen bands across the state playing Western Swing music. 
There was Adolf Hofner, Easy Adams, Texas Tophand, 
Dewey Groom, Hoyle Nicks, Spade Cooley—he was Cali-
fornia Western Swing—and from Spade Cooley there was 
Tex Williams, who branched out on his own. There was Olie 
Rasmussen from Nebraska and the Nebraska Corn Husk-
ers. Teddy Wiles was the featured vocalist with his group, 
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and they were practically an exact copy of Bob Wills. 
All of these guys were bandleaders, and it was the same 

structure as Bob Wills and the Texas Playboys. Usually 
they'd try to get the exact number of whatever Bob was 
carrying. If he had two fiddles, everybody else got two 
fiddles. If he had three, they'd go hire another fiddle player. 
They wanted to do it like Bob was doing it. 

B
ob loved it onstage. He had to have loved it, to have 
stuck with it as long as he did, even until he had the 
stroke which totally incapacitated him. He worked 
as long as he could, right up to that last recording 

session in Dallas. 
He never took an intermission in his shows. He'd start at 

eight and play straight through until midnight without a 
break, and the people would be dancing all the time. He 
sometimes carried a girl singer with him—Ramona Reed 
was with him for a while, and Laura Lee McBride—both of 
them would sing up-tempo songs, not ballads, and yodel. He 
hired himself female yodelers. As far as I know, they were 
the only extra people he carried with him, except Tommy 
Duncan or whoever happened to be his featured vocalist at 
the time. 
Every musician's eye was on him, for the whole four hours 

of his shows, because at any given time he'd point the fiddle 
bow at you, and you'd better be ready to know where it was 
at and jump in and do someth ing. whatever. Even though he 
had his arrangements, which came on in certain places in a 
song, Bob allowed his musicians to play. He'd give them 
individual breaks and let them do their stuff, play their 
licks. Other bands weren't doing that at the time. That was 
Bob Wills' technique. He made individual stars out of 
everybody on the bandstand, or at least he tried to. On 
records, he'd mention their names—like "Take it away. 
Leon," which made Leon McAuliffe famous forever. Bob 
didn't have to say, "Take it av% ay, Leon." Ile didn't have to 
say anything. It's the same way with Ernest Tubb and his 
musicians. He'd introduce them on record. I thought that 
was really good. 
Bob didn't do many of the lead vocals—a few, but not 

many. He was a band leader: He directed the band, and he 
was respected probably more than any other bandleader. 
He was not an easy man to work for—I never worked for 
him, but I've talked to a lot of the people who did—he was a 
disciplinarian. He had certain things that had to be done. 
and if you didn't do them that way, then you didn't work for 
Bob Wills. He was a fair man, though. He'd stand around 
and smoke a cigar—he always had a cigar and a big white 
hat. That was his trademark. 
The musicians came from a lot of different places. 

Everybody wanted to work with Rob Wills. His was the 
band to work with, and there was usually quite a bit of 
turnover in his band. Quite a few musicians came through 
there. Then they'd move off into one of the other bands when 
they stopped working with Bob. 
One guy would say, "Th is band was the best," and another 

would say, "No, he was better in '45," but it's all a matter of 
opinion. / liked his early recordings when he had Eldon 
Shamblin playing guitar. Tiny Moore. a mandolin player, 
used to work with him, and they did some really good 
three-and four-part arrangements on some of the songs. It 
used to be that when you learned a Bob Wills song, you also 
learned the exact arrangement, because the arrangement 
was so good. They were head arrangements of jazz riffs 
which the musicians would put together and add three- and 
four-part harmonies. "Still Water Runs the Deepest" was 
one of the best. Now, that was trolly unusual to hear in a 
Western band, These guys were really good back when they 
were doing those arrangements. After that one band, it 
seemed that each group of musicians that worked with Bob 
would still play the same arrangements that were dune 

when the songs were originally recorded. The arrange-
ments didn't change: They were right off the original 
records. 
The arrangements were a group thing. I don't think Bob 

had as much to do with it as maybe Eldon or Tiny or Johnny 
Gimble. The better musicians of the group would usually 
work out all these intricate arrangements. Bob was not the 
best musician on the bandstand, by any means, but he just 
happened to be the best bandleader on the bandstand. 
I have my favorite Bob Wills songs. I've got maybe 25 that 

I could name off fairly easily, and then somebody else could 
say, "Well, what about th is one?" and I'd have to agree. I just 
like the style, and it really didn't matter too much what he 
was playing. It was just a good sound. I'm sure I have taken 
a lot of influence from Bob Wills. I was greatly influenced 
by a lot of the musicians who went through the Bob Wills 
organization over the years—the guitar players and fiddle 
players especially. I tried to steal all the hot licks I could 
from all of those good musicians. In fact, I still do "Bubbles 
in My Beer" and "Stay All Night, Stay a Little Longer." 
There are enough Bob Wills songs that every year I could 
come out with one or two that the young people haven't 
heard. 
There are still a lot of old guys doing his tunes. They're 

just too old to change, they've been doing it so long. In fact, 
there are a lot of places in Texas where Western Swing is 
still the main kind of music. There are two or three big 
ballrooms in Dallas that still stick to Western Swing. Dewey 
Groom's Longhorn Club in Dallas has had the same group of 
musicians for about 25 years. Then there's the new groups— 
especially Asleep at the Wheel. Those guys do the Bob Wills 
songs exact/y. It's like going back in time thirty years to hear 
their stuff. I think the young people here in Austin•know 
about him. They know about him through their parents— 
ere,. !Awl has heard a Bob Wills record if they've lived in 

Betty Wills with Diane in her lap, James Robert, Jr., 
Carolyn, & Bob Will. ( 1950). 
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Bob Wills and his Texas Playboys in their first movie Take Me Back to Oklahoma, 1940, starring Tex Ritter. 

Texas any length of time at all—but if you were to ask them, 
"Name me five Bob Wills songs," they probably couldn't do 
it. But once they hear one on the bandstand, they'll say, "Oh 
yeah, I know that one. I heard my daddy playin' that." 
Everyone I knew when I was a kid was a Bob Wills fan. I 

didn't know anybody who didn't like Bob Wills' music. 
With his fans, there was a communication. You really had to 
be there to see how he communicated, and the magnetism, 
how those people loved him. And he loved them, too. 

Western Swing really started to get popular in the 
late 1930s, maybe even the mid-1930s. Bob went 
into the Army at the peak of his career—he was 
drafted—and when he came back from the Army, 

I guess he never really did regain the popularity that he had 
before he went in. He kind of lost the momentum. He spent 
too much time in there, and I don't think he liked it too well. 
He very rarely worked anyplace but Texas. Oklahoma, 

and California. He stayed within those few states and didn't 
try to cover too much territory, which I think was a good 
idea. Of course, it kept him from being known in some of the 
other fields of music. If he'd done national tours and 
international tours—all the right things—then a lot of other 
people would have been aware of how good he was, but he 
was known well enough in the Western Swing area as being 
a bandleader's bandleader that it didn't matter if the rest of 
the people knew about him or not. He was still that great. I 
don't know how many national hits or international hits or 
awards he had, but I'm sure it would surprise everyone to 
know how much his records are selling even today. 
I think that whether modern country artists know about 

Bob Wills or not depends on where they're from. If they're 
from Texas, it would be impossible for them not to be 
slightly familiar with Bob Wills. If they came from other 
parts of the country, it's quite possible that they've never 
heard of him in all their lives. I would think probably more 
country artists don't know about him than do. There's a 

tas. 
• Me, 

whole group of people in the country music business that 
have never listened to a Bob Wills record. Anywhere east of 
here, his records were never really promoted because they 
were into a different kind of music altogether in Nashville. 
It was more bluegrass in Nashville: Rather than coming 
from jazz bands or blues bands, the musicians came from 
bluegrass bands. 
When Bob went to the Grand Ole Opry for the first time, 

first of all they didn't want him to use his drums, so he 
refused to appear. They finally conceded that he could use 
his drums. Then he went out on the stage, and he had his 
cigar in his mouth. So then they wanted him to not smoke his 
cigar on the stage. And he refused again. Consequently, that 
was the first and only time Bob Wills ever played the Grand 
Ole Opry. so far as I know. He had to have his drums and his 
cigar. 

I
never heard of Bob Wills refusing help to anyone. I 
don't think he ever took over the responsibility of 
managing one talent, taking them by the arm and into 
the studio, because he was into something else alto-

gether and he really didn't have time for that. When you 
have an eight or ten or twelve-piece group, it means that you 
have that many families of three or four or five people each, 
and you're responsible for their livelihood. Plus there's all 
the people they're taking care of. so one bandleader could 
come up with a whole group of people to support. If he 
worked, they ate. If he didn't work, they didn't eat. 
As a businessman, I guess he would rate somewhere next 

to me. He had. several managers and agents and bookers, the 
normal number of thieves who hang around. Bob was too 
good-hearted to ever accumulate anything: There was 
always someone there who needed the money at the moment. 
He wasn't what people would call a good businessman. He 
had more important things to think about, and consequently 
he's sick and broke today. Still. I think he would rather have 
it this way. III 
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MARTHA CARSON— 

GOSPEL HITS 

CATALOG 

BLUEGRASS HALL OF FAME 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-181 SLPT-1181 GT5-181 

BEAUTIFUL BLUE EYES ( Rex Allen & 

The Kentuckians) • LET ME 

WHISPER (Jim & Jesse & The 

Virginia Boys) • FALLEN LEAVES 

(Jimmie Skinner) • SUNRISE ( Inst.) 

(The Country Gentlemen) • RANK 

STRANGER (Stanley Bros.) • 

STRING'S MOUNTAIN DEW 

(Stringbean) • FOGGY MOUNTAIN 

BREAKDOWN ( Lester Flan & Earl 

Scruggs) • HOME SWEET HOME 

(Don Reno & Red Smiley) • RUN 

MOUNTAIN (1.E. Mainers 

Mountaineers) • MY GAL'S A HIGH 

BORN LADY (Sam & Kirk McGee) • 

OLD RATTLER (Grandpa Jones) • 

HILLS OF GOERGIA (Hylo Brown & 

The Timberliners) • WALKING IN 

MY SLEEP ( Bill Clifton & His Dixie 

Mountain Boys) • THE MOON SAW 

ME CRYING (The Kentucky 

Travelers) • TRAMP ON THE 

STREET (Carl Story & His Rambling 

Mountaineers) • WINDY 

MOUNTAIN (The Lonesome Pine 

Fiddlers) 

THE BEST OF JOHNNY BOND 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-954 SLPT-1954 GT5-954 

TEN LITTLE BOTTLES • GLAD RAGS 

• SICK SOBER & SORRY • HOT 

ROD LINCOLN • I'M GONNA RAISE 

CAIN • LET THE TEARS BEGIN • 

THREE SHEETS IN THE WIND • 

SADIE WAS A LADY • I WONDER 

WHERE YOU ARE TONIGHT • THE 

GREAT FIGURE 8 RACE 

HYLO BROWN MEETS THE 

LONESOME PINE FIDDLERS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-220 SLPT-1220 GT5-220 

LITTLE FOOTPRINTS IN THE SNOW 

• LITTLE GEORGIA ROSE • T FOR 

TEXAS • SEASONS OF MY HEART 

• DADDY'S PLACE • PAINTED LIPS 

• THEY CRUCIFIED MY LORD • THE 

BALLAD OF JED CLAMPETT • WALK 

SLOWLY DARLING • HARD LUCx 

BLUES • WHEN THE BRIGHT 

LIGHTS GROW DIM • THE NEEDLE 

• SILENT PARTNER • AND MORE! 

BROWN'S FERRY FOUR 

16 GREATEST HITS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SD-3017 SDT-13017 GT5-3017 

OVER IN THE GLORYLAND • 

HEAVEN ETERNAL FOR ME • 

WHEN THE REDEEMED ARE 

GATHERING IN • PRAISE GOD! HE 

LOVES EVERYBODY • WHAT SHALL 

I DO WITH JESUS • THE ARM OF 

GOD • CAN'T YOU HEAR HIM 

CALLING • AND MORE! 

DORSEY BURNETTE— 

GOLDEN HITS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0050 GT8-0050 GT5-0050 

BIG ROCK CANDY MOUNTAIN • 

YOU'RE SIXTEEN • GOD, 

COUNTRY AND MY BABY • 

MAGNIFICENT SANCTUARY BAND 

• BIG, BIG WORLD • TALL OAK 

TREE • LITTLE BOY BLUE • 

DREAMIN' • HEY LITTLE ONE • THE 

GREATEST LOVE 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-997 SLPT-1997 GT5-997 

SATISFIED • OLD BLIND BARNABUS 

• GOD'S UNCHANGING HAND • 

DIP YOUR FINGERS IN SOME 

WATER • I'M GONNA WALK AND 

TALK WITH MY LORD • JESUS SAID 

• ON TOP OF THE MOUNTAIN • 

THE PATIENCE OF JOB • TWO 

WHITE WINGS • SINGING ON THE 

OTHER SIDE • AND MORE! 

FRED CARTER—BLUES GRASS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0091 GT8-0091 GT5-0091 

WILDWOOD FLOWER • RANK 

STRANGERS • LOST DOG BLUES • 

HIGH FLYIN' HIGH • THE BOXER • 

FREEBORN MAN • THERE AIN'T 

NO TELLING WHERE SHE'S GOING 

• WATER THE FLOWERS • I'M A 

ONE WOMAN MAN • ONE CAR 

FUNERAL PROCESSION • 

EVERYBODY'S TALKIN' • JIMMY 

BROWN, THE NEWSBOY 

WILF CARTER— 

MONTANA SLIM 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-300 SLPT-1300 GT5-300 

TWO LITTEL GIRLS IN BLUE • PUT 

MY LITTLE SHOES AWAY • DADDY 

AND HOME • ONE GOLDEN CURL 

• LONESOME FOR MY BABY 

TONIGHT • SHOO SHOO SHOO 

SHE LAH LAH • THE LITTLE SHIRT 

MY MOTHER MADE FOR ME • 

AND MORE! 

LEW CHILDRE— 

OLD TIME GET TOGETHER 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SIP- 153 SLPT-1153 GT5-153 

ALABAMY BOUND • THIS TRAIN • 

EVERYBODY'S FISHIN' • 

STRAWBERRY ROAN • SISTER LUCY 

LEE • ALABAMA HOME • WRECK 

OF THE OLD 97 • HOG CALLIN' 

BLUES • ROCK MY LITTLE BABY TO 

SLEEP • 4ND MOREI 

BILL CLIFTON— 

MOUNTAIN FOLK SONGS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-111 SLPT-1111 GT5-111 

WALKING IN MY SLEEP • DIXIE 

DARLING • ANOTHER BROKEN 

HEART • LITTLE WHITEWASHED 

CHIMNEY • WAKE UP SUSAN • 

WHEN AUTUMN LEAVES BEGIN TO 

FALL • LIVIN' THE RIGHT LIFE • 

BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAIN BLUES • 

YOU GO TO YOUR CHURCH • 

MARY DEAR • 

BEN COLDER— 

GOLDEN HITS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0051 GT8-0051 GT5-0051 

ALMOST PERSUADED No. 2 • EASY 

LOVIN' No. 2 • DETROIT CITY No. 2 

• LITTLE GREEN APPLES • ROLLIN' 

IN MY SWEET BABY'S ARMS • 

DON'T GO NEAR THE ESKIMOS • 

SUNDAY MORNING FAL LIN' 

DOWN • GAMES PEOPLE PLAY • 

10 LITTLE BOTTLES • ODE TO THE 

LITTLE BROWN SHACK OUT BACK 

• AND MORE! 

WILMA LEE & STONEY 

COOPER—CARTER FAMILY'S 

GREATEST HITS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-980 SLPT-1980 GT5-980 

WILDWOOD FLOWER • LITTLE 

DARLING PAL OF MINE • PICTURE 

ON THE WALL • YOU ARE MY 

FLOWER • GOD GAVE NOAH THE 

RAINBOW SIGN • HELLO 

CENTRAL, GIVE ME HEAVEN • 

AND MORE! 

COWBOY COPAS-

16 GREATEST HITS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SD-3012 SDT-13012 GT5-3012 

ALABAM • SIGNED, SEALED AND 

DELIVERED • BEYOND THE SUNSET 

• FILIPINO BABY • FLAT TOP 

GUITAR • COWBOY'S DECK OF 

CARDS • LOUSIAN • GOODBYE 

KISSES • FROM THE MANGER TO 

THE CROSS • AND MORE! 

BILLY "CRASH" CRADDOCK-

16 GREATEST HITS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SD-3005 SDT-13005 GT5-3005 

ANYTHING THAT'S PART OF YOU • 

WHIPPING BOY • THE LOVE WE 

LIVE WITHOUT • YOUR LOVE IS • 

LEARNING TO LIVE WITHOUT YOU 

• GO ON HOME GIRL • TWO 

ARMS FULL OF LONELY • THERE 

OUGHT TO BE A LAW • I LOVE 

YOU MORE AND MORE EVERYDAY 

• TEARDROPS ON YOUR LETTER • 

ONE HEARTACHE TOO MANY • 

TORE UP • AND MORE' 
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THE CROOK BROTHERS WITH 

SAM & KIRK McGEE—OPRY 

OLD TIMERS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 
SLP-182 SLPT-1182 GT5-182 

ROLL ON BUDDY (Sam & Kirk) • 

HUNG DOWN MY HEAD & CRIED 

(Sam & Kirk) • COMING FROM THE 
BALL (Sam & Kirk) • ROLL ALONG 

JORDAN (Sam & Kirk) • 

J.D. CROWNE & THE NEW 

SOUTH 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-489 SLPT-1489 GT5-489 

YOU CAN HAVE HER • YOU CAN 

SHARE MY BLANKET • DEVIL IN 

DISGUISE • GOD'S OWN SINGER 

• HOW COME YOU DO ME (Like 

You Do Do Do) • TEN DEGREES 

AND GETTING COLDER • FOR 

LOVING ME • MY HEART TALKS TO 

ME • AND MORE! 

JOHNNY DARRELL— 

GREATEST HITS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0048 GT8-0048 GT5-0048 

RUBY DON'T TAKE YOUR LOVE TO 

TOWN • WITH PEN IN HAND • 
WHY YOU BEEN GONE SO LONG 

• IT'S SO HARD TO BE FRIENDS • 

GREEN GREEN GRASS OF HOME • 

THE SON OF HICKORY HOLLER'S 

TRAMP • RIVER BOTTOM • 

WOMAN WITHOUT LOVE • 

LUCILLE • AND MORE! 

THE BEST Of SANDY POSEY 

SKEETER DAVIS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 
GT-0005 GT8-0005 GT5-0005 

(SANDY POSEY) BORN A WOMAN 

• SINGLE GIRL • WHAT A - 

WOMAN IN LOVE WON'T DO • I 

TAKE IT BACK • (SKEETER DAVIS) 

MY LAST DATE WITH YOU • HE 

SAYS THE SAME THINGS TO ME • 

I CAN'T HELP IT (I'M FALLING TOO) 

• I CAN'T STAY MAD AT YOU 

SKEETER DAV1S—THE BEST OF 

THE BEST OF SKEETER DAVIS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0014 GT8-0014 GT5-0014 

THE END OF THE WORLD • I 

FORGOT MORE THAN YOU'LL 

EVER KNOW • I'M A LOVER (NOT 

A FIGHTER) • I'M SAVING MY 

LOVE • (I CAN'T HELP YOU) I'M 

FALLING TOO • MY LAST DATE 

WITH YOU • WHAT DOES IT TAKE 

(TO KEEP A MAN LIKE YOU 

SATISFIED) • SET HIM FREE • 

GONNA GET ALONG WITHOUT 

YOU NOW • BUS FARE TO 
KENTUCKY 

THE BEST OF THE DELMORE 

BROTHERS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-962 SLPT-1962 GT5-962 

BLUES STAY AWAY FROM ME • 

BARNYARD BOOGIE • PAN 

AMERICAN BOOGIE • I'LL BE 

THERE • TENNESSEE CHOO CHOO 
• MIDNIGHT SPECIAL • FIELD 

HAND MAN • HILLBILLY BOOGIE • 

TROUBLE AIN'T NOTHIN' BUT THE 

BLUES • FREIGHT TRAIN BOOGIE 

THE BEST OF THE BEST Of 

LITTLE JIMMY DICKENS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 
GT-0041 GT8-00419 GT5-0041 

TAKE AN OLD COLD TATER AND 

WAIT • I'M LITTLE BUT I'M LOUD • 
MY HEART'S BOUQUET • 

SLEEPING AT THE FOOT OF THE 

BED • ANOTHER BRIDGE TO BURN 

• LIFE TURNED HER THAT WAY • 

MAY THE BIRD OF PARADISE FLY 

UP YOUR NOSE • WE COULD • 

HILLBILLY FEVER • COUNTRY BOY • 
VIOLET AND THE ROSE • OUT 

BEHIND THE BARN 

FIDDLERS HALL OF FAME 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

KLP-109 KLPT-1209 G15-209 

TWIN FIDDLE POLKA (Buddy 

Spicher & Shorty Lavender) • 

TALKING FIDDLE BLUES (Scotty 

Stoneman) • THREE FIDDLE SWING 

(Buddy Spicher & Shorty Lavender) 

• WHISTLIN' RUFUS (Chubby Wise 

& The Rainbow Ranch Boys) • BILL 

CHEATHAM (Jerry Rivers) • 

BEAUMONT RAG (Arthur 'Guitar 

Boogie' Smith) • JOLE BLON 

(Tommy Hill String Band) • FIDDLER 

JOE (Ramona Jones) • JOYS OF 

QUEBEC (Ward Allen) • PRETTY 

GIRL (Benny Martin) • LOST INDIAN 
(Crook Brothers) • AND MORE! 

REDD FOXX—IN A NUTSHELL 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

KLP-1074 KIPT-11074 GT5-1074 

RECORDED LIVE 

AT THE REDD FOXX CLUB 

HOLLYWOOD, CAUF. 

Suggested For Mature Audiences 

Only! 

REDD FOXX—MATINEE mot 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

KLP-1135 KLPT-11135 GT5-1135 

THE SAINT BERNARD DOG • THE 

HANDICAPPED • THROW UP IN A 

CAB • CHINESE FOOD • THE 

FLORIST AND THE VASE • IF YOU 

WANT TO GO TO HEAVEN (Die) • 

HELL IS AN UGLY BROAD • I LOVE 
LEPERS • YOUR HANDS HEAL UP • 

BLACK BELT • DIRTY WORDS • 800 

MILLION CHINESE • RISE ON 

EASTER • HEE HAW SHOW • YOU 

AIN'T IN YET • HOLE IN THE 
MATTRESS • IN THE PEN • LAS 

VEGAS • LITTLE BOY SPELLING • 
TWO VETERANS • FRIEND FROM 

TEXAS • TWO GUY HUNTING • 

BIG HEAD • CANNIBALS 

REDD FOXX—PASS THE 

APPLE, EVE 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

KLP-1073 KLPT-11073 GT5-1073 

RECORDED LIVE 

AT THE REDD FOXX CLUB 

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 

Suggested For Mature Audiences 

Only! 

REDO FOXX—BARE FACTS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

KLP-1072 KLPT. 11072 GT5-1072 

RECORDED LIVE 

AT THE REDD FOXX CLUB 

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 

Suggested For Mature Audiences 

Only! 

THE GRASS ROOTS-

14 GREATS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0044 GT8-0044 GT5-0044 

SOONER OR LATER • HEAVEN 

KNOWS • WALKING THROUGH 

THE COUNTRY • LOVIN' THINGS • 

THE RIVER IS WIDE • WHERE WERE 

YOU WHEN I NEEDED YOU • WAIT 

A MILLION YEARS • LET'S LIVE FOR 

TODAY • TWO DIVIDED BY LOVE • 

THINGS I SHOULD HAVE SAID • 

TEMPTATION EYES • GLORY 

BOUND • AND MORE! 

JACK GREENE & JEANNIE 

SEELY—GREATEST HITS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0092 GT8-0092 GT5-0092 

THERE GOES MY EVERYTHING 

(Jack Greene) • DON'T TOUCH ME 

(Jeannie Seely) • YOU ARE MY 

TREASURE (Jock Greene) • ALL THE 

TIME (Jack Greene) • CAN I SLEEP 

IN YOUR ARMS (Jeannie Seely) • I 

NEED SOMEBODY BAD (Jack 
Greene) • WE DON'T WANT THE 

WORLD (Jack Greene & Jeannie 

Seely) • IT'S ONLY LOVE (Jeannie 

Seely) • WISH I DIDN'T HAVE TO 

MISS YOU (Jock Greene & Jeannie 

Seely) • BEAUTIFUL LADY (Jack 

Greene) 

GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-346 SLPT-1346 GT5-346 

LOVESICK BLUES (Patsy Cline) • I 

SUPPOSE (Hawkshaw Hawkins) • 

LIFE STORY OF HANK WILLIAMS 

(Hawkshaw Hawkins) • WINGS OF 
A DOVE (Cowboy Copas) • JUST A 

CLOSER WALK WITH THEE (Patsy 

Cline) • SUNNY SIDE OF THE 

MOUNTAIN (Hawkshaw Hawkins) • 

STOP THE WORLD (Patsy Cline) • 
BEYOND THE SUNSET (Cowboy 

Copas) • THERE HE GOES (Patsy 

Cline) • HE STANDS REAL TALL 

(Cowboy Copas) • LITTLE WHITE 
WASHED CHIMNEY (Hawkshaw 

Hawkins) • DECK OF CARDS 
(Cowboy Copas) 

HAWKSHAW HAWKINS-

16 GREATEST HITS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SD-3013 SDT-13013 GT5-3013 

LONESOME 7-7203 • I SUPPOSE • 

LITTLE WHITE WASHED CHIMNEY • 

I LOVE YOU A THOUSAND WAYS • 

SUNNY SIDE OF THE MOUNTAIN • 

I'M WAITING JUST FOR YOU • 

TEARDROPS ON YOUR LETTER • 

DOG HOUSE BOOGIE • SLOW 

POKE • I WASTED A NICKEL • BE 

MY LIFE'S COMPANION • SILVER 

THREADS AND GOLDEN NEEDLES 
• PAN AMERICAN • BARBARA 

ALLEN • I'M SLOWLY DYING OF A 

BROKEN HEART • AND MORE! 

THE BEST OF 

DAVID HOUSTON 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0012 GT8-0012 GT5-0012 

IT STARTED ALL OVER AGAIN • SO 

MANY WAYS • IT'S ALL OVER 

(With Sherri Jerrico) • SHE'S ALL 

WOMAN • WHERE COULD I GO? 

(But To Her) • I'LL TAKE YOU HOME 

AGAIN KATHLEEN • NO TELL 

MOTEL • GOOD THINGS • 
CHICKASHAY • WE'VE GOT 

EVERYTHING BUT LOVE (With 

Sherri Jerricol • 

FAVORITES OF FERLIN HUSKY 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SD-3018 SDT-13018 GT5-3018 

GONE • MONEY GREASES THE 

WHEEL • COUNTRY MUSIC IS 

HERE TO STAY • FALLEN STAR • 

WALKIN' AND HUMMIN' • JUST 

FOR YOU • THE WINGS OF A 

DOVE • TIMBER • LITTLE TOM • 
DEAR JOHN • HOMESICK • I FEEL 

BETTER ALL OVER 

WANDA JACKSON— 

GREATEST HITS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 
GT-0057 GT8-00579 GT5-0057 

RIGHT OR WRONG • IF I CIRED 
EVERY TIME YOU HURT ME • A 

WOMAN LIVES FOR LOVE • IN THE 

MIDDLE OF A HEARTACHE • A 

GIRL DON'T HAVE TO DRINK TO 

HAVE FUN • FANCY SATIN 

PILLOWS • ONE DAY AT A TIME • 
TEARS WILL BE A CHASER FOR 

YOUR WINE • I CAN'T STOP NOW 

• I STILL BELIEVE IN YOU 

GEORGE JONES, ALABAMA, 

KENNY ROGERS AND THE 

FIRST EDITION 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT0094 GT8-0094 GT5-0094 

THINGS HAVE GONE TO PIECES 

(George Jones) • I WANNA BE 

WITH YOU TONIGHT (Alabama) • 

BUT YOU KNOW I LOVE YOU 

(Kenny Rogers and the First Edition) 

• PATCHES (Alabama) • RUBY, 

DON'T TAKE YOUR LOVE TO 

TOWN (Kenny Rogers and the First 
Edition) • I'LL SHARE MY WORLD 

WITH YOU (George Jones) • 

LOVIN' YOU IS KILLIN' ME 

(Alabama) • REUBEN JAMES 

(Kenny Rogers and the First Edition) 

• DEVELOPING MY PICTURES 

(George Jones) 

GEORGE JONES— 

GOLDEN HITS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0080 GT8-0080 GT5-0080 

THE RACE IS ON • SHE THINKS I 

STILL CARE • A GOOD YEAR FOR 
THE ROSES • TAKE ME • I'LL 

FOLLOW YOU UP TO OUR CLOUD 

• WHITE LIGHTNIN' • WALK 

THROUGH THIS WORLD WITH ME 

• WHEN THE GRASS GROWS 

OVER ME • TENDER YEARS • 

THINGS HAVE GONE TO PIECES 



( iron 
Beqt ¡ sulky Pot , Greatest Blue( rass Hits 

8 TK/CASS. $6.98/3 or more for ONLY $5.98 Ea. 
GEORGE JONES-

GOOD OLD BIBLE 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0043 GT8-0043 GIS-0043 

THE GOOD OLD BIBLE • WILL THE 

CIRCLE BE UNBROKEN • WE'LL 

UNDERSTAND IT • MY LORD HAS 

CALLED ME • IF YOU WANT TO 
WEAR A CROWN • JESUS WANTS 

ME • TAKE THE DEVIL OUT OF ME 

• BOAT OF LIFE • A CUP OF 

LONELINESS • WANDERING SOUL 

GEORGE JONES-

16 GREATEST HITS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SD-3021 SOT- 13021 GT5-3021 

WHY BABY WHY • YOUR HEART • 

NOTHING CAN STOP MY LOVE • 
ESKIMO PIE • COLOR OF THE 

BLUES • DONT DO THIS TO ME • 

YOU GOTTA BE MY BABY • NO 

MONEY IN THIS DEAL • ONE IS A 

LONELY NUMBER • JUST ONE 

MORE • UH, UH, NO • LONG 

TIME TO FORGET • SEASONS OF 

MY HEART • IF I DON'T LOVE YOU 

• WHAT AM I WORTH • I'M 

RAGGED, BUT I'M RIGHT 

THE OTHER SIDE OF 

GRANDPA JONES 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

KLP-888 KLPT-1888 GT5-888 

MY DARLING'S NOT MY DARLING 

ANYMORE • DARLING, WON'T 

YOU LOVE ME NOW • TROUBLE, 

TROUBLE, TROUBLE • TRAGIC 

ROMANCE • YOU'LL BE 

LONESOME TOO • SHE'S GONE 

AND LEFT ANOTHER BROKEN 

HEART • ARE THERE TEARS 

BEHIND YOUR SMILE • I'M TYING 

THE LEAVES • MAYBE YOU'LL MISS 

ME WHEN I'M GONE • OUR 

WORLDS ARE NOT THE SAME • 

CALL ME DARUNG ONCE AGAIN • 

YOU DIDN'T HAVE TO LEAVE ME • 

WHAT CAN I DO WITHOUT MY 

LITTLE DARLING • YOU CAN 

NEVER BE MINE 

GRANDPA JONES-

16 GREATEST HITS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SD-3008 SDT-13008 GT5-3008 

MOUNTAIN DEW • 15 CENTS IS 

ALL I GOT • EIGHT MORE MILES 

TO LOUISVILLE • UNCLE EFES GOT 

THE COON • EAST BOUND 

FREIGHT TRAIN • SHE'S THE 

STEPPING OUT KIND • I'M MY 

OWN GRANDPA • OLD RATTLER'S 

TREED AGAIN • OLD RATTLER • 

ARE YOU FROM DIXIE • THERE'S A 

HOLE IN THE GROUND • 

GRANDPA BOOGIE • MY OLD RED 

RIVER HOME • IT'S RAINING HERE 

THIS MORNING • HERE RATTLER 

HERE • JONAH AND THE WHALE 

CLAUDE KING'S BEST 

INCLUDES "WOLVERTON 

MOUNTAIN" 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0066 GT8-0066 GIS-0066 

WOLVERTON MOUNTAIN • THE 

COMANCHEROS • BIG RIVER, BIG 

MAN • SAM HILL • TIMES AND 

THINGS KEEP CHANGING • THE 

LAST DAYS OF LOVE • I SAT 

DOWN ON A BEAR TRAP (Just This 

Morning) • IT STARTS OFF GOOD 

(And Keeps Gettin Better) • TIGER 

WOMAN • I WONDER WHO SHE 

MISSED ME WITH TODAY 

THE BEST OF PEE WEE KING 

& REDO STEWART 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-965 SLPT-1965 GT5-965 

BONAPARTES RETREAT • RAG 

MOP • JANIE • SLOWPOKE • 

WAITIN' • WESTERN • TENNESSEE 

WALTZ • YOU BELONG TO ME • I 
GOT A WIFE • SUBDUED MOON • 

DECK OF CARDS • SEVEN LONELY 

DAYS 

THE KENDALLS— 

BEST COUNTRY DUO '78 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0001 GT8-0001 GT5-0001 

LEAVING ON A JET PLANE • WE'LL 

BE GONE • LOVE, LOVE, LOVE • 

THAT LOVING FEELING • PROUD 

MARY • I KNOW HE'LL NEVER 

COME BACK • BEHIND THAT 

LOCKED DOOR • THINK OF ME 

GENTLY • HILLS OF KENTUCKY • 

YOU THINK I STILL CARE • PLEASE 

TELL ME WHY • BOBBY 

LEWIS FAMILY-

16 GREATEST HITS 

8- TRACK CASSETTE 

SD-3019 SOT- 13019 GT5-3019 

TIME IS MOVING ON • I'VE 

FOUND A HIDING PLACE • WHERE 

HE LEADS I WILL FOLLOW • GO 

TELL IT ON THE MOUNTAIN • WILL 

THE CIRCLE BE UNBROKEN • THE 

OLD RUGGED CROSS • THE MAN 

OF GALILEE • IN THE GARDEN • 

MY LORD IS TAKING ME AWAY • 

LONESOME PINE FIDDLERS-

14 MOUNTAIN SONGS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-155 SLPT-1155 GT5-155 

LONESOME PINE • EATIN' OUT OF 

YOUR HAND • HE SHOWED ME 
THE WAY • KENTUCKY HILL 

SPECIAL • WINDY MOUNTAIN • 

TWO KINDS OF BLUES • 

LONESOME PINE RAMBLE • TWO 

TIMIN' BABY • I'M ALL ALONE • 

LOST IN THIS WORLD • WHAT 

CAN I TELL MY HEART • PRETTY 

LITTLE INDIAN • WHY DO YOU 

TREAT ME THE WAY YOU DO • HE 

WON'T ACCEPT EXCUSES 

LULU BELLE & SCOTTY— 
SWEETHEARTS OF COUNTRY 

MUSIC 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-206 SLPT-1206 GT5-206 

HOMECOMING IN THE HAPPY 

VALLEY SUNDAY SCHOOL • 

REMEMBER ME • DOES THE 

SPEARMINT LOSE ITS FLAVOR • 

WHEN MY BLUE MOON TURNS TO 

GOLD • SWEET LIPS ( Battle of King 

Mountain) • THE EMPTY 

CHRISTMAS STOCKING • I'M IN 

THE DOG HOUSE NOW • HAVE I 

TOLD YOU LATELY THAT I LOVE 

YOU • MOUNTAIN DEW • EACH 

TIME YOU LEAVE • WHAT YOU 
DON'T KNOW, WON'T HURT YOU 

• BROWN MOUNTAIN LIGHT • 

SHORTNIN' BREAD 

LULU BELLE & SCOTTY— 

SWEETHEARTS STILL 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SIP-351 SLPT-1351 GT5-351 

I TOLD THEM ALL ABOUT YOU • 

I'LL BE ALL SMILES TONIGHT • 
SWEET EVALENA • BETWEEN YOU 

AND ME • TRY TO UVE SOME • 

MOLLY DARLING • FIRST 

SHIPPORWILL CALL • BLUE EYES 

CRYING IN THE RAIN • SUNSET 

YEARS OF LIFE • BONNIE BLUE 

EYES • ROCKING ALONE (IN AN 

OLD ROCKING CHAIR) • WHEN 
YOU YO0 HOO IN THE VALLEY 

THE BEST OF THE BEST OF 

WARNER MACK 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0042 GT8-0042 GT5-0042 

IS IT WRONG • SITTIN' IN AN ALL 

NIGHT CAFE • TALKIN' TO THE 

WALL • SITTIN' ON A ROCK • 

HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE • 

AND MORE! 

STRINGBEAN—SAWTE TO 

UNClE DAVE MACON 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-215 SLPT-1215 GT5-215 

TENNESSEE FARMER • JOHN 

HENRY • TAKE MY HAND 

PRECIOUS LORD • PRETTY LITTLE 
WIDOW • HOW MANY BISCUITS 

CAN YOU EAT • BULLY OF THE 

TOWN • CRIPPLE CREEK • 

THERE'LL BE MOONSHINE IN THE 

OLD KENTUCKY HILLS • I'M THE 

MAN WHO RODE THE MULE 

AROUND THE WORLD • YOU 

CAN'T DO WRONG AND GET BY • 

HESITATION BLUES • OVER THE 

MOUNTAIN • FREE LITTLE BIRD 

JIMMY MARTIN'S 

GREATEST BLUEGRASS HITS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0003 GT8-0003 GT5-0003 

WIDOW MAKER • SUNNY SIDE OF 

THE MOUNTAIN • ROLLIN' IN MY 

SWEET BABY'S ARMS • TAYLOR 

MADE SALLY GOOD • HONEY, 

YOU DON'T KNOW MY MIND • 

BIG COUNTRY • FREEBORN MAN • 

BLUE MOON OF KENTUCKY • 

GOODBYE OLD PAL • UNCLE PEN 

• WHITE DOVE • 

JIMMY MARTIN— 

ME N OLE PETE 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0067 GT8-0067 GT5-0067 

RUN PETE RUN • MOONLIGHT 

LOVE • WHO'S CALLING YOU 

SWEETHEART TONIGHT • 

BLUEGRASS SINGING MAN • 

BEAUTIFUL BROWN EYES (Lisa 

Jimmy Martin) • PLAY ME SOME 

GEORGE JONES SONGS • PETE, 

THE BEST COON DOG IN THE 

STATE OF TENNESSEE • 

KNOXVILLE GIRL • EAGLE EYE 

TOM (Instrumental) • LOVER'S 

LANE • SWEET LITTLE MAGGIE • 
DON'T LET YOUR SWEET LOVE. DIE 

JIMMY MARTIN—ONE 

WOMAN MAN 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0095 GT8-0095 GT5-0095 

ONE WOMAN MAN • I CAN'T 
GIVE MY HEART AGAIN • OCEAN 

OF DIAMONDS • PLEASE PLAY THE 

JUKEBOX • 20/20 VISION • 

WATER THE FLOWERS • I KNOW 

YOU'RE MARRIED BUT I LOVE YOU 

STILL • WILL YOU BE LOVIN' 

ANOTHER MAN • DOWN THE 

ROAD • WHAT A WAY TO GO 

JIMMY MARTIN & 

RALPH STANLEY 

FIRST TIME TOGETHER 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0077 GTE-0077 GT5-0077 

I'M GOING DOWN THE ROAD • IN 

THE PINES • STONE WALLS & 

STEEL BARS • RABBIT IN THE LOG 

• FOOTPRINTS IN THE SNOW • 

ROLL ON BUDDY, ROLL ON • 

DARLING BROWN EYES • GOD 

GAVE YOU TO ME • DON'T LET 

YOUR SWEET LOVE DIE • I ONLY 

EXIST 

THE BEST OF MOORE 

& NAPIER 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-963 SLPT-1963 GT5-963 

I'M JUST YOUR STEPPIN' STONE • 

GOODBYE AND SO LONG TO YOU 

• CHAIN GANG • NO ONE AS 

SWEET AS YOU • I'M GIVING YOU 

YOUR FREEDOM • I'VE GOT OVER 

YOU • JOHNNY ON THE SPOT • 

DOWN THE ROAD • WHITROCK • 

DOWN SOUTH 

MOORE & NAPIER— 

LONESOME TRUCK DRIVERS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

KLP-936 KLPT-1936 GT5-936 

LONG WHITE LINE • A TRUCK 

DRIVER'S ROMANCE • BLUEGRASS 

TRUCK DRIVER • TRUCK DRIVER'S 
WOMAN • HOT ROD KIDS AND 

WOMEN DRIVERS • LONG OLD 

ROAD • THIS TRUCK AND ME • 

TRUCK DRIVER'S QUEEN • BALLAD 

OF BIG FRED • AND MORE! 

THE BEST OF GEORGE 

MORGAN 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-957 SLPT-1957 GT5-957 

ROOM FULL OF ROSES • LIVE AND 

LET LIVE AND BE HAPPY • LIVING • 
CANDY KISSES • YOU'RE THE 

ONLY GOOD THING • STEAL 

AWAY • SOUNDS OF GOODBYE • 

BARBARA • ALMOST • 

MAINER'S MOUNTAINEERS— 

GOOD OLE MOUNTAIN 

MUSIC 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

KLP-666 KLPT-1666 GIS-666 

WHAT'LL I DO WITH THE BABY-0 • 

THE LONELY TRAIN • PALE 
MOONLIGHT • THE FORKS OF THE 

ROAD • WORKIN' ON A BUILDIN' • 

GATHERING FLOWERS (From The 



9A K R nçE. Boys) 

RECORDS $5.98/Order 3 or more for ONLY $4.98 Ea. 
MOON MULUCAN— 

GREATEST HITS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-398 SLPT-1398 GT5-398 

I'LL SAIL MY SHIP ALONE • 

LOUISIAN • MONA LISA • MAKE 

FRIENDS • FAREWELL • BOTTOM 

OF THE GLASS • RAGGED BUT 

RIGHT • JOIE BLON • WABASH 

CANON BALL • SWEETER THAN 

THE FLOWERS • AND MORE! 

NEW GRASS REVIVAL 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-482 SLPT-1482 GT5-482 

PENNIES IN MY POCKET • COLD 

SAILOR • I WISH I SAID (I Love You 

One More Time) • PRINCE OF 

PEACE • GINSENG SULLIVAN • 

WHISPER MY NAME • GREAT 

BALLS OF FIRE • LONESOME 

FIDDLE BLUES • BODY AND SOUL 

• WITH CARE FROM SOMEONE 

BASHFUL BROTHER OSWALD 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-192 SLPT-1192 GT5-192 

SOUTHERN MOON • WEARY, 

WEARY BLUES • RABBIT IN THE 

LOG • SUNDAY IN THE 

MOUNTAINS • OSWALD'S DOBRO 

CHIMES • LONESOME VALLEY • 

ISLAND MARCH • MOUNTAIN 

DEW • I LIKE MOUNTAIN MUSIC • 

WHY NOT CONFESS • COLUMBUS 

STOCKADE BLUES • BENEATH THE 

WILLOW • BLACK SMOKE • LATE 

LAST NIGHT 

OAK RIDGE BOYS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 
GT-0101 GT8-0101 GT5-0101 

SOMEBODY LOVES ME • GOLDEN 

HILLS AHEAD • THERE'S A HIGHER 

POWER • THERE'S A LIGHT 

GUIDING ME • HIDE THOU ME • 

LIFE'S RAILWAY TO HEAVEN • I 

WOULDN'T TAKE NOTHING FOR 

MY JOURNEY NOW • I WANT TO 
DO THY WILL OH LORD • JUST A 

CLOSER WALK WITH THEE • 

SHINE, SHINE, DOWN ON ME. 

SENSATIONAL OAK RIDGE 

BOYS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-356 SLPT-1356 GT5-356 

I AM A PILGRIM • SHINE SHINE 

DOWN ON ME • GOLDEN HILLS 

AHEAD • THERE'S A LIGHT 

GUIDING ME • I FEEL MIGHTY 

CLOSE TO HEAVEN (ON MY 

KNEES) • ANGEL BAND • LAND 

OF BEULAH • THERE'S A HIGHER 

POWER • I WANT TO DO THY 
WILL, OH LORD • LIFE'S RAILWAY 

TO HEAVEN • JUST A CLOSER 

WALK WITH THEE • SOMEBODY 

LOVES ME 

OPRY TIME IN TENNESSEE 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-177 SLPT-1177 GT5-177 

BARN DANCE JUBILEE (Benny 

Martin & Boys) • FLAT TOP 

(Cowboy Copas) • YOUR SIDE OF 

THE STORY (Justin Tubb) • 

CACKUN' HEN (Chubby Wise) • 

MOLLY DARLIN' (Old Hickory 

Singers) • GOOD TIMES GONNA 

ROLL AGAIN (Moon Mullican) • 

SISTER LUCY LEE (Lew Childre) • 

ONE IS A LONELY NUMBER 

(George Jones) • KENTUCKY & 

TENNESSEE (Stringbean) • 

FIDDLIN' HOME (Benny Martin) • 

STRIKE UP THE BOW (Benny Martin 

& Boys) • BLACK EYED SUSAN 

BROWN (Cowboy Copas) • FOR 

PETE'S SAKE (Pete Drake) • THAT'S 

GOOD, THAT'S BAD (Archie 

Campbell) • EVERLOVIN' 

DIXIELAND (Willis Bros.) • SALTY 

DOG BLUES (Flatt & Scruggs) • 

AND MORE! 

RADAR BLUES 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

KLP-1050 KLPT-11050 GT5-1050 

RADAR BLUES (Coleman Wilson) • 

8 MORE MILES TO LOUISVILLE 

(Grandpa Jones) • TRUCKER'S RAG 

(Moon Mullican) • TRUCK DRIVER'S 

QUEEN (Moore & Napier) • 

INTERSTATE 81 (Reno & Smiley) • 

GUITAR PICKIN' TRUCK DRIVER 

(Moore & Napier) • ROLLIN' ON 

RUBBER WHEELS (Stanley Bros.) • 

TRUCK DRIVIN' MAN (Hylo Brown) 

• THE GEAR JAMMER & THE 

HOBO (Johnny Bond & Red Sovine) 
• WRECK ON THE HIGHWAY 

(Cowboy Copas) • SUNNY SIDE OF 

THE MOUNTAIN (Hawkshaw 

Hawkins) • TRUCK STOP CUTIE 

(Willis Bros.) 

DEL REEVES—GREATEST HITS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-998 SLPT-1998 GT5-998 

GIRL ON THE BILLBOARD • BELLES 

OF SOUTHERN BELL • THERE 
WOULDN'T BE A LONELY HEART IN 

TOWN • GOOD TIME CHARLIE • 

LOVER'S QUESTION • BE GLAD • 

AND MORE! 

DON RENO- FASTEST 

FIVE STRINGS ALIVE 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

KLP-1065 KLPT-11065 GT5-1065 

REMINGTON RIDE • DOUBLE 

BANJO BLUES • INTERSTATE 81 • 

THE WORLD IS WAITING (For The 

Sunrise) • DOUBLE EAGLE • WHEN 

YOU AND I WERE YOUNG, 

MAGGIE • WASHINGTON & LEE 

SWING • TENNESSEE CUT-UP 

BREAK DOWN • ROAD RUNNER • 

MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME • 

CHOKING THE STRINGS • BANJO 

RIFF 

THE BEST OF RENO & SMILEY 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-961 SLPT-1961 GIS-961 

I'M THE TALK OF THE TOWN • 8 

MORE MILES TO LOUISVILLE • 

EMOTIONS • FREIGHT TRAIN 

BOOGIE • I WOULDN'T CHANGE 
YOU IF I COULD • EXCUSE ME I 

THINK I GOT A HEARTACHE • 

JIMMY CAUGHT THE DICKENS (For 

Putting Ernest In The Tub) • THE 

EVERGLADES • I KNOW YOU'RE 

MARRIED (But I Love You Still) • 

MONEY, MARBLES & CHALK 

RENO & SMILEY—COUNTRY 

SINGING AND 
INSTRUMENTALS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

KLP-776 KIPT-1776 GIS-776 

ANOTHER DAY • I'M JUST A USED 

TO BE TO YOU • SOCKEYE • 

FOLLOW THE LEADER • I 

WOULDN'T CHANGE YOU IF I 

COULD • BANJO SPECIAL • JIMMY 

CAUGHT THE DICKENS • WALL 

AROUND YOUR HEART • BETTER 

LUCK NEXT TIME • SPEEDIN' • 

UNWANTED LOVE • FLOP EARED 

MULE • HO-DANCIN' (Bully Of The 

Town) • COUNTRY LATIN SPECIAL 

• PRETENDING • AND MORE! 

RENO & SMILEY— 

COUNTY SONGS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

KLP-701 KLPT-1701 GIS-701 

FREIGHT TRAIN BOOGIE • CHARLIE 
BROOKS & NELLIE ADAIR • BLUE 

AND LONESOME • DARK AS A 

DUNGEON • DONT LET YOUR 

SWEET LOVE DIE • MOUNTAIN 

ROSA LEE • MONEY, MARBLES & 

CHALK • EAST BOUND FREIGHT 

TRAIN • GATHERING FLOWERS 

FROM THE HILLSIDE • SHE HAS 

FORGOTTEN • AND MORE! 

RENO & SMILEY— 

INSTRUMENTALS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0068 GT8-0068 GIS-0068 

DILL PICKLE RAG • BLACK AND 

WHITE RAG • MACK'S HOEDOWN 

PICK AND HOLD • SANDY ROAD • 

RICHMOND RUCKUS • LEE'S 

MARCH • JACKKNIFE-IN' • HEN 

SCRATCHIN' STOMP • BANJO RIFF 

RENO & SMILEY-

16 GREATEST HITS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SD-3001 SDT-13001 GT5-3001 

I KNOW YOU'RE MARRIED • 

CHARLOTTE BREAKDOWN • 

EXCUSE ME (I Think I've Got A 

Heartache) • RENO RIDE • ALL I 

HAVE IS JUST A MEMORY • I 

WOULDN'T CHANGE YOU IF I 

COULD • I'M THE TALK OF THE 

TOWN • DRIFTING WITH THE TIDE 
• LET'S LIVE FOR TONIGHT • 

CHOKING THE STRINGS • DON'T 

LET YOUR SWEET LOVE DIE • 

BAND RIFF • BORN TO LOSE • 

EMOTIONS • TRAIL OF SORROW • 

MAYBE YOU WILL CHANGE YOUR 

MIND 

RENO & SMILEY — 

20 BLUEGRASS SPECIALS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GD.5025X GD8-5025X GD5-5025X 

I KNOW YOU'RE MARRIED BUT I 
LOVE YOU STILL • PRETENDING • 

BANJO SIGNAL • TRAIL OF 

SORROW • SIGNED SEALED AND 

DELIVERED • TALLY HO • I 

WOULDN'T CHANGE YOU IF I 

COULD • TENNESSEE CUT UP 

BREAKDOWN • PLEASE 

REMEMBER THAT I LOVE YOU • 

BANJO SPECIAL • LET'S LIVE FOR 

TONIGHT • MONEY, MARBLES & 

CHALK • BRINGING IN THE 

GEORGIA MAIL • EMOTIONS • 

DON'T LET YOUR SWEET LOVE DIE 
• AND MORE! 

RENO & SMILEY—"WORLD'S 

BEST FIVE STRING BANJO" 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

KLP-861 KLPT-1861 GT5,861 

MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME • 

GREEN MOUNTAIN HOP • 

WEEPING WILLOW TREE • MISSILE 

RIDE • PRETTY FOLLY • SEEING 

NELLIE HOME • BILL BAILEY • KEEP 

YOUR SKILLET GOOD AND 

GREASY • NINE POUND HAMMER 

• AND MORE! 

ROADRUNNER - 

VARIOUS ARTISTS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0053 GT8-0053 GT5-0053 

TRUCK DRIVIN' SON OF A GUN 

(Dave Dudley) • TIE A YELLOW 

RIBBON 'ROUND THE OLD OAK 

TREE (Johnny Carver) • THE 

BRIDGE WASHED OUT (Warner 

Mac) • KING OF THE OPEN ROAD 
(Red Sovine) • KANSAS CITY 

(Wilbert Harrison) • HOW FAR TO 

UTTLE ROCK (Stanley Brothers) • 

WHITE KNIGHT (Tommy Hill's Music 

Festival) • ENDLESS BLACK RIBBON 

(Tiny Harris) • AWAY OUT ON THE 
MOUNTAIN (Billy Walker) • 

GIDDYUP-GO ANSWER (Minnie 

Pearl) 

KENNY ROBERTS— 

INDIAN LOVE CALL 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 
SLP-336 SLPT-1336 GT5-336 

INDIAN LOVE CALL • MAYBE I'LL 

CRY OVER YOU • JUST LOOK, 

DON'T TOUCH • TYING THE 

LEAVES • GUITAR RINGING • 

LISTEN TO THE MOCKINGBIRD • 
TAVERN TOWN • CHIME BELLS • 

PELASE DON'T TURN AROUND • I 

NEVER SEE MAGGIE ALONE • IF 

I'M BLUE • SHE TAUGHT ME HOW 

TO YODEL 

JIMMY SKINNER— 

NO, 1 BLUEGRASS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-988 SLPT-1988 GIS-988 

BLUEGRASS LO VIN' MAN • IT'S 

BLOWIN' AWAY • THE OLD ROAD 

• EVERYBODY OUGHT TO HAVE A 

SONG • THERE'S A LOVE LIGHT 

SHININ' • WHOOPIE LIZA • HE'LL 

HAVE TO MOVE THE FLOWERS • 

FALLEN LEAVES • DON'T DO IT 

AND IT WON'T BE ON YOUR MIND 

• THE MYSTERY OF LITTLE KATHY • 

SUNNY CAROLINE • TIME WON'T 

EASE MY WORRIED MIND 

ARTHUR 'GUITAR BOOGIE' 

SMITH—MISTER GUITAR 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-173 SLPT-1173 GT5-173 

GUITAR BOOGIE • THE DOUBLE 

EAGLE • HEARTACHES • BLUE 

BOOGIE • LITTLE WIDOW • 

CRACKERJACK • SOUTH • 

NAPOLEON'S RETREAT • PCKIN' & 

PLAYIN' (RAGGED BUT RIGHT) • 

PICKIN' THE BLUES • FINGER ON 

FIRE • RUBBER DOLL RAG 



TRUCK 
e DRIVER 

SONGS 

8 TK/CASS. $6.981 3 or more for ONLY $5.98 Ea. 
CARL SMITH— GREATEST HITS 

VOL 1 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0058 GT8-0058 GT5-0058 

ARE YOU TEASING ME • MR. 

MOON • HEY JOE • DEEP WATER 

• I JUST LOVED HER FOR THE LAST 

TIME AGAIN • YOU ARE THE ONE 

• DONT JUST STAND THERE • IF 

TEARDROPS WERE PENNIES • 

TAKE MY RING OFF YOUR FINGER 

• KISSES DON'T LIE 

THE BEST OF RED SOVINE 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-952 SLPT-1952 GT5-952 

PHANTOM 309 • GIDDYUP GO • I 

KNOW YOU'RE MARRIED (But I 
Love You Still) • I'M THE MAN • 

WHY, BABY WHY • AND MORE' 

RED SOVINE-

CLASSIC NARRATIONS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SIP-436 SLPT-1436 GT5-436 

GIDDYUP GO • LITTLE ROSA • A 

DEAR JOHN LETTER • I THINK I 

CAN SLEEP TONIGHT • CLASS OF 

'49 • DREAM HOUSE FOR SALE • 

IF JESUS CAME TO YOUR HOUSE • 

VIETNAM DECK OF CARDS • 

PHANTOM 309 • TWENTY ONE 

RED SOVINE—GIDDY-UP-GO 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0073 GT8-0073 GT5-0073 

GIDDY-UP-GO • HITCH HIKING 

GIRL • BRINGING MARY HOME • 

I'D LOVE TO MAKE LOVE TO YOU 

• FLESH AND BLOOD • WILDCAT 

RUN • I'LL SAIL MY SHIP ALONE • 

DADDY • LONELY ARMS OF MINE 

RED SOVINE—PHANTOM 309 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0072 GT8-0072 GT5-0372 

PHANTOM 309 • HONKY TONK 

TOYS • OLD PIPELINER • PAY 

LOAD DADDY • MR. F.C.C. • SAD 

VIOLINS • DOES STEPPIN' OUT 

MEAN DADDY TOOK A WALK • 

1460 ELDER STREET • BIG BEN 

DORSEY THE THIRD • TEN DAYS 

OUT, TWO DAYS IN 

RED SOVINE-

16 ALL TIME FAVORITES 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SD-3010 SDT-13010 GT5-3010 

GIDDYUP GO • HE'S GOT THE 

WHOLE WORLD IN HIS HANDS • 

WHAT'S HE DOING IN MY WORLD 

• THE GEARJAMMER AND THE 

HOBO (With Johnny Bond) • GIRL 

ON THE BILLBOARD • BRINGING 

MARY HOME • WALK THROUGH 

THIS WORLD WITH ME • SITTING 

AND THINKING • KING OF THE 

OPEN ROAD • SIX WHITE HORSES 
• I'M GONNA MOVE • I'M ONLY 

SEVENTEEN • SATISFIED MIND • 

FROM THE WINDOW UP ABOVE • 

NO ONE'S TOO BIG TO CRY • 

TRUCK DRIVER'S PRAYER 

RED SOVINE-16 NEW 

GOSPEL SONGS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0013 GT8-0013 GT5-0013 

CHEYENNE • THERE'LL COME A 

PAYDAY • I'M ANOTHER WORLD 

MILLIONAIRE • I'M SINGING 

HALLELUJAH • EXCEPT THE LORD 

• IF YOU SHOULD VISIT HEAVEN • 

OH, NO, NO • HAPPY HAPPY 
GOODBYE • THE TREASURE I LOST 

• LAY YOUR HANDS ON ME • 

CAST THY BREAD UPON THE 

WATER • HE'S STANDING BY • 

YOUR ROBE WON'T FIT • SING 

WITH ALL YOUR HEART • NO 

ONE'S TOO BIG TO CRY • THE 

CHURCH AROUND THE CORNER 

RED SOVINE-

16 GREATEST HITS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SDT-991X SDT-1991X GT5-991X 

TEDDY BEAR • PHANTOM 309 • 

CLASS OF '49 • IN YOUR HEART • 

GIDDYUP GO • I DIDN'T JUMP THE 

FENCE • NORMALLY, NORMA 

LOVES ME • LITTLE ROSA • IT'LL 

COME BACK • DREAM HOUSE 

FOR SALE • TELL MAUDE I SLIPPED 

• LITTLE JOE • DADDY'S GIRL • 

DADDY • FREIGHTLINER FEVER • I 

KNOW YOU'RE MARRIED (But I 

Love You Still) 

RED SOVINE 

SUNDAY WITH SOVINE 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-427 SLPT-1427 GT5-427 

BRIGHTEN THE CORNER • IF JESUS 

CAME TO YOUR HOUSE • 

BRINGING IN THE SHEAVES • JUST 

A CLOSER WALK WITH THEE • 

HE'LL UNDERSTAND • THE LORD'S 

PRAYER • A BEAUTIFUL LIFE • 

CRYING IN THE CHAPEL • WINGS 

OF A DOVE • HE'S GOT THE 

WHOLE WORLD (In His Hands) 

RED SOVIE—TEDDY BEAR 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0071 GT8-0071 GT5-0071 

TEDDY BEAR • WOMAN BEHIND 

THE MAN BEHIND THE WHEEL • 

WHERE COULD I GO BUT TO HER 

• THE PRETTIEST DRESS • MONEY, 

MARBLES AND CHALK • LITTLE JOE 

• EIGHTEEN WHEEL SHUMMIN' 

HOME SWEET HOME • LAST MILE 

OF THE WAY • LOVE IS • LONG 

NIGHT 

STANLEY BROTHERS— 

BANJO IN THE HILLS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

KLP-872 KLPT-1872 GT5-872 

TRAIN 45 • RANG TANG • SHOUT 

LITTLE LULIE • SHAMROCK • RED 
RIVER VALLEY • SNOW DEER • 

LONESOME TRAVELER • 

SOURWOOD MOUNTAIN • BIG 

BOOGER • WHEN YOU AND I 

WERE YOUNG, MAGGIE & RED 

WING • STONEY CREEK • FIVE 

STRING DRAG 

THE BEST OF THE STANLEY 

BROTHERS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-953 SLPT-1953 GT5-953 

RANK STRANGERS • HOW FAR TO 

UTILE ROCK • UTILE MAGGIE • 

IT'S RAINING HERE THIS MORNING 

• THE MASTER'S BOUQUET • 

SWEETER THAN THE FLOWERS • 

SHACKLES AND CHAINS • A FEW 

MORE SEASONS • WILDWOOD 

FLOWER • SUNNY SIDE OF THE 

MOUNTAIN 

SUPER SLAB HITS— 

VARIOUS ARTISTS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0052 GT8-0352 GT5-0052 

TEDDY BEAR (Red Sovine) • A 

DIME AT A TIME (Del Reeves) • 

GIVE ME FORTY ACRES (Willis 

Brothers) • WOLVERTON 

MOUNTAIN (Claude King) • SIX 

DAYS ON THE ROAD (Dave 

Dudley) • CONVOY (Tommy Hill 

Music Festival) • COUNTRY ROADS 

(Nashville Harmonica) • SITTIN' IN 

AN ALL NIGHT CAFE (Warner 

Mack) • PINBALL MACHINE (Lonnie 

Irving) • HONKY TONK: PART 2 (Bill 

Doggett) 

STANLEY BROTHERS AND THE 

CLINCH MOUNTAIN BOYS— 

SONGS THEY LIKE BEST 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

KLP-772 KLPT-1772 GT5-772 

WILD SIDE OF LIFE • THE 

WINDOW UP ABOVE • SHE'S 

MORE TO BE PITIED • THE STORY 

OF THE LAWSON FAMILY • LITTLE 

WILLIE • HEY, HEY, HEY • LOVER'S 

QUARREL • I'D WORSHIP YOU • 

JENNY LYNN • MOUNTAIN DEW • 

I'LL TAKE THE BLAME • WILD BILL 

JONES 

STANLEY BROTHERS & THE 

CLINCH MOUNTAIN BOYS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

KLP-615 KLPT-1615 GT5-615 

HOW MOUNTAIN GIRLS CAN 

LOVE • TRAIN 45 • THÉ MEMORY 

OF YOUR SMILE • HEAVEN 

SEEMED SO NEAR • CLINCH 

MOUNTAIN BACKSTEP • 

MASTERTONE MARCH • SHE'S 

MORE TO BE PITIED • YOUR 

SELFISH HEART • LOVE ME 
DARLING, JUST TONIGHT • KEEP A 

MEMORY • THINK OF WHAT 

YOU'VE DONE • MIDNIGHT 

RAMBLE 

STANLEY BROTHERS-

16 GREATEST HITS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SD-3003 SDT-13003 GT5-3003 

HOW MOUNTAIN GIRLS CAN 

LOVE • I DON'T WANT YOUR 

RAMBLING LETTERS • TRAIN 45 • 

THERE IS A TRAP • MOUNTAIN 

DEW • I'M A MAN OF CONSTANT 

SORROW • HOW FAR TO LITTLE 

ROCK • LOVE ME DARLING JUST 

TONIGHT • SUNNY SIDE OF THE 

MOUNTAIN • STONE WALLS AND 

STEEL BARS • LITTLE MAGGIE • 

OLD LOVE LETTERS • LITTLE BIRDIE 

• SHOUT UTILE LUUE • NEXT 

SUNDAY DARLING IS MY BIRTHDAY 

• HILLS OF ROAN COUNTY 

RALPH STANLEY— 

HILLS OF HOME 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

KLP-1069 KLPT-11069 GT5-1069 

COOSY • DARK HOLLOW • 

MIDNIGHT STORM • DARLING 

BROWN EYES • MY LONG SKINNY 

LANKY SARAH JANE • CALIFORNIA 

• I ONLY EXIST • LET'S GO TO THE 

FAIR • DOG-GONE SHAME • THE 

KITTEN AND THE CAT • HILLS OF 

HOME 

CARL STORY 

GOSPEL REVIVAL 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-127 SLPT-1127 GT5-127 

LIGHT AT THE RIVER • I HEARD MY 

NAME ON THE RADIO • BE KIND 

TO MOTHER • SHIP THAT'S 

SAILING DOWN • IF I COULD 

HEAR MY MOTHER PRAY AGAIN • 

FAMILY REUNION • SWEETER 

THAN THE FLOWERS • WHEN 

JESUS SPOKE TO ME • ANGEL 

BAND • SOMEBODY TOUCHED ME 

• LIFE'S EVENING SUN • FOR MY 

LORD • I DIDN'T HEAR NOBODY 

PRAY • SOMEONE'S LAST DAY 

CARL STORY 

SACRED SONGS OF LIFE 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-315 SLPT-1315 GT5-315 

GLORY HALLELUJAH, NOW I'M 

SATISFIED • HE'LL SET YOUR 

FIELDS'ON FIRE • SHAKE MY 

MOTHER'S HAND FOR ME • WHITE 

DOVE • THE OLD COUNTRY 

PREACHER • WHEN I TAKE MY 

VACATION IN HEAVEN • DIDN'T 

THEY CRUCIFY MY LORD • WHY 

DO YOU WEEP DEAR WILLOW • 

DISTANT LAND TO ROAM • 

CHURCH IN THE VALLEY • 

SOMEONE'S PRAYING FOR ME • 

LISTEN TO YOUR RADIO 

CARL STORY 

"16 GREATEST HITS" 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SD-3004 SDT-13004 GT5-3004 

DADDY SING BASS • HEAR 

JERUSALEM MOAN • MIGHTY 

CLOSE TO HEAVEN • FAMILY 

REUNION • MY LORD KEEPS A 

RECORD • WORKING ON A 

BUILDING • I HEARD MY MOTHER 

WEEPING • LIGHT AT THE RIVER • 

AND MORE! 

LARRY SPARKS & THE 

LONESOME RAMBLERS 

RAMBLIN BLUEGRASS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0010 GT8-0010 GT5-0310 

DARK HOLLOW • FADED LOVE • A 

LIFE OF SORROW • TOO MUCH 

MOUNTAIN DEW • KENTUCKY 

CHIMES • JUST LOVIN' YOU • 

BRAND NEW BROKEN HEART • 

MEMORIES AND DREAMS • 

GOODBYE LITTLE DARLIN' • LONG 

JOURNEY HOME • THIS 

LONESOME OLD FEELING • 

KENTUCKY BANJO 



= HANK gib 
of 

the bee4 THONIFSON 

RECORDS $5.98/Order 3 or more for ONLY $4.98 Ea. 
THE GREAT MEL TILLIS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0047 GIS-0047 GT5-0047 

STATESIDE • NOT IN FRONT OF 

THE KIDS • WINE • HOME IS 

WHERE THE HURT IS • ABOVE 

SUSPICION • BURIED ALIVE • ODE 

TO THE LITTLE BROWN SHACK 

OUT BACK • GUIDE ME HOME, MY 

GEORGIA MOON • MR. DROPOUT 

THE BEST OF B.J. THOMAS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-992 SLPT-1992 GT5-992 

RAINDROPS KEEP FALLIN' ON MY 

HEAD • MOST OF ALL • MIGHTY 

CLOUDS OF JOY • I JUST CANT 

HELP BELIEVIN' • ROCK AND ROLL 

LULLABY • NO LOVE AT ALL • 
EYES OF A NEW YORK WOMAN • 
MAMA • AND MORE' 

THE BEST OF THE BEST OF 

HANK THOMPSON 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0060 GT8-0060 GT5-0060 

WILD SIDE OF LIFE • YESTERDAY'S 

GIRL • HUMPTY DUMPTY HEART • 

A SIX PACK TO GO • WHOA 

SAILOR • WAKE UP IRENE • THE 
OLDER THE VIOLIN THE SWEETER 

THE MUSIC • WHO LEFT THE 

DOOR TO HEAVEN OPEN • 
SMOKEY THE BAR • HONKY TONK 

GIRL 

BEST OF THE TRUCK DRIVER 

SONGS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 
SLP-454 SLPT-1454 GT5-454 

PHANTOM 309 (Red Sovine) • 

PINBALL MACHINE (Lonnie Irving) • 
GIVE ME FORTY ACRES (Willis 

Bros.) • GIDDYUP GO (Red Sovine) 
• GIDDYUP GO ANSWER (Minnie 

Pearl) • TRUCK DRIVIN' SON OF A 

GUN (Red Sovine) • TRUCK 

DRIVER'S QUEEN (Moore 8. Napier) 

• SIX DAYS ON THE ROAD (Dave 

Dudley) • RADAR BLUES (Coleman 

Wilson) • TRUCK DRIVIN' MAN 

(Hylo Brown) 

COWBOYS 8, TRUCKS— 

RIDING HARD 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0082 GT8-0082 GT5-0082 
HIGH NOON (Tex Ritter) • GHOLST 

RIDERS IN THE SKY (Jimmy Wakely) 

• EAST BOUND AND DOWN (Dave 

Dudley) • EL PASO ( Billy Walker) • 

GREEN GROW THE LILACS (Tex 

Ritter) • SLIPPING AROUND (Jimmy 

Wakely) • ROLL, TRUCK ROLL (REd 
Simpson) • ROLAIDS, DOAN'S PILLS 

AND PREPARATION H (Dove 

Dudley) • MATAMOROS ( Billy 

Walker) • HELLO, I'M A TRUCK 

(Red Simpson) 

DIESEL SMOKE 

DANGEROUS CURVES 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 
SLP-250 SLPT-1250 GT5-250 

SIX DAYS ON THE ROAD (Red 

Sovine) • TRUCK DRIVING JOE (Ken 

Clark) • PINBALL MACHINE (Marie 

Merle Kilgore) • TRUCK DRIVIN' 

MAN (Hylo Brown) • KING OF THE 

OPEN ROAD (Red Sovine) • 

SLEEPER CAB BLUES (Tom O'Neal) 

• BIG FOOTED DAN (Benny Martin) 

• RADAR BLUES (Benny Martin) • 

BLUE ENDLESS HIGHWAY (Tom 

O'Neal) • DIESEL SMOKE, 
DANGEROUS CURVES (Bobby 

Sykes) • GOOSEBALL BROWN 
(Lonnie Irving) • LOOK AT THAT 

RAIN (Hylo Brown) • TRUCK 

DRIVER'S QUEEN (Willis Brothers) • 

LONG LONESOME ROAD (Bobby 

Sykes) 

40 MILES OF BAD ROAD— 

VARIOUS ARTISTS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0056 GT8-0056 GT5-0056 

40 MILES OF BAD ROAD (Duane 

Eddy) • WIDOW MAKER (Jimmy 
Martin) • TRUCK DRIVER'S PRAYER 

(Red Sovine) • CROSS THE BRAZOS 
AT WACO (Billy Walker) • TRUCK 

DRIVER'S QUEEN (Willis Brothers) • 

PASSING ZONE BLUES (Coleman' 
Wilson) • PHANTOM 309 (Red 

Sovine) • WHEELS A' TURNING 

(Willis Brothers) • BURNING 

BRIDGES (Jack Scott) • 

OVERLOADED DIESEL (Jimmy 

Griggs) • FREIGHTLINER FEVER 

(Red Sovine) • DIESEL SMOKE ON 

DANGER ROAD (Willis Brothers) 

HOW FAST THEM TRUCKS 

CAN Ge— VARIOUS ARTISTS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0055 GT8-0055 GIS-0055 

HOW FAST THEM TRUCKS CAN 

GO (Claude Gray) • 18 WHEELS 

HUMMIN' HOME SWEET HOME 

(Mac Wiseman) • TRUCK DRIVIN' 

SON OF A GUN (Red Sovine) • 

MOVIN' ON (Mike Lunsford) • A 

TOMBSTONE EVERY MILE (Charlie 

Moore) • SIX DAYS ON THE ROAD 

(Red Sovine) • ALABAM' (Cowboy 

Copas) • TRUCK DRIVIN' BUDDY 

(Frankie Miller) • LITTLE JOE (Red 

Sovine) • SNEAKIN' ACROSS THE 

BORDER (Hardin Trio) 

MAN BEHIND THE WHEEL 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-404 SLPT-1404 GT5-404 

PHANTON 309 (Red Sovine) • THE 

MAN BEHIND THE WHEEL (George 

Morgan) • THE GEAR JAMMER 8, 

THE HOBO (Red Sovine 8, Johnny 
Bond) • WHAT IS AN AMERICAN 

(Minnie Pari) • GEAR SHIFTIN' 
(Tommy Hill 8, Pete Drake) • THE 

END OF THE ROAD (Willis Bros.) • 

THE HI-JACKER (Johnny Bond) • 

DRIVIN'S IN MY BLOOD (Willis 

Bros.) • SIX DAYS ON THE ROAD 

(Dave Dudley) • SHINY RED 

AUTOMOBILE (George Morgan) • 

GEARS (Johnny Bond) • PAYLOAD 

DADDY (Red Sovine) 

TRUCK DRIVER SONGS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 
KLP-866 KLPT-1866 GT5-866 

BIG CASEY (Tommy Downs) • 

HAULIN' FREIGHT (Bob Newman) • 

TRUCK DRIVER'S QUEEN (Moore 8 
Napier) • SIX DAYS ON THE ROAD 

(Swanee Caldwell) • GEAR 

JAMMER (Jimmy Logsdon) • TRUCK 
DRIVIN' DADDY (Jimmy Logsdon) • 

A GREEN TRUCK DRIVER'S FIRST 

(Experience With Radar) (Coleman 

Wilson) • WILD CATTER (Tommy 

Downs) • PASSING ZONE BLUES 

(Coleman Wilson) • TRUCK DRIVIN' 

MAN (Cowboy Jack Derrick) • 

LONESOME TRUCK DRIVER'S BLUES 

(Bob Newman) • RADAR BLUES 
(Swanee Caldwell) 

TRUCKIN' ON— 

VARIOUS ARTISTS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0054 GT8-0054 GT5-0054 

GIRL ON THE BILLBOARD (Del 

Reeves) • THE GEAR JAMMER AND 

THE HOBO (Red Sovine 8 Johnny 

Bond) • TRUCK DRIVER'S QUEEN 
(Moore 8 Napier) • ONE IS A 

LONELY NUMBER (George Jones) • 

LOOKING AT THE WORLD 

THROUGH A WINDSHIELD (Del 

Reeves) • GIDDY-UP-GO (Red 

Sovine) • EIGHT MORE MILES TO 

LOUISVILLE (Grandpa Jones) • 

TRUCK DRIVIN' MAN (Jimmy Marto) 
• I'LL HAVE ANOTHER CUP OF 

COFFEE (Then III Go) (Claude 

Gray) • WOMAN BEHIND THE 

MAN BEHIND THE WHEEL (Red 
Sovine) 

TRUCKS, TRAINS AND 

AIRPLANES 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0081 GT8-0081 GIS-0081 

LEAVING ON A JET PLANE (The 

Kendolls) • ENDLESS BLACK 

RIBBON (Red Simpson) • TRAIN OF 
LOVE (Johnny Cash) • ALABAM 

(Red Sovine 8 Minnie Pearl) • 

MOVIN' ON (Dove Dudley) • 

CALIFORNIA TURN—AROUNDS 

(Jack Greene) • EBONY EYES 

(Orion) • HEY PORTER (Johnny 
Cash) • ALL AROUND THE WATER 

TANK (Jerry Lee Lewis) • SILVER 

WINGS (nashville Harmonica) 

THE BEST OF THE BEST OF 

BILLY WALKER 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 
GT-0040 GIS-0040 GT5-0040 

CROSS THE BRAZOS AT WACO • 

SHE GOES WALKING THROUGH 

MY MIND • I'M GONNA KEEP ON, 

KEEP ON LOVING YOU • WHEN A 
MAN LOVES A WOMAN • 

ANYTHING YOUR HEART DESIRES 

• FUNNY HOW TIME SLIPS AWAY 

• EL PASO • MOTHER, QUEEN OF 
MY HEART • MATAMOROS • 

SMOKY PLACES • AGE OF WORRY 

JERRY WALLACE— 

GREATEST HITS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0093 GT8-0093 GT5-0093 

TO GET TO YOU • PRIMROSE 

LANE • DON'T GIVE UP ON ME • 

SWEET CHILD OF SUNSHINE • THE 

MORNING AFTER • IN THE MISTY 

MOONLIGHT • SHUTTERS AND 
BOARDS • DO YOU KNOW WHAT 

IT'S LIKE TO BE LONESOME • LIFE'S 

GONE AND SLIPPED AWAY • IF 

YOU LEAVE ME TONIGHT I'LL CRY 

DOTTIE WEST 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

GT-0085 GT8-0085 GT5-0085 

I FALL TO PIECES • CRAZY • I'D BE 

LYING • THE HAND THAT YOU'RE 

HOLDING • WALKING IN THE 
DARK • HEARTBREAK U.S.A. • 

SHE'S GOT YOU • ANGEL ON 

PAPER • I SHOULD START 

RUNNING • MEN WITH EVIL 
HEARTS 

THE BEST OF THE 

WILLIS BROTHERS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 

SLP-960 SLPT-1960 GT5-960 

GIVE ME FORTY ACRES (To Turn 

This Rig Around) • BUYING 

POPCORN • BLUES STAY AWAY 

FROM ME • PRIVATE LEE • THERE 

GOES THE FARM • SOMEBODY 

KNOWS MY DOG • RING OF FIRE 

• NASHVILLE'S ACE IN THE HOLE • 

GONNA BUY ME A JUKEBOX • SIX 
FOOT TWO BY FOUR 

MAC WISEMAN— 

GOLDEN CLASSICS 

LP 8-TRACK CASSETTE 
GT-0049 GT8-0049 GT5-0049 

JIMMY BROWN THE NEWS BOY • 

GOING LIKE WILDFIRE • I SAW 

YOUR FACE IN THE MOON • I 

STILL WRITE YOUR NAME IN THE 

SAND • BARBARA ALLEN • THE 
PRISONER'S SONG • JOHNNY'S 

CASH AND CHARLEY'S PRIDE • 

SWEETER THAN THE FLOWERS • 

18 WHEELS A HUMMING • DON'T 

MAKE ME GO TO BED 



8 TK/CASS. $6.981 3 or more for ONLY $5.98 Ea. 

SOCIETY MEMBERS 
USE YOUR COUPONS. 

TO: Nashville Warehouse 
P.O. Box 1226 
Hendersonville, TN 37077 

NAME   

STREET   

CITY   

STATE   ZIP   

PLEASE ALLOW 6-8 WEEKS 
FOR FULFILLING YOUR OR-
DER. WE WILL TRY 10 SPEED 
THIS TIME AND IN MOST CASES, 
WE WILL BE ABLE TO DO SO. 

ARTIST TITLE 
CHECK ONE 

LP 8TK CAS 

ALBUM/ TAPE 
NUMBER 

PRICE OF 
EACH ITEM 

THIS OFFER 

EXPIRES 

ON 12 31/84 

POSTAGE & HANDLING 

CHART 

Up To $ 10   Add $1.95 

$10.01 to $15   Add $2.45 

$15.01 to $25   Add $2.95 

Over $25   Add $3.45 

ITEM fOTAL   

ADD POS. 8. HAND. FROM CHART   

CANADIAN ORDERS AOD $2.00 EXTRA   
(Sorry, No Other Fcreign Orders Accepted) 

ENCLOSED IS $ 
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COUNTRY MUSIC SOCIETY OF AMERICA  

11 Great ReasonsWhylbu 

Attention Country Music 
subscribers. By now, you have no 
doubt noticed references in Country 
Music to The Country Music Society 
of America. And, you may still be 
wondering just what it's all about. 
That's why I'm again taking a min-
ute now to fill you in on the details. 

For a long time, I have felt that you 
and I and other fans, whose know-
ledge and love for country music is 
above average, should have an orga-
nization to serve our interests. Not 
something for just everyone, but 
something special for serious country 
music loyalists. After all, we buy the 
records. We listen to the radio sta-
tions. We spend the money to go to 
the concerts. So how do we make our 
voice heard? 

The answer is the Country Music 
Society of America. With 75,000 plus 
members enrolled since last October, 
we are the largest and most influen-
tial organization of music fans in the 
country. 

Now, because you are a regular 
Country Music subscriber in good 
standing, you are eligible to become a 
"Charter Member" in this exclusive 
organization. And best of all, I'll give 
you your membership FREE when 
you extend your current subscription 
for an additional year. 

This is the time you should sign 
up. And here are 11 great reasons 
why... 

Eleven Reasons 

to Join! 

1. You get the Country Music 
Answer Book...a pocket digest 
crammed full of award winners, 
fan club information, country 
nightspots, birthdates and horo-
scopes of the stars, important 
addresses and telephone num-
bers and more. 

2. You get the Country Music 
Newsletter...a unique bi-
monthly paper for Society 
members only. 

COUNTRY MUSIC SOCIETY OF AMERICA 

CHARTER MEMBER 
Menge/NW 
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3. You get your own personal Char-
ter Member's Identification Card 
showing your account number, 
which entitles you to all member 
benefits. 

4. You get special discounts on 
stereo equipment, travel pack-
ages, home video equipment, 
musical instruments ... any-
thing we can buy for our group, 
so we can pass along the savings 
to you. 
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5. DISCOUNT COUPONS...good 
for discounts on books, T-shirts, 
records, tapes and more. You 
can actually save more than the 
cost of your membership. 
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A 25% Disconn 

6. You get 25% off the top 25 rated 
albums every issue (see page 68 
of this issue). 



COUNTRY MUSIC SOCIETY OF AMERICA 

Should Join  Today specicw uetory 

Free /ljen/bershi:p 
0 Ire 

7. You get special discounts...up 
to 50% off...on collector's re-
cords and tapes, special historical 
re-issues and out-of-print clas-
sics. 

8. You pay only $9.97 to renew 
your subscription ... the same 
low price you paid before...our 
lowest price. That's over $3.50 
off the cover price for one year of 
Country Music by itself. Your 
membership in the "Society" is 
FREE. And when your member-
ship again comes up for renewal, 
you are guaranteed the lowest 
rate in effect at the time. (Regular 
members have to pay $15.) 

9. Your "Charter Membership" 
. . . with all its added benefit s 
automatically begins just as soon 
as we hear from you. You don't 
wait 'til your current subscrip-
tion expires. You will receive all 
your added benefits for the rest 
of your current subscription... 
plus a whole extra year. 

10. In addition to everything else. 
you will also get to vote on 
awards...help organize local 
chapters. . . participate in special 
member's activities. For exam-
ple, this month... 

members can get a FREE 
album. .. 

by simply getting a friend to join 
too, (or by renewing their own 

membership). See page 19 for 
details. 

You get it all. . . EXTRA. And of 
course... 

11. You get Country Music Maga-
zine...America's number one 
country publication ... for one 
full year, plus the time you have 
left to go on your current sub-
scription. 

And remember, you get it all for 
only $9.97. . . the same low price you 
paid for one year of the magazine 
alone. 

Now, doesn't it make good sense to 
renew that subscription of yours 
now while you can get all these extra 
benefits? I'm sure you will agree the 
answer is yes. But you better hurry. 

THIS OFFER EXPIRES 

IN 30 DAYS! 

This is a limited time offer 
only...good for the next 30 days. 
After that you will have to pay the 
regular membership dues when your 
subscription expires. And you will 
have missed out on all the added 
"Society" benefits for the time you 
still have to go on your current 
subscription. So take a minute now 
to fill out and return the Reservation 
Card. 

Russ Barnard 
Publisher 

MAIL TO: Country Music Society of America 

Membership Depart ment 
P.O. Box 2000 
Marion, OH 43305 

YES. I want a FREE "Charter Membership" in the Country Music Society 
of America, so extend my subscription une more year for just $9.97. I get 
Country Music Magazine and all Society Charter Member benefits for 
what is left on my current subscription, plus a whole extra year. Also, 
when my membership conies up for renewal, you guarantee to bill me at 
the lowest available rate. 

El Bill me later D Payment enclosed 

Name  

Address   

State  

Signature  

D I'm not presently a SUbSCI iber. Send me Country Music, one year for the 
regular $ 12 rate, and also give me free "Charter Membership" in the 
Society for one year. 
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"The dust storms 
of West Texas 

had kinda become 
a romantic epic 

movie in my head, 
and I'd seen 
that movie." 

The first thing you notice is that the 
bags beneath Joe Ely's eyes are gone. 
In the past, you'd always seen him in 
dark backstage dressing rooms, or 
around the bar at some joint, or in his 
hotel room, and the road had been 
etched in his fate. He may be a little 
tired this sunny afternoon—"Do I smell 
coffee?" he asks expectantly as • he 
ambles into his manager's offices in 
downtown Austin, Texas—but that's 
because he's just gotten out of bed, not 
because he didn't go to bed last night. 
Moving down the converted house's 

hallway to the back, where there's a 
kitchen and a tape machine, Ely looks 
otherwise like his usual funky self. 
Frayed black Levis, frayed blue Levi 
jacket, frayed boots, white shirt with 
black patterns, bolo tie with a watch as 
its centerpiece, angular rockabilly 
haircut. In an office of exposed wood, 
plush carpets, stained glass windows. 
and employees with designer jeans and 
expensive blow-dry hairdos, he stands 
out like an order of beer and barbecue 
at a champagne and caviar brunch. 
Ely clicks on a cassette of his new 

album Hi Res, and the second thing 
you notice is that the country in his 
music is also gone. These songs are 
flat-out rockers, and not the rockabilly 
of 198I's Musta Notta Gotta Lotta. his 
last album, either. These whoosh out of 
the speakers on waves of grinding, 
hard-rock guitar, rumbling synthe-
sizers, and hammering percussion 
machines. On one listening, you are 
impressed—impressed as in surprised— 
but unsure of anything about the music 
except that Ely remains one of the 
sharpest songwriters of his time and 
place. 

Lubbock's own Joe Ely, who has 
lived on the road, either as an 
adventurer or a bandleader or both, 
for most of his adult life, took the last 

year off. He broke up his superlative 
band and settled into his home outside 
Austin, got married and became a 
father; he worked continually, for the 
first time in years, on writing new 
songs. 

"I found when I was sitting down to 
write, that because of all that touring, 
all that time spent in the cities. I'd 
become an urban animal," he explains. 
"The dust storms of West Texas had 
kinda become a romantic epic movie in 
my head, and I'd seen that movie. Now, 
I have a feel for different rhythms and 
different sounds and different beats. 
It's a different sound, but it's the same 
roots. It feels real fresh to me, the same 
feeling that I felt on those first couple 
of albums. I can't wait to get back out 
and play it now: I'm bustin' loose at the 
seams, feel really mean, you know, 
ready to tear loose." 
The change came late in 1982, when 

Ely and his band concluded what had 
been, for all practical purposes. an 18-
month, chase-your-tail- in-circles tour 

by John Morthland 

behind Mosto Nona. They had played 
the skating rink in Big Springs and the 
baseball field in Amarillo, the show-
case nightclubs of the north and the 
roadside dives of Louisiana, the pubs of 
London, England, and the stadiums of 
the Eastern seaboard as opening act 
for the Rolling Stones. They'd been 
doing it, really, since 1977, when Ely's 
debut album was released. Never a big 
record-seller, he'd been forced to stay 
out there three or four nights a week, 
fifty weeks a year, to pay the bills. In 
the process, he'd become one of the 
most charismatic and white-hot per-
formers straddling the line between 
country and rock. It was a life he loved, 
but it had taken its toll; his songwriting 
had suffered and his band members 
had become, how do you say, overly 
familiar with him and with each other. 
"We played every joint in the United 

States three times, and we did all that 
great, but there wasn't a creative spark 
as far as doing new stuff. You can only 
wear out those old songs so many times. 
There's gotta be something fresh and 
new, and nobody was happy with what 
we were doing. We'd evolved into a 
road band, with bloodshot eyes and 
horns that we'd grown: we were like 
iguanas, some sort of desert animal 
that grows scales to protect itself. 
"Towards the end of the tour, it felt 

like we were kind of a machine. I 
mean, we were a screaming machine. 
When you work that much the band 
gets real tight, and it was real power-
ful, but in a way .... I keep going back to 
a desert animal, like a snake or a 
porcupine: when you're in the desert 
and there's not much water around, it 
seems like desert animals and plants 
have thorns or scales or something as 
protection from the elements, just to 
keep a little water trickling in. but at 
the same time, they don't spread out 
much. So it just didn't seem like it was 
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Roc& 
Johnny Cash and 
The Tennessee Two 
The Sun Years 
Chart y Sun Box 103 

ven if you have them all— 
VI the Shelby Singleton Sun 
Original Golden Hits series, 
the reproductions of original 
Sun albums or any of the doz-
ens of Sun repackages that 
bloat $3.99 budget bins across 
the country, you're not excused 
from getting this one. Like the 
Sun boxes on Carl Perkins 
and Jerry Lee Lewis, this one 
assembles just about every-
thing (82 songs in all) that 
Johnny Cash recorded in his 
three year stint with Sam Phil-
lips and "Cowboy" Jack Cle-
ment at Sun Records: released 
hits, alternate takes, demo and 
audition songs and unissued 
numbers, programmed in the 
order they were recorded. Not 
only does this show the devel-
opment of the Cash sound, it 
also reveals the trial and error 
that went into those supposed-
ly "simple" records created in 
Sun's tiny studio at 706 Union 
in Memphis. 

There's little point in discus-
sing the classics like "Hey, 
Porter!,"Cry! Cry! Cry!," "Fol-
som Prison Blues," "I Walk 
the Line," "Ballad of a Teenage 
Queen" and the rest. They've 
been analyzed, scrutinized, 
dissected and perused far too 
much already. What is fasci-
nating is to hear them within 
the broader context of Cash's 
total Sun output, to note the 
earlier alternate versions, 
some of them boasting attri-
butes and strengths equal— 
and occasionally superior to— 
the final releases. 
Much of this material has 

been re-issued, however. After 
Cash was infused into 
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ca's consciousness following 
his Folsom Prison album and 
the ABC-TV series in the late 
60s and early 70s, Sun's new 
owner Shelby Singleton re-
leased as much material on 
albums as he could: hits, out-
takes, demos and the rest, 
some overdubbed, others in 
the original raw form. Here, 
most of it is clean and unadul-
terated, in flawless monaural 
sound. 
From the first two numbers, 

audition recordings done late 
in 1954 before Phillips signed 
him, it was obvious Cash's 
musical direction was coming 
together. The first two songs, 
"Wide Open Road," and 
"You're My Baby," show an 
inexperienced, but clearly ori-
ginal style, remindful of the 
sparse, unadorned styles of 
Ernest Tubb and Jimmie 
Skinner, yet younger and 
more modern with a strong 
emphasis on rhythm. There 
are nearly a dozen audition 
numbers, some with the Ten-

nessee Two (Luther Perkins, 
guitar and Marshall Grant, 
bass), and a version of "Wide 
Open Road." featuring the elu-
sive steel guitarist and early 
band member A.W. "Red" 
Kernodle, whose colorless 
playing added little. This cut 
provides an insight into how 
the group sounded before Ker-
nodle wisely pulled out, prior 
to their first formal session. 
Cash originally had his 

sights set on being a gospel 
singer, but he set to giving 
Phillips what he wanted when 
auditioning, and some tracks 
show him still finding himself. 
The first demo of "Folsom 
Prison" shows the arrange-
ment pretty well set, but Cash 
sings it in a higher pitch, with 
a mournful voice. Though it's 
not as good as the final 
version, it shows his interest 
in experimenting. Finally we 
come to the May and July 
1955 sessions that produced 
"Hey, Porter!" and "Cry! Cry! 
Cry!" By then the famous 

boom-chucka/slapback 
was complete, and Cash a gb. 
creating some of his most im-
portant work, including the 
still-infectious "Luther Played 
the Boogie," "So Doggone 
Lonesome" and the powerful 
"Mean-Eyed Cat." 

That's the direction the rest 
of the album takes: many 
gems, some rougher than 
others, few truly bad and all 
interesting. A powerful 1955 
cover of Marty Robbins' "I 
Couldn't Keep From Crying," 
long a Cash favorite, boasts an 
austere stateliness. "New Mex-
ico," cut the same year, was 
his first recorded western bal-
lad, the beginning of that very 
important side of Cash's musi-
cal interest which he later 
explored in greater depth on 
Columbia. His original demo 
of "Rock 'N Roll Ruby" is hard-
ly earthshaking, but showed 
his empathy for rockabilly, 
though the song wasn't really 
suited to his own style. An 
alternate 1956 take of "Get 
Rhythm" has even greater 
drive than the hit version. But 
for Luther's ill-focused solo, it 
was superior to the released 
take, and argues against the 
conclusion reached by authors 
of the book included with this 
collection, Martin Hawkins 
and Colin Escott, that Cash 
was not a strong rocker. He 
could rock, but on his own 
terms. 
Another surprise is the early 

appearance of "One More 
Ride" in a partial take, a num-
ber that showed up on his 
debut album on Columbia in 
1958. Late in 1956 he recorded 
"Goodbye, Little Darling" and 
Leon Payne's "I Love You Be-
cause" with Jerry Lee on piano. 
This marked the beginning of 
the use of additional musicians 
to augment the Tennessee 
Two, a trend later spurred by 
Jack Clement on tunes like 
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ilk. Boy," sung alone 
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Of c guitar backing 

was working more 
41-37 with Clement by late 

57, and the choirs, piano 
and drums became more pro-
nounced in the final year of his 
Sun contract, anticipating his 
elaborate Columbia produc-
tions of the sixties. In fact, the 
prospect of moving to Colum-
bia was on Cash's mind as h ? 
rushed to fulfill his obligations 
to Sun before the contract ex-
pired. Clement was running 
the show by then, as shown on 
later tunes like "I Guess 
Things Happen That Way," 
"Ballad of a Teenage Queen" 
and his final Sun recording, 
"Down the Street to 301." The 
effectiveness of using added 
voices remains debatable. Es-
cott and Hawkins note that 
Cash returned to the sparse 
sound on the early Columbia 
recordings, but in fact Cash 
and his producer Don Law 
tended to augment if they felt 
it worthwhile ("Ira Hayes" be-
ing one notable example). To 
this day Cash continues to do 
so, evidenced by his larger 
backup group 
The album also reveals fas-

cinating snatches of Cash in 
the studio, blowing takes and 
at least once losing patience 
with Luther. "What're you 
doin', Luther? What're you 
doin'? Key of A, please!" he 
snaps when Perkins wanders 
out of the key on an outtake of 
"Always Alone." The album 
also testifies to the way John, 
Luther and Marshall turned 
their rudimentary musician-
ship to their advantage, form-
ing the distinctive, lean Cash 
sound of necessity, and crea-
ting strength from some con-
siderable technical limita-
tions. 
Not enough can be said 

about the packaging of this 
five album collection. The box 
s beautifully designed, and 
each individual album sleeve 
contains minutely detailed 

Record Reviews 

notes on each individual num-
ber. The 33-page album-sized 
book is superbly organized. 
Not only is it packed with rare 
photos, ads and other Cash 
ephemera: as with the Perkins 
and Lewis sets, Escott and 
Hawkins, the foremost author-
ities on Sun, have really done 
their homework. Unlike so 
many European country and 
rockábilly authorities who 
substitute idolatry for accu-
racy and minimize insight in 
their liner notes, Escott and 
Hawkins prefer exhaustive, 
unrelenting research, resul-
ting in a near-complete discog-
raphy and a fascinating narra-
tive. 
That Cash has retained his 

musical vision over three dec-
ades is itself amazing, and The 
Sun Years stands as a sort of 
life achievement, overwhelm-
ing in its power, that reveals 
its treasures slowly. As Merle 
Travis once said of Cash, "He's 
definite. Even though he's a 
kaleidoscope of a thousand dif-
ferent ideas, he's a straight 
line." —RICH KIENZLE 

David Allan Coe 
Just Divorced 
CBS 39269 

Hank Williams, Jr. 
Major Moves 
Warner WB-25088 

Basically, these albums by 
two of country music's 

most consistent artists cover 
the same topic: Women, subset 
Problems With, subsubset I'm 
Left, You're Right, She's Gone. 
From the standpoint of the 

music, they're both pretty good 
albums. Both Hank Williams, 
Jr. and David Allan Coe still 
understand what country mu-
sic is all about. Both are excel-
lent songwriters and both are 
willing to experiment, reach 
out and try something new or 
rework something old into 
something new. In Major 
Moves, Hank Jr. continues and 
refines his fascination with 
both the blues and early rock 
and roll. In Just Divorced, 

David dabbles in bluegrass 
and even hardcore pop produc-
tion ("Mona Lisa Lost Her 
Smile" could be cut "as is" by 
Kenny Rogers). 
As far as emotional content, 

though, I'll have to take Hank 
Jr. The message of Just Di-
vorced is pure unleavened des-
pair, my baby done left me 
and I feel like homemade.... 
The emotions are real enough— 
David's personal life has been 

translated almost entirely to 
vinyl—but there's just too 
much here. Even the songs 
thrown in to lighten the album 
up—"It's Great To Be Single 
Again," for example—are so 
determinedly cheery that they 
almost make you feel worse 
about the boy's mental plight. 
Despair wears poorly on 

vinyl. If you don't believe that, 
play "I'm So Lonesome I Could 
Cry" five or six times, then see 
if you don't want to go out and 
buy a bottle of cheap wine to 
drink yourself numb. 
Hank Jr.'s worldview is a 

little different, not necessarily 
any less bitter, but maybe a 
little less glum. In a spoken 
intro to the album's excellent 
blues medley, Hank Jr. says, 
"You know, I ain't crazy about 
nothing but women, money 
and the blues." Sure, it's cyni-
cal, but at least he ain't pound-
ing his head on the wall. 
The opening song is "All My 

Rowdy Friends Are Coming 
Over Tonight," an obvious— 
and effective—play on his hit 
single "All My Rowdy Friends 
Have Settled Down." When 
his woman done left him, 
Hank Jr. is more interested in 
boogying than weeping, a 
point he emphatically makes 
in the next song, Eric Clapton's 
old "Promises," one of the more 

bitter statements about wom-
en in popular music. 
The blues medley is great, 

and there's a pretty funny song 
about videotapes. The great 
thing about Hank Jr. is he 
doesn't necessarily write about 
what everybody else in Nash-
ville is grinding out this week. 
It's tough, though, to retain 
the kind of cutting edge Hank 
Jr. has at his best. 

This seems to be an espe-
cially tough time for men and 
women, and these tough times 
are reflected in popular music. 
To a large extent, both of these 
albums are characterized by 
bitterness, David's tinged with 
despair, Hank Jr.'s with anger. 
The problem seems to be not 
that a man can't find a perfect 
relationship with a woman, 
but that men and women can't 
sustain any relationship at all. 
It's interesting to compare 
both of these albums with the 
glut of ballads from Nash-
ville's female vocalists, most of 
which sound as if their lyrics 
were taken from the latest 
romance best-seller. Kinda 
makes you wonder if men and 
women are really members of 
the same species. 

—MICHAEL BANE 

Ray Charles 
Do I Ever Cross 
Your Mind 
Columbia PC38090 

This is Ray Charles's second 
album for CBS's Nashville 

record division. His first, the 
1983 Wish You Were Here 
Tonight, marked a conscious 
decision on his part to go after 
what he called "the actual 
country & western sound" 
(which was not an unusual 
musical objective for the man 
who popularized such country-
blues hits of yesteryear as "I 
Can't Stop Loving You" and 
"You Don't Know Me"). 

In this regard, Wish You 
Were Here Tonight was a noble 
and passably successful exper-
iment. The album included 
surprisingly straightforward 
renditions of country blues and 
ballads written by the likes of 
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"Home of the Blues." We also 
get a jolt with Cash's rough 
1957 recording of the previous-
ly unknown "Leave That Junk 
Alone," a bluesy, anti-booze 
number and the original demo 
of "Country Boy," sung alone 
with acoustic guitar backing. 
Cash was working more 

closely with Clement by late 
1957, and the choirs, piano 
and drums became more pro-
nounced in the final year of his 
Sun contract, anticipating his 
elaborate Columbia produc-
tions of the sixties. In fact, the 
prospect of moving to Colum-
bia was on Cash's mind as he 
rushed to fulfill his obligations 
to Sun before the contract ex-
pired. Clement was running 
the show by then, as shown on 
later tunes like "I Guess 
Things Happen That Way," 
"Ballad of a Teenage Queen" 
and his final Sun recording, 
"Down the Street to 301." The 
effectiveness of using added 
voices remains debatable. Es-
cott and Hawkins note that 
Cash returned to the sparse 
sound on the early Columbia 
recordings, but in fact Cash 
and his producer Don Law 
tended to augment if they felt 
it worthwhile ("Ira Hayes" be-
ing one notable example). To 
this day Cash continues to do 
so, evidenced by his larger 
backup group. 
The album also reveals fas-

cinating snatches of Cash in 
the studio, blowing takes and 
at least once losing patience 
with Luther. "What're you 
doin', Luther? What're you 
doin'? Key of A, please!" he 
snaps when Perkins wanders 
out of the key on an outtake of 
"Always Alone." The album 
also testifies to the way John, 
Luther and Marshall turned 
their rudimentary musician-
ship to their advantage, form-
ing the distinctive, lean Cash 
sound of necessity, and crea-
ting strength from some con-
siderable technical limita-
tions. 
Not enough can be said 

about the packaging of this 
five album collection. The box 
is beautifully designed, and 
each individual album sleeve 
contains minutely detailed 

notes on each individual num-
ber. The 33-page album-sized 
book is superbly organized. 
Not only is it packed with rare 
photos, ads and other Cash 
ephemera; as with the Perkins 
and Lewis sets, Escott and 
Hawkins, the foremost author-
ities on Sun, have really done 
their homework. Unlike so 
many European country and 
rockábilly authorities who 
substitute idolatry for accu-
racy and minimize insight in 
their liner notes, Escott and 
Hawkins prefer exhaustive, 
unrelenting research, resul-
ting in a near-complete discog-
raphy and a fascinating narra-
tive. 
That Cash has retained his 

musical vision over three dec-
ades is itself amazing, and The 
Sun Years stands as a sort of 
life achievement, overwhelm-
ing in its power, that reveals 
its treasures slowly. As Merle 
Travis once said of Cash, "He's 
definite. Even though he's a 
kaleidoscope of a thousand dif-
ferent ideas, he's a straight 
line." —RICH KIENZLE 

David Allan Coe 
Just Divorced 
CBS 39269 

Hank Williams, Jr. 
Major Moves 
il'amer WB-25088 

Basically, these albums by 
two of country music's 

most consistent artists cover 
the same topic: Women, subset 
Problems With, subsubset I'm 
Left, You're Right, She's Gone. 
From the standpoint of the 

music, they're both pretty good 
albums. Both Hank Williams, 
Jr. and David Allan Coe still 
understand what country mu-
sic is all about. Both are excel-
lent songwriters and both are 
willing to experiment, reach 
out and try something new or 
rework something old into 
something new. In Major 
Moves, Hank Jr. continues and 
refines his fascination with 
both the blues and early rock 
and roll. In Just Divorced, 

David dabbles in bluegrass 
and even hardcore pop produc-
tion ("Mona Lisa Lost Her 
Smile" could be cut "as is" by 
Kenny Rogers). 
As far as emotional content, 

though, I'll have to take Hank 
Jr. The message of Just Di-
vorced is pure unleavened des-
pair, my baby done left me 
and I feel like homemade.... 
The emotions are real enough— 
David's personal life has been 

translated almost entirely to 
vinyl—but there's just too 
much here. Even the songs 
thrown in to lighten the album 
up—"It's Great To Be Single 
Again," for example—are so 
determinedly cheery that they 
almost make you feel worse 
about the boy's mental plight. 
Despair wears poorly on 

vinyl. If you don't believe that, 
play "I'm So Lonesome I Could 
Cry" five or six times, then see 
if you don't want to go out and 
buy a bottle of cheap wine to 
drink yourself numb. 
Hank Jr.'s worldview is a 

little different, not necessarily 
any less bitter, but maybe a 
little less glum. In a spoken 
intro to the album's excellent 
blues medley, Hank Jr. says, 
"You know, I ain't crazy about 
nothing but women, money 
and the blues." Sure, it's cyni-
cal, but at least he ain't pound-
ing his head on the wall. 
The opening song is "All My 

Rowdy Friends Are Coming 
Over Tonight," an obvious— 
and effective—play on his hit 
single "All My Rowdy Friends 
Have Settled Down." When 
his woman done left him, 
Hank Jr. is more interested in 
boogying than weeping, a 
point he emphatically makes 
in the next song, Eric Clapton's 
old "Promises," one of the more 

bitter statements about wom-
en in popular music. 
The blues medley is great, 

and there's a pretty funny song 
about videotapes. The great 
thing about Hank Jr. is he 
doesn't necessarily write about 
what everybody else in Nash-
ville is grinding out this week. 
It's tough, though, to retain 
the kind of cutting edge Hank 
Jr. has at his best. 

This seems to be an espe-
cially tough time for men and 
women, and these tough times 
are reflected in popular music. 
To a large extent, both of these 
albums are characterized by 
bitterness, David's tinged with 
despair, Hank Jr.'s with anger. 
The problem seems to be not 
that a man can't find a perfect 
relationship with a woman, 
but that men and women can't 
sustain any relationship at all. 
It's interesting to compare 
both of these albums with the 
glut of ballads from Nash-
ville's female vocalists, most of 
which sound as if their lyrics 
were taken from the latest 
romance best-seller. Kinda 
makes you wonder if men and 
women are really members of 
the same species. 

—MICHAEL BANE 

Ray Charles 
Do I Ever Cross 
Your Mind 
Columbia FC38990 

This is Ray Charles's second 
album for CBS's Nashville 

record division. His first, the 
1983 Wish You Were Here 
Tonight, marked a conscious 
decision on his part to go after 
what he called "the actual 
country & western sound" 
(which was not an unusual 
musical objective for the man 
who popularized such country-
blues hits of yesteryear as "I 
Can't Stop Loving You" and 
"You Don't Know Me"). 

In this regard, Wish You 
Were Here Tonight was a noble 
and passably successful exper-
iment. The album included 
surprisingly straightforward 
renditions of country blues and 
ballads written by the likes of 
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Johnny Cash and 
The Tennessee Two 
The Sun Years 
Charly S101 Box 103 

ven if you have them all— 
El the Shelby Singleton Sun 
Original Golden Hits series, 
the reproductions of original 
Sun albums or any of the doz-
ens of Sun repackages that 
bloat $3.99 budget bins across 
the country, you're not excused 
from getting this one. Like the 
Sun boxes on Carl Perkins 
and Jerry Lee Lewis, this one 
assembles just about every-
thing (82 songs in all) that 
Johnny Cash recorded in his 
three year stint with Sam Phil-
lips and "Cowboy" Jack Cle-
ment at Sun Records: released 
hits, alternate takes, demo and 
audition songs and unissued 
numbers, programmed in the 
order they were recorded. Not 
only does this show the devel-
opment of the Cash sound, it 
also reveals the trial and error 
that went into those supposed-
ly "simple" records created in 
Sun's tiny studio at 706 Union 
in Memphis. 

There's little point in discus-
sing the classics like "Hey, 
Porten" "Cry! Cry! Cry!,"Fol-
som Prison Blues," "I Walk 
the Line,"Ballad of a Teenage 
Queen" and the rest. They've 
been analyzed, scrutinized, 
dissected and perused far too 
much already. What is fasci-
nating is to hear them within 
the broader context of Cash's 
total Sun output, to note the 
earlier alternate versions, 
some of them boasting attri-
butes and strengths equal— 
and occasionally superior to— 
the final releases. 
Much of this material has 

been re-issued, however. After 
Cash was infused into Ameri-
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ca's consciousness following 
his Folsom Prison album and 
the ABC-TV series in the late 
60s and early 70s, Sun's new 
owner Shelby Singleton re-
leased as much material on 
albums as he could: hits, out-
takes, demos and the rest, 
some overdubbed, others in 
the original raw form. Here, 
most of it is clean and unadul-
terated, in flawless monaural 
sound. 
From the first two numbers, 

audition recordings done late 
in 1954 before Phillips signed 
him, it was obvious Cash's 
musical direction was coming 
together. The first two songs, 
"Wide Open Road," and 
"You're My Baby," show an 
inexperienced, but clearly ori-
ginal style, remindful of the 
sparse, unadorned styles of 
Ernest Tubb and Jimmie 
Skinner, yet younger and 
more modern with a strong 
emphasis on rhythm. There 
are nearly a dozen audition 
numbers, some with the Ten-

nessee Two (Luther Perkins, 
guitar and Marshall Grant, 
bass), and a version of "Wide 
Open Road," featuring the elu-
sive steel guitarist and early 
band member A.W. "Red" 
Kernodle, whose colorless 
playing added little. This cut 
provides an insight into how 
the group sounded before Ker-
nodle wisely pulled out, prior 
to their first formal session. 
Cash originally had his 

sights set on being a gospel 
singer, but he set to giving 
Phillips what he wanted when 
auditioning, and some tracks 
show him still finding himself. 
The first demo of "Folsom 
Prison" shows the arrange-
ment pretty well set, but Cash 
sings it in a higher pitch, with 
a mournful voice. Though it's 
not as good as the final 
version, it shows his interest 
in experimenting. Finally we 
come to the May and July 
1955 sessions that produced 
"Hey, Porter!" and "Cry! Cry! 
Cry!" By then the famous 

boom-chucka/slapback sound 
was complete, and Cash began 
creating some of his most im-
portant work, including the 
still-infectious "Luther Played 
the Boogie," "So Doggone 
Lonesome" and the powerful 
"Mean-Eyed Cat." 

That's the direction the rest 
of the album takes: many 
gems, some rougher than 
others, few truly bad and all 
interesting. A powerful 1955 
cover of Marty Robbins' "I 
Couldn't Keep From Crying," 
long a Cash favorite, boasts an 
austere stateliness. "New Mex-
ico," cut the same year, was 
his first recorded western bal-
lad, the beginning of that very 
important side of Cash's musi-
cal interest which he later 
explored in greater depth on 
Columbia. his original demo 
of "Rock 'N Roll Ruby" is hard-
ly earthshaking, but showed 
his empathy for rockabilly, 
though the song wasn't really 
suited to his own style. An 
alternate 1956 take of "Get 
Rhythm" has even greater 
drive than the hit version. But 
for Luther's ill-focused solo, it 
was superior to the released 
take, and argues against the 
conclusion reached by authors 
of the book included with this 
collection, Martin Hawkins 
and Colin Escott, that Cash 
was not a strong rocker. He 
could rock, but on his own 
terms. 

Another surprise is the early 
appearance of "One More 
Ride" in a partial take, a num-
ber that showed up on his 
debut album on Columbia in 
1958. Late in 1956 he recorded 
"Goodbye, Little Darling" and 
Leon Payne's "I Love You Be-
cause" with Jerry Lee on piano. 
This marked the beginning of 
the use of additional musicians 
to augment the Tennessee 
Two, a trend later spurred by 
Jack Clement on tunes like 
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George Jones, Merle Haggard 
and Sonny Throckmorton. 
And it featured accompani-
ment by a group of top Nash-
ville session musicians (who 
overdubbed their parts in 
Nashville, under Charles' su-
pervision after he'd recorded 
the vocals and basic instru-
mental tracks in his Los Ange-
les studio). 
On Do I Erer Cross Your 

Mind, Charles has again paid 
tribute to the country mold, 
but this time only in passing, 
really. Gone are the sort of 
slightly self-conscious efforts 
to submerge his unique vocal 
style into this genre, which 
marred Wish You Were Here 
Ton ight. On the new album, he 
does offer an intriguingly 
changed-up version of Gary 
Paxton's "Woman, Sensuous 
Woman" (a song which, I 
might note, was first popular-
ized by Don Gibson, the same 
man who wrote "I Can't Stop 
Loving You," immortalized by 
Charles some two decades 
ago). "I Had It All" is a lively 
country-bluesy ballad of a fall-
en music star who seems to 
revel in the dizzy uneveness of 
his professional life; and it is 
also the kind of song that 
should garner some airplay on 
country stations. 

Apparently, Charles (who 
both produced and engineered 
on this outing) followed pretty 
much the same Los Angeles-
to-Nashville recording proce-
dure that he utilized last time 
around. Once again, the taste-
ful licks of tried-and-true 
Nashville session pickers like 
Buddy Spicher, Terry McMil-
lan, Buddy Emmons and Phil 
Baugh can be heard through-
out. 

Overall, however, the end 
result this time is much more 

fully realized and eminently 
more satisfying to listen to 
than his first effort. Charles 
has chosen songs here that are 
more appropriate vehicles for 
his free-flowing rhythm and 
blues soulfulness and his ex-
pansive, jazzy inflections, as 
well as for all those other start-
ling vocal attributes of his 
which literally redefined the 
precepts and set the standards 
for much of popular American 
music of the 1950s and 1960s. 
I mean, just listen to him sing 
the soulful "Do I Ever Cross 
Your Mind," the sleazy-rollick-
ing "All I Wanta Do (Is Lay 
Around and Love You)", or 
the melancholy "Love of My 
Life." What you are hearing is 
the sound of "The Master" at 
work. Like icing on a cake, 
he's even got the Raellettes 
backing him on two tracks— 
and my, my! When those 
women start singing, it's defi-
nitely "chill bump" time! 

Ironically, there is a strong 
possibility that the best cuts 
on this album will end up 
getting more airplay on R&B 
and contemporary black sta-
tions than they will on your 
average country station, which 
would be a shame. A crime 
almost! Charles is, after all, 
one of the true musical pio-
neers who broke down the 
strict racial barriers in popu-
lar music of the past decades 
and, in the process, influenced 
just about every country singer 
who's since stepped up to a 
microphone. It would be un-
just and unfortunate if a whole 
new generation of listeners 
(either white or black) should 
miss a chance to savor the 
genius of one of America's 
great vocal talents who has re-
emerged on this album in such 
full splendor. —BOB ALLEN 

Jerry Lee Lewis 
I Am What I Am 
MCA5478 

W ith all the other crosses 
he's had to bear lately, 

I'm glad I can spare Jerry Lee 
Lewis the added indignity of a 
negative record review. This 

may not be prime Jerry Lee, 
but it certainly hangs together 
better than I expected. 
I was expecting less because 

he's been so unimpressive the 
times I've seen him since he 
got out of the hospital a couple 
of years back. It's not simply 
that he had slowed down— 
that was necessary and wholly 
understandable, even if his 
rock material suffered for it. 
The real reason was that Jerry 
Lee didn't seem to be into his 
performance all that much; 
his attention seemed else-
where. Now, after the death of 
his wife and the ensuing 
charges and denials, with his 
tax problems and his own most 
recent overdose, I'd expect him 
to be more distracted than 
ever. So when I picked up an 
album that listed two key-
board players (David Briggs 
and Pig Robbins) besides the 

' 

Killer, I was expecting the 
worst. 
But Jerry Lee's strategy 

(undoubtedly shared, if not 
conceived, by producer Ron 
Chancey) proves a wise one: 
de-emphasize the rockers al-
most entirely and lean on the 
ballads. Somehow, the less 
frenzied Jerry Lee translates 
to record better than it does to 
the stage. 
Not that he's what you call a 

new man—"Honky Tonk 
Heart" is exactly the kind of 
country ballad virtually no-
body else does these days, and 
it's reassuring to know Jerry 
Lee still remembers. I could 
do without "Candy Kisses," but 
"Send Me the Pillow That You 
Dream On" is an effective 
enough cover, as is "I'm Look-
ing Over a Four Leaf Clover" 
(except for the feeble piano). 
"Careless Hands" offers a 

characteristic mix of admoni-
tion and regret, and "Only 
You" is the kind of Fifties rock 
ballad he can still stamp out in 
his own mold despite Chan-
cey's superfluous strings and 
backup voices. 
What's happening here is 

the exact opposite of those con-
certs I described; Jerry Lee 
has his heart in this album 
even if the chops (vocal and 
piano) aren't always there. It's 
not surprising, then, that the 
trademark middle-age song 
this time ("That Was the Way 
It Was," with Jerry Lee in-
voking the names of Elvis and 
James Dean as well as his 
own) is both nostalgic and a 
little bit morbid. And finally, 
this album also has one of his 
trademark I-am-what-I-am 
songs. Appropriately enough, 
it's called "I Am What I Am," 
and Jerry Lee's whiskey-
drenched voice is in fine fettle. 
The song insists on the Killer's 
affinity for both rock and coun-
try, as this type of song always 
does. It may not be entirely 
true this time; based on this 
sample, rockin' Jerry Lee is to 
some extent a thing of the 
past. But, even so, this album 
proves that such a turn of 
events offers its own rewards. 

—JOHN MORTHLAND 

Conway Twitty 
By Heart 
Warner Bros. 1-2.5078 

Old Bedroom Throat is back, 
and the throat still works. 

Conway fans knew their boy 
hadn't gone permanently to 
lunch in Twittybirdland when 
he perpetrated that Merry 
Twismas album last holiday 
season (Conway's always doing 
things like that), and they were 
right; what we have here is a 
typical modern grown-up Con-
way product, all about love. 
Our Senior Sultan of the 
Sheets is riding again, and the 
throat work is serious. 

Before we go any further. 
let us understand that Con-
way's throat is one of country's 
great distinctive instruments, 
and that Conway himself is a 
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major stylist who can really 
put it across. I mean, he bends 
those notes with the very best 
of them, and it's a thrill to hear 
him slide slowly around a 
smartly, classically construct-
ed country heart song like this 
album's "I've Never Had It 
Bad." He nails that song, no 
doubt about it. Conway can 
sing. 
On the other hand, he does 

like to growl. It's his trade-

mark, that throaty little come-
on purr. He's a tiger, our Sul-
tan, and three tracks on from 
"I've Never Had It Bad" he's 
growling lewdly at a bored-
housewife-doing-laundry-in-
the-basement (thank you, Billy 
Sherrill), suggesting quite 
explicitly that what she needs 
is a "Bad Boy" like him. Now, 
that's just dandy if you can 
really identify with Conway 
as a "bad boy," if you can 
real ly see him burning rubber 
at the Ramada Inn, if you can 
really feel his hot-punk appeal. 
If you can't—if you find the 
distance between Conway in 
'84 and, say, Johnny Rodri-
guez in '76 a trifle forbidding 
—then it doesn't quite ring 
your bell. Personally, I have to 
admit that while the housewife 
in me may be bored, she is 
pretty impervious to the 
charm of our sultry Sultan's 
strutting schtiek. Conway 
sounds a lot better when he's 
in love than when he's in heat. 
Between the gentle singer's 

skill of "I've Never Had It 
Bad" and the silly steamed-up 
funk of "Bad Boy," By Heart 
noodles around pleasantly 
enough (Conway is never hard 
to listen to) but to no great 
purpose. There's a Harlan 
Howard song in which the 
moon confesses that contrary 

to popular wisdom it doesn't 
know a thing about love, but 
maybe the song isn't cute 
enough. There's a clever twist 
of metaphor to "A Hard Act to 
Follow," but it comes too late. 
There are two numbers which 
have some of the feeling of 
"I've Never Had It Bad," but 
they sound a little too much 
like many other neat and tidy 
Nashville love tunes. 
Given that Conway really 

isn't at all hard to listen to 
throughout this album, the 
conclusion must be that By 
Heart is a strictly conventional 
modern Nashville album in 
that we're talking "material 
problems" here, folks (and 
while we're at it, we might as 
well mention that the term 
"predictable" is woefully in-
adequate when applied to the 
arrangements; how about 
"mind-numbing"?). Conway 
ought to sing better real love 
songs. Someone get Conway 
some songs! Challenge that 
throat! — PATRICK CARR 

Johnny Rodriguez 
Foolin' With Fire 
Epic FE 39172 

Well now, here we have 
MI some progress. Young 
Johnny Rod, having spent sev-
eral years in the booze and 
cocaine badlands and returned 
to the fold with both a confes-
sion and a comeback album 
about a year ago, has now 
emerged with a singing char-
acter about as chewed-up and 
experienced as he himself 
must be. This means that his 
new album has coherence and 
integrity—nobody's pretend-
ing much—and that we have 
among us another fully quali-
fied, operational honky tonk 
singer. 

This sad character (who can, 
of course, be beautiful) puts 
across some good stuff. A clas-
sic drunk-in-broken-love num-
ber starts out, "Hand me 
another/I'll swallow that 
mother/Soon I'll be higher 
than the sun ever rose"—a 
pretty nifty grabber, and sung 
with feeling too—while in 

"Rose of My Heart" our man 
has delivered a genuine grade 
A-minus bouquet of a song, 
almost as pretty as pretty can 
be. "First Time Burned" and 
"Foolin' With Fire," for their 
part, have both the heart and 
the poignancy appropriate to 
the scorching-embers-of-
failed-love and love's-bridges 
burned category of songs to 
which they belong, and they're 
okay; they move, and they're 
smart. 

All the songs on this album 
are smart, in fact. There is 
even some legitimate point to 
the inclusion of an English/ 
Spanish cut of "Down in the 
Boondocks" which is slugged 
in there somewhat like a com-
mercial between the main 
events in Johnny's distinctly 
adult tournament with love 
and self; his Spanish singing 
is real sharp, slightly annoyed, 
appropriate to the spirit of the 
song, and this reminds you 
that ol' Johnny, in what has to 
be the most original "how I got 
in country music" story of our 
time, connected to the front 
rank of showbiz by getting 
caught while stealing a goat. 
Sort of a "howdy" from the 
boys in the barrio, this num-
ber. 

So as I said, this album is 
smart, but it's not that smart. 
As an album rather than a 
collection of individual songs 
it tends to recede into the 
background. I think that this 
is because the melodies of the 
songs just aren't original 
enough, and this problem is 
compounded by a kind of gen-
tility of production. There are 
no sudden shifts in the texture 
of the sound, no sharp changes 
to alert the brain out of the 
creeping hum-along effect 
which begins to take hold early 
on side one. Johnny is a very 
smooth vocalist, so maybe the 
sharp edges have to come from 
somewhere else in the produ-
cer's repertoire. Usually I like 
Ritchie Albright's production 
a lot, but not this time, and 
that's a shame. 

Still, this album has a core, 
it has a real personality. It's no 
touch-of-this, touch-of-that job, 
and it's finely made and seri-

ous. Johnny's singing, I think, 
is better than it ever was— 
cocaine has not burned his 
pipes as badly as it has burned 
others'—and he's a lot more 
interesting than he used to 
be. —PATRICK CARR 

Reba McEntire 
Just A Little Love 
MCA 54 75 

Reba McEntire sounds a 
little like a lot of other 

country singers without re-
minding me of any one of 
them in particular, and that's 
a compliment; she offers just 
the right blend of the unique 
and the familiar, so it's no 
wonder she's become identi-
fied with upstart hard-country 
singers like George Strait or 
John Anderson. 

.4040,• 

This is her first album for 
her new label, MCA, and 
there's clearly been some effort 
made by producer Norro Wil-
son to "soften" her a little bit, 
presumably for broader com-
mercial appeal; a couple of 
songs sound like they might 
have originally been intended 
for Crystal Gayle, and "If 
Only" and "He Broke Your 
Heart" suffer from excessive 
string charts. But if anyone 
can stand up to that kind of 
sweetening, it's Reba. 

So check out her exquisite 
phrasing on "Just a Little 
Love," the first hit from the 
album; she can belt a ballad 
with the best, and the way her 
voice breaks on, say, the word 
stack (from "And that stack of 
bills just won't wait") is sure to 
grab ears. "I'm Gettin' Over 
You" may be a stock ballad, 
but Reba brings to it a dis-
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quieting combination of re-
solve and vulnerability, while 
her anxious edge on "Tell Me 
What's Good About Goodbye" 
conveys much more than just 
sadness. "Poison Sugar" is a 
modern twist on the classic 
western ballad; in this case, 
the bad guy loves 'em and 
leaves 'em. "Every Second 
Someone Breaks a Heart" 
takes a particular sentiment 
and milks it for all it's worth 
by using all kinds of overblown 
analogies. With its hard, shuf-
fling beat (courtesy of drum-
mer Larrie Londin), it's a 
perfect match for Reba's full 
throaty voice. 
The album is still just a tad 

too safe; I'd like to hear Reba 
stretch out on more challeng-
ing material, because I've no 
doubt she's up to that chal-
lenge. But until then, Just A 
Little Lore offers a welcome 
shot of country soul. 

— JOHN MORTHLAND 

Mel Thus 
New Patches 
MCA5472 

Niel Till is has been heard to 
UR complain lately that no-
body in Nashville is writing 
"his" kind of song anymore—a 
simple love song, an earthy 
cheating song, a sly drinking 
song, anything like that with a 
rich melody, some memorable 
wordplay, and not too many 
chords. It's hard not to sympa-
thize with his plight, especially 
after hearing an album that 
proves his point as graphically 
as this one does. 
Both sides of New Patches 

start off fine. "Midnight Love," 
the cheating song that opens 
the album, gets a soft acoustic 
guitar intro, with the steel and 
Mel's voice both taking on fore-
boding tones that virtually ad-
vertise "Sin Here." An acoustic 
piano (no electric! no synthe-
sizer!) hammers away to pro-
vide rhythmic underpinning. 
"Texas on a Saturday Night," 
which kicks off side two, is 
recorded either live or fake-
live. It's no great piece of 
writing, but it is a bright, 

uptempo tune kicked along by 
ajaunty fiddle, with Tillis and 
Willie Nelson trading verses 
in spirited performances. 

After that, the pickings are 
slim. The title song, though a 
pretty decent piece of imagery 
and a pretty decent idea for a 
fidelity song, is not one of 
Tommy Collins' best efforts. 
Ditto for "Slow Nights," which 
is more an idea for a song than 
a good song in itself, or "Faded 

Blue," a forced metaphor that 
just doesn't gel. Others—"Al-
most Like You Never Went 
Away," "You're as Far as I 
Can See (When I Close My 
Eyes)," "Bed of Roses"—are 
too riddled with cliches, while 
"Small Change" rocks too 
woodenly. 
What we have here, in other 

words, is one of your basic old-
fashioned, two-h its-and-a-
bunch-of- filler country al-
bums. And who's to blame for 
that? Well, I hate to name 
names, but I'd be derelict in 
my duties if I didn't point out 
that nearly all these songs are 
from publishers associated 
with one Mel Tillis. I think 
Tillis knows exactly what his 
problem is when he pinpoints 
his material, so maybe he'd be 
helping himself more by look-
ing to outside writers. Failing 
that, he might consider cutting 
a live album heavy on the 
uptempo dance tunes. 

— JOHN MORTHLAND 

Pinkard & Bowden 
Writers in Dieuise 
Warner 25057-1 

L ife, the philosophers say, 
M imitates art, and art often 
imitates country music. Or 

something like that. Whatever. 
Anyway, once in a great 

rare while, a critic is privi-
leged—indeed, blessed—to 
hear a song that not only per-
fectly reflects the temper of 
the times, but touches on a 
universal truth so personal, so 
moving that he must share it 
with his readers. Cast your 
eyes, and prepare for a feast of 
the soul: 

Pre seen it all a thousand times 
And it always ends the same 

The got to he a loser 
In erery cheating game 

Some men think it's funny 
Chasing skirts and ha iinçjfun. 

But ain't nothing funny 
About a woman with a gun 

Even music critics know a 
truth when they see one. And 
so, apparently, do Sandy Pink-
ard and Richard Bowden, the 
alleged perpetrators of Writ-
ers in Disguise. Let me just 
read you some titles off the 
rest of the album: "Help Me 
Make It Through the Yard," 
"Drivin' My Wife Away," 
"Mail Order Dog,""I Lobster 
But Never Flounder," and, of 
course, the ever popular "Blue 
Hairs Driving in My Lane." 
Satire is harder to carry off 

than one might imagine. Pink-
ard and Bowden are masters 
of the song we'd all like to 
write in the shower, usually 
after hearing, say, "Islands in 
the Stream" for the four mil-
lionth time on the radio. In 
fact, fellow Country Music writ-
er Nick Tosches and I. at the 
height of popularity of the 
soppy "Blind Man in the 
Bleachers," penned our own 
song about a traveling Clorox 
salesman who didn't know his 
wife was cheatin' on him titled 
—groan—"Bleach Man in the 
Blinders." 
The best thing about this 

album is that it holds together 
very well. Satire, as a rule, 
wears out pretty quickly. But 
Pinkard and Bowden have 
worked out a formula that's 
good for a consistent giggle— 
a mix of parody songs and 
their own compositions (such 
as "Woman With a Gun" and 

"Shake a Snake," your basic 
religious ballad). They also 
have an impressive list of con-
tributors, including most of 
the laid back Los Angeles re-
cording scene (ex-Eagles, a 
Fogelberg here and there, a 
bit of Jackson Browne). David 
Carradine contributes "weird 
religious screaming on 'Shake 
A Snake.' " 
I mean, here's the bottom 

line: this is the best funny 
record since Ben Colder's 
Greatest Hits, which is another 
story altogether. 
These guys are crazy. Buy 

their record. 
—MICHAEL BANE 

Mark Gray 
Magic 
CBS FCT 39143 

Even though this album is 
Mark Gray's debut as a 

recording artist, this young 
Mississippi-born singer has 
already made his presence 
felt on the music scene. 
While still a teenager, Gray 

briefly sang and toured with 
the then all-gospel Oak Ridge 
Boys. Recently, he ended a 
three-year stint as a member 
of the group Exile. Along the 
way, he has also made a mark 
as a songwriter. His original 
compositions include hits like 
"Take Me Down" and "The 
Closer You Get" (both of which 
were number one hits for Ala-
bama), and "It Ain't Easy" 
(Janie Fricke) and "Nice Girls" 
(Melissa Manchester). 
Magic is, in fact, the sort of 

strong debut album that one 
might expect from such a sea-
soned young artist with such 
well-focused writing and sing-
ing talents. Though as a song-
writer (he co-wrote eight of 
the ten cuts on Magic) Gray 
often favors intriguing and 
sophisticated pop melodic 
structures, as a singer he is 
clearly a white boy with his 
roots dug deep into gospel and 
rhythm and blues. His husky 
voice and his confident phras-
ing give a distinct R&B flavor 
to just about everything he 
sings. His chops are put to 
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exemplary use on his rather 
memorable original, "It Ain't 
Real If It Ain't You," which 
was also his debut single. With 
his bluesy, growling voice, he 
is also capable of breathing 
new heat and fire into the old 
Bill Withers standard, "Lean 
on Me." 

Production on Magic was 
handled jointly by veteran pro-
ducer Bob Montgomery and 
Steve Buckingham. Bucking-
ham also co-wrote two of the 
songs on this album, and has 
an obvious feel for Gray's mu-
sic. In all fairness, Montgom-
ery's rather bland production 
style has, in the past, left this 
writer cold. Too much of the 
music with his fingerprints on 
it seems to leave a sweet, gooey 
aftertaste, the musical equiva-
lent of getting over-roasted 
marshmallows caught in your 
teeth. But whether the credit 
here is Montgomery's or Buck-
ingham's, the credit is cer-
tainly due. The production on 
most of the tracks on Magic is 
hard on the money. The ar-
rangements are refined, yet 
still deliver the right amount 
of grit, punch and electricity 
to complement Gray's gutsy 
vocals. 
On Magic, Mark Gray 

serves up a difficult recipe: 
pop music with a genuine, 
home-cooked R&B-country fla-
vor. It's nice to hear someone 
get the ingredients right for a 
change. — BOB ALLEN 

Mel McDaniel 
Mel McDaniel With 
Oklahoma Wind 
Capitol/EM! ST 12326 

Iorty-two-year-old Mel 
McDaniel is no spring 

chicken and no newcomer to 
the music business. In spite of 
his obvious vocal talents, he 
has spent much of the last 
decade lost in that strange 
commercial limbo that an art-
ist enters when he or she rises 
above the level of regional suc-
cess but falls short of national 
stardom. 
Though McDaniel has made 

occasional forays into the coun-

try Top Ten and landed some 
awards (including a 1978 
Bullet Award from this maga-
zine), he has unfortunately 
been stuck on a record label 
(Capitol) which, until recently 
at least, seemed to devote its 
best efforts toward keeping its 
roster of country artists a well-
guarded secret from the gen-
eral public. More often than 
not, his records were released 
with little apparent promotion 
or publicity. 
With this new album, 

McDaniel has emerged once 
again, his mellow, persuasive 
voice not only intact but com-
fortably matured. He's been 
back in the Top Ten (with the 
stirring Bob McDill song, 
"Call It Love," which opens 
this album): and for a change, 
he seems to be getting some 
back-up from his label. 
Mel McDaniel With Okla-

homa Wind is a step forward 
for this gifted veteran singer 
in yet another way. It is also 
his first outing as a producer. 
With a careful choice of mate-
rial from top writers like 
Dennis Linde, McDill, Ronnie 
Rogers and Harlan Howard 
(though Mel is a skilled writer 
himself, he is listed only as co-
writer on one cut), and the 
intelligent use of his own band, 
Oklahoma Wind, in the studio, 
he has emerged with an album 
which though not startling, is 
highly enjoyable. And, it is 
right on the mark at least 
eighty percent of the time. 

In this era of countrified 
orchestral syrup and wispy, 
tuxedoed pseudo-country sing-
ers, the sparse, unpretentious 
guitar-harmonica-piano domi-
nated arrangements on songs 
like "Where'd That Woman 
Go" and "Most of All I Remem-
ber You" are a welcome 
change, even if they do lapse 
into sameness now and again. 
Similarly pleasing are McDan-
iel's low-key, straight-ahead 
renderings of fine ballads like 
"I Call It Love," and whiskey-
tinged testimonials like "Born 
to the Night." 
From my point of view, the 

reemergence of Mel McDaniel 
is a positive sign on the hori-
zon. In this era when country 

music seems all too eager to 
lose itself in a sea of hairspray 
and sell itself down the river 
with a host of Hollywood-East 
pretensions, the determinedly 
countrified, no-nonsense ap-
proach of a solid journeyman 
singer like Mel McDaniel of-
fers a refreshing change of 
pace. It's soothing for a change, 
to hear an artist who seems to 
have no particular creative 
point to prove, no musical axe 
to grind and no overbearing 
personality or legend to try to 
live up to on vinyl. It's good to 
hear a country boy who simply 
seems interested in singing a 
good country song the way it 
was meant to be sung. 

— BOB ALLEN 

The Osmond Brothers 
One Way Rider 
Warner Bro.'. WB-2:3070 

You don't even have to wait 
for me to be interviewed 

in Playboy: Yes, I have har-
bored lustful feelings toward 
Marie Osmond. Cute little 
Marie ... woof. Sang a pretty 
good country song. too. That 
said. I'll also admit that I never 
had a thought, lustful or other-
wise, about her brothers. I'm 
afraid One Way Rider isn't 
going to change that situation 
much. 

Actually, there is nothing so 
much wrong with this album 
as there is with the present 
state of country music. One 
Way Rider follows the Kenny 
Rogers school of country music 
production, which calls for an 
album filled with soupy love 
ballads overproduced to the 
point of parody. Now that I'm 
through stamping my little 

foot in irritation. I suppose I 
should mention that this stuff 
sells: most of the charts are 
dominated by overwrought 
ballads by sincere-sounding 
male singers. 
I admit to being at a loss to 

understand this phenomenon. 
There's a strong sense of self-
flagellation in these songs in 
general and on this particular 
Osmond Brothers album. Un-
like the old kick-over-the-bar-
stool days of Webb Pierce, 
today's country man seems on 
the verge of tears all the time. 
He's sensitive, vulnerable and 
probably sips white wine cool-
ers while his little darlin' 
hustles rodeo cowboys. I real-
ize that some of the largest 
social movements of the last 
ten years may have washed 
over my head, but I just can't 
believe that today's modern 
woman is looking for men who 
cry in their Perrier water. 
Okay, okay, about this al-

bum. Jim Ed Norman's pro-
duction is seamless, as original 
as vanilla custard and slicker 
than a greased Billy Sherrill. 
There are even a couple of 
good songs on the record—the 
title cut, Rodney Crowell's 
"One Way Rider" and "You Be 
the Judge"—but it's hard to 
tell. None of this is to single 
out the Osmond Brothers: the 
album really is better than 
most of the sludge that passes 
for country music these days. 
The problem is a crucial lack 
of vision, an unwillingness on 
the part of someone to step 
away from formula music. The 
most sure-fire formula and 
finest production values in 
Music City still don't add up to 
good music. 
By the way, guys—hear 

much from your sister? 
— MICHAEL BANE 

Vern Gosdin 
There Is A Season 
Cornpleat CPL-1-1008 

Not only is Vern Gosdin back 
in full force on this solid 

new album, which is his second 
for Compleat, a Nashville-
based, independent record la-
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bel, he is back this time with 
two illustrious musical guests— 
one of them predictable, the 
other not so predictable. 

There Is A Season opens on 
side one with a stirring rendi-
tion of the old Pete Seeger/ 
Byrds adaptation of the tradi-
tional "(To Everything There 
Is a Season) Turn, Turn, 
Turn." On this cut, Gosdin 
gets some inspired accompani-
ment from ex-Byrd Roger 
McGuinn, who lays down the 
same familiar guitar riffs and 
harmony vocals that he used 
some fifteen years ago on his 
group's own enduring version 
of this song. 

On "Love Me Right to the 
End," the second cut on side 
one, Emmylou Harris (who 
sang an ethereal duet with 
Gosdin on his first big hit, 
"Hangin' On," in 1976) contri-
butes some lovely double-
tracked harmonies. 
But it is only as one works 

through the remaining eight 
cuts on There Is A Season that 
one gets to the album's real 
high points. These come when 
Gosdin digs unaccompanied 
into the sort of soul-shatter-
ingly painful laments which 
are his true forte. On his own 
co-written originals like "Dead 
From the Heart on Down" 
(which is possibly the most 
mournful country song since 
"He Stopped Loving Her To-
day"), "How Can I Believe In 
You (When You'll Be Leaving 
Me)," or the bluegrass/gospel-
flavored "Stone -Cold Heart," 
he conjures up the emotions of 
a man who has not only lost 
his love but had his very 
faith in existence shaken to 
the foundation as well. Though 
Gosdin's voice lacks the start-
ling range or precision of say, 

a George Jones or a Merle 
Haggard, there are few others 
who can so effectively evoke a 
feeling of sadness so deep that 
it is almost metaphysical in its 
proportions. 

Gosdin's vocal performances 
on these latter three songs are, 
in fact, so outstanding that 
they are—the contributions of 
his illustrious and talented 
guests notwithstanding— 
worth the price of the album 
alone. — BOB ALLEN 

Atlanta 
Pict ¿firs 
MCA 5463 

omehow I blame it all on 
the slow suburbanization 

and cultural homogenization 
of the American landscape. It 
is from this, I feel, that the 
nation's deepening fascination 
with regionalism and rural 
authenticity flows, as well as 
its apparent hunger for pasto-
ral nostalgia. 

Well, sure enough, the ole 
boys down south have gotten 
real good at healing the rest of 
the country's spiritual malaise 
in this regard: they've gotten 
real slick at manipulating the 
popular myths of " Dixieland" 
and bottling up new musical 
elixirs that reek of this "au-
thenticity." and huckstering 
them to the rest of the country, 
as if they were so many vials of 
some weird snake-oil patent 
medicine. And as a result, we 
now have a seemingly endless 
string of "nuevo" country-rock 
bands inundating us with all 
manner of banjo-fiddle-guitar-
accompanied ditties about 
clear water and fresh moun-
tains: skipping rocks down at 
the reservoir on Saturday 
night: and "Gee, ain't things 
great down south of the Ma-
son-Dixon Line"—to the point 
of tedium. 
As part of this trend, enter 

Atlanta, yet another new 
group named after a promi-
nent myth-tinged state or 
municipality out of the Old 
Confederacy. It is more than 
mere coincidence that Atlanta 
was conceived, hand-tailored 

and put together by Larry 
McBride, the very same im-
presario who helped launch 
the group Alabama to fame 
before parting ways with them 
in a flurry of acrimony and 
litigation. 
Under other circumstances, 

it would perhaps be less than 
fair to draw comparisons be-
tween Atlanta and Alabama. 
But since McBride and the 
members of Atlanta them-
selves have now and then taken 
up the call to do this, it's open 
season. (For one thing, it's been 
pointed out by someone in the 
Atlanta camp that, unlike Ala-
bama, the members of this 
band all play their own instru-
ments on their records: and 
that would surely mean some-
thing—if they played them 
well enough to really make a 
difference.) 
What we find here. on Pie-

toms. Atlanta's debut album, 
is a large, energetic but un-
wieldy band (nine men; all of 
them lead singers—why does 
any band need nine lead sing-
ers!?) which seems to have 
built its style around high-
decibel, multi-harmony over-
kill. 

Atlanta's music, for the most 
part, is cast in an inoffensive. 
vocally polished country-pop 
style. ( I'm reminded of Kenny 
Rogers and The First Edition 
now and then when listening 
to them.) Though their songs 
are peppered here and there 
with the sort of bad theatrics 
one associates with a high 
school play, their music seems 
calculated to please—custom-
built for shipment straight out 
to radio land: bland and inof-
fensive enough to serve as 
background music in a Pepsi 
commercial. 

I've got no quarrel with this, 
per se. If this is what people 
want to hear, then let them 
have it. But somehow it seems 
a shame—a crime against na-
ture, perhaps—that such un-
original and blatantly com-
mercial fodder as Atlanta's 
"Sweet Country Music (Clean 
Mountain Air)" and "Dixie 
Dreamin" (songs which pale 
beside great Randy Owen/ 
Alabama compositions like 

"My Home's in Alabama" or 
"Tennessee River") should clog 
the airwaves when the music of 
more obscure southern music 
geniuses like Norman Blake. 
J. J. Cale, and the North Caro-
lina-based Supergrit Cowboy 
Band goes virtually unheard 
on contemporary radio. 

But what is most bother-
some—despite Atlanta's fine 
harmonies and occasionally in-
ventive instrumental and 
songwriting licks—is the de-
gree of unabashed calculation 
that seems to have gone into 
the music on Pid l'Uti. Not 
only are there overly contrived 
evocations of nostalgia like 
"Dixie Dreamin— and "Sweet 
Country Music." (They even 
break into a chorus of "Will 
The Circle Be Unbroken" in 
the midst of this last number. 
Spare me!) There are also not 
one. but two ( well, actually 
three if you count "Atlanta 
Burned Again Last Night") 
rather pompously dramatic 
songs about the Civil War— 
"Sweet Was Our Rose"(a melo-
dically brilliant but lyrically 
hokey song) and "Blue Side of 
Gray." ( Atlanta breaks into a 
full-blown chorus of "The Bat-
tle Hymn of the Republic" at 
the end of this song: and they 
are said to unfurl a huge 
American flag on stage when 
they perform it live—Gag 
me!!) 

It's only when Atlanta eases 
off of their contrived blitzkrieg 
of "South-of-the-Mason-Dixon-
Line" hype and relax a little 
that the true depth of their 
potential begins to show. For 
instance, they turn in a de-
lightful rendition of the old 
'lollies' tune, " Long Cool Wo-
man." 
I could be wrong about At-

lanta—dead wrong. It's a 
chance a reviewer always 
takes. But this band seems to 
be merely another manifes-
tation of massive record biz 
hype—a flurry of promotion 
with which the media seems 
to have fallen in step. I'm 
afraid it's just another bizarre 
example of the entire country 
music industry bowing down 
to the emperor who wears no 
clothes. — BOB ALLEN 
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'Before there was rockabilly 
Ma nearly identical music 
known as Country Boogie held 
sway. It began in 1939, at the 
height of the nationwide 
boogie woogie craze, when 
country singer Johnny Bar-
field recorded "Boogie Woo-
gie" for Bluebird Records. 
Through the forties the Del-
more Brothers, the York 
Brothers, Tennessee Ernie 
Ford, Zeb Turner and even 
Merle Travis often slid into 
the style, some more than oth-
ers ( Ernie Ford's first real 
success came with "Shotgun 
Boogie" in 1950). Rockabilly 
fans can debate its influence 
on Presley and the rockabilly 
sound (there are strong views 
on both sides), but it set a 

precedent—with a very simi-
lar sound—before anyone 
knew of Bill Haley or Elvis. 

Britain's Charly Records is 
providing some valuable in-
sights into the idiom with the 
release of four albums by four 
of its major exponents, all tak-
en from the vaults of Decca/ 
MCA. Red Foley, one of coun-
try's first true eclectics, was 
also one of the first artists to 
succeed commercially with 
boogie-oriented records. Ten-
nessee Saturday Night (CR 
30230) covers eleven years of 
Foley's career ( 1947-1958) and 
some of his strongest boogie/ 
R&B material, with some 
country numbers thrown in to 
even things out. The title track, 
a huge hit for him in 1948, is 

medium tempo shuffle that 
later was an onstage staple of 
Presley's Sun-era stage act. 
The taut, clattering "Planta-
tion Boogie" ( 1955) boasts a 
sound nearly as hard-rocking 
as that of Elvis himself. "Pin-
ball Boogie" (1954) features 
an engaging Foley vocal and 
inventive lead guitar from 
Grady Martin. "Shake a 
Hand" and "Hearts of Stone," 
both R&B favorites, are han-
dled credibly by Foley. 
Most of the straight country 

numbers are excellent, includ-
ing a version of "Hillbilly Fe-
ver" done with Ernest Tubb 
and the original 1949 version 
of "Sugarfoot Rag" featuring 
Hank Garland, who wrote the 
melody, playing the sparkling 

lead guitar that helped make 
him a Nashville legend. Gar-
land also tears it úp on the 
1958 "Crazy Little Guitar 
Man." Much of this material 
hasn't been available for years. 
Also, I could have done with-
out all that ricky-tick on "Hot 
Dog Rag" and "Rockin' and 
Reelin." 
Moon Mullican was another 

essential country boogie expo-
nent, and a major influence on 
the piano style of those famous 
country boogie cousins, Jerry 
Lee Lewis and Mickey Gilley. 
Beginning his career in some 
of Texas' finest 1930s western 
swing bands, Moon went on to 
fame after World War II with 
King Records, where he re-
corded Cajun ("Jole Blon"), 
ballads, and plenty of ferocious 
boogie and blues numbers 
built around his pumping pi-
ano. After leaving King 
around 1956 he moved to Cor-
al, Decca's subsidiary label, 
and then to Decca itself from 

The Essential Collector 
"Little" Jimmy Dickens, Gene Autry, Spade Cooley, Lefty Frizzell, Leon McAuliffe, 
Carl Smith, Sons of the Pioneers and Bob Wills. 

Tr mil now, people looking 
for albums by the Hall of 

Fame's newest member had a 
tough row to hoe. Dickens' 
Greatest Hits and Little Jimmy 
Dickens' Best have been un-
available for years, and aside 
from the odd cut or two on the 
CBS/Epic Rockabilly anthol-
ogies a couple of years back 
and a weak album of re-
recorded hits, there's been 
nothing. 
Which makes th is collection— 

though it barely scratches the 
surface of his immense output— 
that much more welcome. The 
eleven tracks capture Dickens 

at his peak between 1949 and 
1960 and, even more interest-
ing, trace his metamorphosis 
from Roy Acuff-styled singer 
to sassy, energetic shouter. 
However, Dickens was still an 
achingly expressive balladeer 
and that aspect is covered. 
The album begins with his 

first hit, "Take an Old, Cold 
"rater," cut with Roy Acuffs 
Smoky Mountain Boys and 
lead guitarist Billy Byrd in 
January, 1949. The song's 
gentle, self-effacing country 
humor was consistent with the 
Acuff influence. But Dickens 
quickly began blazing his own 

trails with "I'll Be Back A-
Sunday" at an April session. 
And by the time he formed his 
own band, The Country Boys, 
with twin lead-guitars by 
Grady Martin and Jabbo Ar-
rington, he was finding his 
own niche with feisty, flip 
novelties like "It May Be Silly 
(But Ain't It Fun)"(1951) and 
"I'm Little But I'm Loud" 
(1952), a joyous celebration of 
his new, supercharged musi-
cal personality. He continued 
in this vein with his buoyant 
version of Hank Williams' "I 
Wish You Didn't Love Me So 
Much," the original recording 

of a song Hank himself later 
recorded as "Why Don't You 
Make Up Your Mind." 
Three fine uninssued tracks 

spice things up further. "The 
Last Time" ( 1957) is a 
medium-tempo ballad with a 
plaintive vocal and Buddy 
Emmons' fluid steel guitar. 
"Slow Suicide" ( 1954) is a loony 
novelty featuring The Country 
Boys at their best. As Louis 
Dunn's swinging fiddle cuts 
the air, Thumbs Carlille's 
crackling guitar and Walter 
Haynes' steel underscore the 
band's reputation as one of the 
best in country music at the 
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1958 through 1959. Sweet 
Rockin'Music, however, shows 
a Mullican more sweet than 
rockin'. 
He was reined in on most of 

these sessions, with ooh-aah 
vocal choruses placed behind 
him. The songs themselves 
were a bit slick and tame, 
though "Jenny Lee's" Cajun 
flavor anticipates Rusty and 
Doug by several years, and 
"Moon's Rock" and "Pipeliner 
Blues," both cut at the same 
session, feature tough R&B 
sax and astringent Hank Gar-
land guitar. "Early Morning 
Blues" is a great after-hours 
number, as is "My Baby's 
Gone:" his marvelously expres-
sive vocal on the ballad "I'm 
Waiting for Ships That Never 
Come In" shows a more mellow 
side. Other tunes, however, 
don't work. The unissued 
"Wedding of the Bugs" 
should've remained in the can. 
What Decca wanted from 
Mullican isn't clear, but he 

was strongest in his tried and 
true styles of the past. 
Roy Hall, who died earlier 

this year at age 62, was an-
other singer-pianist who influ-
enced Jerry Lee, and a fine 
performer in his own right. 
Not only did Hall employ the 
Killer at his Hideaway Club 
in Nashville as an entertainer, 
Jerry Lee turned Hall's 1955 
recording of "Whole Lotta 
Shakin' Goin' On" into one of 
his first recorded triumphs 
(changing lyrics here and 
there) in 1957. Hall, who also 
played piano with Webb 
Pierce's group, was a passable 
shouter and an outstanding 
pianist with a drive that, at its 
best, nearly equalled Mulli-
can's. Diggin' the Boogie (CR 
30227) assembles his 1955-56 
Decca sessions, which yielded 
some of his best material. The 
original "Whole Lotta Shak in" 
kicks off side one, slower and 
bluesier than you might ex-
pect. Hank Garland even lis-

tened to a Nashville R&B sta-
tion the night before the 
session to learn the kind of 
growling blues guitar licks 
the song required. 
The tempo seldom falters as 

Hall tackles Fats Domino's 
"All By Myself," "See You 
Later, Alligator," "Blue Suede 
Shoes" and a previously unre-
leased answer song, "You 
Ruined My Blue Suede Shoes," 
the unrelenting "Diggin' the 
Boogie," "Offbeat Boogie" and 
"Three Alley Cats," plus two 
other unissued tunes: ."Chris-
tine," and "My Girl and His 
Girl." Hall's affable personal-
ity shines through, and it's sad 
he didn't live to see this defini-
tive reissue of his best work. 

Sidney "Hardrock" Gunter 
now sells insurance in Color-
ado, but in the early fifties he 
was an enormously popular 
singer in the Birmingham, 
Alabama area. His 1950 "Bir-
mingham Bounce" was a huge 
hit for Red Foley and brought 

Gunter to Decca's attention. 
Though he was in the reserves 
through 1951 and 1952, he 
managed to record sixteen 
tunes for Decca that show his 
clearcut country boogie style 
and the obvious vocal influence 
of his idol, fellow Alabamian, 
Hank Penny. Gunter's effer-
vescence dominates most of 
the songs, including "Hesita-
tion Boogie," a bouncy number 
with a heavier-than-usual 
backbeat (drums were still ta-
boo among most country art-
ists, except for rebels like Gun-
ter). "Sixty Minute Man," 
recorded with singer Roberta 
Lee, is a pleasing—and teasing— 
cover of the Dominos' R&B 
hit, and the remainder of the 
songs maintain that engaging 
feel. Hardrock's major contri-
bution came in 1956 with his 
still outstanding "Jukebox, 
Help Me Find My Baby," but 
these numbers show a grossly 
underrated performer in his 
prime. —RICH KIENZLE 

time. They also had a sur-
prising participant on some of 
these numbers in veteran Opry 
pianist Del Wood. "John Hen-
ry" ( 1960) reflects slicker 
Nashville production values, 
but Dickens' basic drive re-
mains undiminished. 
One of the strongest perfor-

mances here is his searing 
version of Molly O'Day's "The 
Tramp on the Street" ( 1957), 
performed with raw, un-
abashed sincerity and en-
hanced by the late Jimmie 
Riddle's rich, undulating har-
monica. The other is "Salty 
Boogie"(1954), the perfect 
number with which to end the 
album. Long a favorite with 
rockabilly collectors, its unre-
lenting drive is infectious. 
Buddy Harman pounds the 
life out of the drums and Spi-
der Wilson and Howard Rho-
ton's twin lead guitars clatter 
away, while Dickens shouts 
over the din. Keep in mind the 
fact that Elvis was still an 
obscure regional performer at 
the time, and this track be-
comes all the more interesting. 
I can quibble with a few 

points. The notes feature sin-
cere but uninformative testi-
monies from fellow artists 
Merle Haggard, Roy Acuff 
and Bill Monroe. Nice as this 

is, a more complete, detailed 
overview of Dickens' career 
would have been better. Per-
sonnel information is complete 
for some cuts, but not for the 
earliest sessions, and Dickens, 
whose memory is good, should 
have been consulted (he re-
called some of this in 
Country Music's March/ 
April issue). Nonetheless, the 
timing of this release couldn't 
be better. At long last you can 
hear why Little Jimmy Dick-
ens so richly deserved the Hall 
of Fame. —RICH KIENZLE 

10 he Columbia Historic Edi-
tion from CBS Records is 

a valuable source for collec-
tors. The "Little" Jimmy Dick-
ens album reviewed on page 
66 is one good example. 

In addition, the series in-
cludes Gene Autry, Spade Cool-
ey, Lefty Frizzell, Flatt and 
Scruggs, Leon McAuliffe, Carl 
Smith, Sons of the Pioneers 
and Bob Wills. 
Each album is illustrated 

with rare photos which have 
been hand-tinted. All have his-
torical liner notes written by 
authorities like Doug Green, 
Bob Pinson, Ronnie Pugh, 
with one each by Merle Hag-
gard and Jimmy Wakely. 
As with the "Little" Jimmy 

Dickens album, the others all 
contain some previously unre-
leased recordings in addition 
to the historically important 
releases from each performer. 

In some cases there are bet-
ter collections available if you 
are looking for the best known 

hits by a given performer. 
However, if you are a serious 
collector the unreleased mate-
rial alone make these albums 
worthwhile. The rest is icing 
on the cake since it is increas-
ingly difficult to find records 
by most of these performers. 

How To Get These Treasures 
If you would like to buy any of the albums mentioned in 

Buried Treasures or The Essential Collector, make your 
check payable to Nashville Warehouse, P.O. Box 236, 
Hendersonville, Tennessee 37075. (Country Music Society 
of America members, deduct 10% and include your 
membership number.) 
• Columbia Historic Edition 
Each album is $8.98. (Indicate records or cassettes; add 

$1.95 postage and handling for one album, $.95 for each 
additional.) "Little" Jimmy Dickens (FC 38905), Lefty 
Frizzell (FC 37466), Gene Autry (FC 37465), Sons of the 
Pioneers (FC 37439), Flatt and Scruggs (FC 37469), 
Bob Wills (FC 37468), Spade Cooley (FC 37467), Carl 
Smith (FC 38908), Leon McAuliffe (FC 38909). 
• Johnny Cash: The Sun Years 
This four-album collection which also includes a fine 

book (see review on page 59) is $44.98 plus $2.95 postage 
and handling. (No cassettes.) 
• Buried Treasures 
See review, page 66. Red Foley Tennesse Saturday 

Night (CR 30230); Moon Mullican, Sweet Rockin' 
Music (CR 30231); Roy Hall Diggin' the Boogie (CR 
30227); Sidney "Hardrock" Gunter, Boogie Woogic 
Saturday Night (CR 30228): $8.98 plus $1.95 postage 
and handling for one, $.95 for each additional. No 
cassettes. 
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TOP 25 1. John Conlee 

Singles 

Albums 
1. The Oak Ridge Boys   
2. Alabama  
3. Hank Williams, Jr  
4. Rkky Skaggs  

5. George Strait   
6. Willie Nelson   
7. Crystal Gayle   
8. early McClain   
9. Earl Thomas Conley   
10. Dolly Parton   
11. Atlanta   
12. Tom Jones  

13. John Conlee   
14. AUckey Gilley &   

early McClain 
15. Exile   
16. Merle Haggard  
17. Barbara Mandrell 
18. The Kendalls   
19. Janie Fricke   
20. The Stotler Brothers   
21. Gary Morris   
22. Don Williams   
23. Deborah Allen  
24. Eddie Rabbit,   
25. Hank Williams, Jr  

Deliver 
Roll On 
Man of Steel 
Don't Cheat In Our 
Hometown 
Right or Wrong 
Without A Song 
Cage the Songbird 
The Woman In Me 
Don't Make It Easy for Me 
The Great Pretender 
Pictures 
Don't Let Our Dreams Die 
Young 
In My Eyes 
It Takes Believers 

Exile 
That's The Way Love Goes 
Clean Cut 
Morin' Train 
Lave Lies 
Atlanta Blue 
Faded Blue 
The Best of Don Williams 
Cheat the Night 
Greatest Hits - Volume II 
Hank Williams Jr.'s 
Greatest Hits 

2. Rkky Skaggs   
3. Julio Iglesias & 

Willie Nelson 
4. Merle Haggard  

5. Crystal Gayle   

6. David Allan Coe   
7. Eddy Raven   
8. Reba McEntire   
9. Larry Gatlin   
10. Vern Gosdin   

11. Emmylou Harris 
12. George Jones   

13. Alabama  
14. Louise Mandrel!   

15. Gene Watson   
16. Conway Twiny  

17. Exile   

18. Steve Wariner   
19. Kenny Rogers &  

Dottie West 
20. Waylon Jennings   

21. Gary Morris   
22. Ronnie McDowell  

23. early McClain   
24. The Oak Ridge Boys.. 

25. Sylvia   

As Long As I'm Rockin' 
With You 
Honey (Open That Door) 
To All The Girls I've Loved 
Before 
Someday When Things Are 
Good 
I Don't Want To Lose Your 
Love 
Mona Lisa Lost Her Smile 
I Got Mexico 
Just A Little Love 
Denver 
I Can Tell By The Way You 
Dance 
In My Dreams 
You've Still Got A Place In 
My Heart 
When We Make Love 
I'm Not Through Loving 
You Yet 
Forever Again 
Somebody's Needin' 
Somebody 
I Don't Wanna Be A 
Memory 
Why Goodbye 
Together Again 

I May Be Used (But Baby I 
Ain't Used Up) 
Between Two Fires 
I Dream of Women Like 
You 
Band of Gold 
. I Guess It Never Hurts to 
Hurt Sometimes 
Victims of Goodbye 

A 25% Discount For 
CESA Members Only 

Here it is, folks! Your quick and easy order form for your 
choice of the Top Twenty-Five albums. Members of the 
Country Music Society of America get 25% off the list price 
of these albums or cassettes (no 8 track tape available). The 
rest of you poor unfortunates have to pay the full price. So 
fill out the order form below and send it in, so that you too 
can be listening to the sweet and easy and hot and cool 
sounds of Alabama, George (the younger), Willie and 
Deborah Allen, et al. While supplies last... 

Unfortunately, we can't supply you with singles. 
By the way, all you Couiztry Music subscribers who are 

not members of the Society, doesn't this offer alone, which 
will be repeated month after month, just make your mouth 
water? Why not join the Society today? For this and 11 
other reasons...see page 50 for details on how to join. 

Send me my choice(s) circled below. I have en-
closed $8.98 (CSMA members enclose $6.73, that's 
25% off) for each choice 1 6 11 16 21 
plus $1.95 postage and 2 7 12 17 22 
handling for my first 3 8 13 18 23 
selection and $.95 for 4 9 14 19 24 
each additional selection. 5 10 15 20 25 

I want LPs 
 cassettes (no 
8TK) as checked. 

Mail to: CMSA 
ATTENTION: Top 25 
450 Park Avenue South 

784-8 New York, N.Y. 10016 

NAME  

ADDRESS  

CITY   

STATE  ZIP 

CMSA MEMBERSHIP   
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SHEN 
The Martin Shenandoah 

is a new series of acoustic guitars 
designed to satisfy your demands 
for an affordably priced Martin. 

Available in six and twelve string models, 
the Martin Shenandoah series 
features a V-shaped neck for 

easy playing, a solid spruce top 
for tonal quality, and a distinctive 
tortoise-style pickguard. 

An additional feature is the 
Thinline 332 

acoustic guitar pickup. 
Each Martin Shenandoah 
instrument is originally 

equipped with the Thinline 
for true acoustic 

sound reproduction. 

1,0Amr 4t: 
The Martin assurance of quality 
is evident in the limited lifetime 
warranty that covers all 
Martin Shenandoah instruments. 
See and play the Martin Shenandoah 
at your local authorized 
Martin dealer. 
For further information write: 

THE MARTIN 
GUITAR COMPANY 

510 Sycamore Street 
Nazareth, PA 18064 

The Martin Guitar— 
A commitment to quality 
that lasts a lifetime. 



"Where's The Dress" from the soon to be released 
album "THE GOOD OL' BOYS — ALIVE AND WELL:' 

On Columbia Records and Cassettes. 
Produced by Blake Mevis. In-store June 18. 




